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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY 
v. 
INDIA V. JOHNSON, ADMINISTRATRIX C. T. A. OF 
WILLIAM TILDEN JOHNSON. 
To the Honorables, the Judges of the Sttpreme Court of .Ap-
peals of Virginia: 
Your petitioner, the Southern Railway Company, (herein-
after for brevity sometimes called the Southern), a corpo-
ration duly organized and existing by and under the laws of 
· the State of Virginia, respectfully showeth unto your Honors 
that· it is aggrieved by a judgment of the Circuit Court of 
·Nansemond County, Virginia, entered on the 8th day of Feb-
ruary, 1927, in favor of India V. Johnson, Administratrix 
c. t. a. of William Tilden Johnson, (hereinafter for brevity 
sometimes called the plaintiff) against the Southern for the 
sum of $8,000.00 (R., p. 22), with interest thereon ·from the 
19th day of November, 1926, until paid. .A transcript of tho 
record in this case is herewith presented. 
THE FACTS. 
As we understand the testimony in this case, considered in 
the light and giving effect to the verdi~t of the jury in favor 
of the plaintiff, it was substantially as follows: 
On or about the 22nd day of December, 1924, the plaintiff's 
intestate, William. Tilden Johnson, who was a resident of 
Suffolk, Virginia, proceeded from the Town of Suffolk to the 
City .of Norfolk, somewhere between seven and eight o'clock 
in the evening of that day. He was traveling in a closed Ford 
car, and wa,s a man perfectly f,amiliar with the road, and with 
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the crossing known as vVilroy. The weather was clear and 
cold, and Mr. Johnson 'vas seen approaching·the crossing at 
\Vilroy about one hundred yards away from the railroad cross-
ing by a witness standing on the other side of the railroad. 
from ~!Ir. Johnson, this witness having testified for the plain-
tiff (R., p. 70 and 78). 'J.1here was nothing to obstruct the 
view of the approaching train, and 1\tlr. Johnson proceeded 
on with his vehicle, made no effort to stop, so far as the tes-
timony shows, and actually did strike the train at the rear 
part of the tender, with such force as to break some of the 
connections, wreck his own automobile, and kill himself. 
There were witnesses for the plaintiff who swore that they 
were on the scene of this accident and did not hear the bell 
rung or the whistle blo,v. There were also numbers of wit-_ 
nesses for the defendant who swore that the bell was· rung 
and the proper crossing signals given. There was also evi-
dence tending to show that the watchman was not at his place 
of duty at the crossing,. and evidence on the part of the de-
-fendant that he was. 
FIRST ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR. 
After the jury had found their verdict, the defendant for-
mally moved the .Court to set aside the said verdict upon 
the ground: 
"That the verdict is contrary to the law and the evidence, 
because it is excessive, because of errors in the instructions 
and er~ors in the admission a.nd rejection of evidence, and 
particularly because the jury did not take into consideration 
the contributory neg~igence of the plaintiff.'' 
At a subsequent date the defendant assigned further 
grounds for setting aside the verdict, as follows: 
''That the verdict is contrary to the law and evidence 
and without evidence to support it, and is excessive, and be-
cause the jury diq.. not diminish the damages in proportion 
to the contributory negligenc-e of the plaintiff, and because 
of the errors in granting and refusing instructions, and in 
the admission and rejection of evidence, and because the ar-
g11.ment of coun~el for the plaintiff improperly appealed to· 
the sympathy and prejudice of the jury, referred to the 
wealth and poverty of the parties and to the helpless condi-
tion of those who would benefit by a verdict for the plaintiff.'' · 
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But the Court overruled said motion and entered up judg-
ment in favor of the plaintiff against the Southern, and to this 
action of the court, the defendant excepted, and assigns this 
action and- ruling of ,the Court in ·refusing to set aside the 
verdict and enter up a judgment for the defendant as error. 
It was contended for the plaintiff that the Southern was 
guilty of negligence in failillg to have the watchman on duty 
at the time of this accident. It is respectfully submitted that 
this ground of negligence is wholly untenable. and cannot be 
considered as a basis upon which the jury could be allowed 
to rest its verdict. The reason for this proposition is that 
the undisputed evidence sho,vs conclusively that the deceased 
was guilty of the grossest contributory negligence, and there-
fore any negligence such as is above indicated with respect 
to the failure to have a watclrman at the crossing, is com-
pletely absolved by the contributory negligence of the de-
ceased, and so is not a ground upon which the verdict ca;n. be 
sustained. · 
We submit that the case for the plaintiff rests wholly and 
solely upon the allegation of negligence with respect to the 
failure to give the statutory crossing signals. The case pre-
sents to this court for the first time, as far as we know, this 
proposition: Can a man, approaching a railroad track in full 
and plain view of the same, driving an ordinary automobile, 
which, as a matter of common 'knowledge is known to be capa-· 
ble of stopping in a few feet, drive into the side of a train, 
and subject the railroad company to a suit for damages. If 
this is so, then it is perfectly clear that a man can close his 
eyes to what this court has repeatedly called a "proclamation 
of danger'', and recover for the cons~quences of his conduct 
~he is able to produce a witness or witnesses who will testify 
that the statutory crossing signals were not given, or that if 
given were not heard by them. 
· W4ile Section 3958 of the Code imposes upon railroad 
companies the duty of giving prescribed signals at highway 
crossings, ~nd Section 3959 prescribes that the traveler "s con-
tributory negligence, if any, shall be· considered in mitiga-
tion of damages and not in bar of recovery, the burden is still 
upon any person invoking tbe provisions of these statutes to 
prove by a fair·preponderance of the evidence that the .de~ 
fendant's alleged failu·re. to give th~ statutory signalE1 was, 
and that the traveler's conduct was not, the sole proxjmate. 
cause of the injury. ·This ·proposition has been so frequently 
announced in the decisions of this court as to make it unne~ 
cessary to support it by citation of authorities. The follow· 
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ing will, however, sho'v how clearly the principle has been 
recognized and applied. 
In So.uthern Ry. Co. v. Daves, 108 Va. 378, the court, in 
holding erroneous an instruction which told the jury that the 
railway was liable· if the evidence showed that it had failed 
to ring the bell and sound the whistle as required by the 
statute, said: · 
''This instruction is further erroneous, because it tells the 
jury that the failure to ring the bell and sound the whistle 
was negligence for which the defendant was liable. This is 
not true, unless the jury believed that there was a failure to 
ring the bell and sound the w.histle, and further bel·ieved that 
sttch failure was the proxintate cause of the aocident." (Ital-
ics supplied.) 
In Norfolk So. R. R. Co. v. Banks, 1~1 Va. 715, Judge Mc-
Lemore, on page 721, says : 
"While section 3959 of the Code provides for a recovery 
when the defendant has not blown the whistle, and rung the 
bell as therein required, even though the plaintiff is guilty 
of negligence in ~ttempting to cross the track in front of an 
approaching train, this must be read in the light of the u:pi-
versal principle of law, that 'J'l;O negligence of the defe~dant, 
how.ever gross, can sustain a verdict for the plaintiff unless 
that part·icula.r negligence cont,rihuted to the i'l'bjury." (Ital-
ics supplied.) 
In Gregory v. S. A. L. Ry. Co., 142 Va. 750, Judge Chris-
tian, on page 755, says: 
''Thus was introduced into the law the doctrine of compara-
tive negligence as applied to injuries occurring at railroad 
grade crossings, but the burden of proof is still upon ·the, 
plaintiff to prove that thEl operators of the train failed to give 
the statutory signals, and that such failure caused the injury, 
while the burden of proof is upon the railroad company to 
prove the plaintiff's contributory negligence, or that the 
plaintiff's negligence was the sole proximate cause of the in-
jury.'' (Italics supplied.) 
In Etherid_qe v. Norfolk Sou. R. R .. Co ... 143 Va. 789, Judge 
Holt, on page 798, says : 
0 
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"It is immemorially true that no jnrliruent can be based 
upon a. defendant's negligence unless that negligence in som.e 
degree co.ntributea to the inj~try." (Italics supplied.) 
and, on page 800, says : 
"In Gregory v. Seaboard Air n=(fte Railway Oompo;ny,. 
Judge Christian in an opinion handed down at the May term 
of this court, last, had an occasion to point out that sec. 3959 
of the Code did not change the law of negligence and held that 
it was still true 'that the burden of proof is upon the plai.Ji-· 
tiff to prove that the operators of the train failed to give the 
statutory signals and that S'l-tch failtt1·e caused the injury' . 
. Section 3958 of the Code, which in so far as this case is con-
cerned is the act of 1893-4, p. 827, 'vas in effect when the cases 
cited above were decided. It in substance provided that cer-
tain signals should be given at grade crossings, but before a 
plaintif{ could recover he had to prove that his injury was due 
to the fact that such signa:ts were not given-that the failwe 
t.o give said signals was the proxim,ate cau,se of his darnage. 
As~the la'v then stood he would also fail if it appeared that 
he himself was guilty of any negligence. Due to the increase 
in traffic along our public higlnvays and particularly to the 
widespread use of automobiles t~e salutary provisions. of 
said sec. 3959 "rere incorporated into our statute law and in-
troduced into such cases for the first time the doctrine of com-
parative negligence. This statute we have no desire to whittle 
away. We are unable, however, to change it beyond its mani-
fest purpose as appears both from its letter and from a note 
of the Code Revisers attached thereto. It did nothing more 
than to provide that the doctrine of comparative negligence 
should be substituted for that of contributory negligence. 
It is st~ll necessary for the plalintiff to prov·e that the de-
fendant's negligence cattsed his inj'lt'ry, that but for it. the in.-
jury uJould not have occu1·red, but having shown this he is not 
precluded from recovery by the fact that he himself was negli-
gent." (Italics supplied.) 
The evidence wholly fails· to meet the rule of proof an-
nounced in the foregoing authorit~s. As was said in A. T .. 
& S. F. Ry. Co. v. Page (Colorado, July 7, 1924), 227 Pac. 
sm: · 
''If the driver had testified that he trusted to hear the cross~ 
ing bell, the engine bell or the whistle, and, not hearing any o1 
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them, was misled and so did not look, different questions 
would have arisen.'' · . . 
The deceased was alone in his closed car, and the evidence 
is, therefore, silent as to wl1ether he relied upon the presence 
or absence of signals as a factor in controlling his movements 
. when approaching the crossing. From tbe physical condi-
tions surrounding th~ crossing and the ease with which the 
approaching train ·could have been seen and heard if"the de-
ceased actually loqked and list~ned, the conclusion can be 
fairly ·and properly drawn that with full knowledge of the 
train's approach he attempted to beat the train to the cross-
i_ng and failed with the result that he was fatally injured. 
Had he been only partially, and not fatally, injured he might . 
have been one of those who, with the defendant's witnesses, 
actually heard the giving of the signals. and as heretofore 
pointed out, undertook to ''make it over" and failed. If this 
be the truth of the matter, th~ deceased's own act was ob-
viously the proximate cause of his injury. 
In Morier v. Hines, Direct.or General· of Railroads (N. 
Ramp. May 1, 1923), 122 Atl. 330, the court, at page 333, 
says: 
"The purpose of the statutory signal is to give notice of 
the approach of the train. Stearns v. RW,~lroad, 75 N. H. 40, 
49, 71 Atl. 21, 21 Ann. Cas. 1166. The failure to give cross-
ing sig·nals renders a railroad liable only when it is shown 
such failure is the cause of the injury. 33 Cyc. 1045; Su.blett 
v: R.nilroad, 145 Ky. 707; 141 S. W. 50; 38 L. R. A. (N. S.) 
1133; Cosgrove v. Railroad, 87 N.Y. 88, 90; 41 Am. Rep. 355. 
The defendant's duty being to warn 4ighway travelers of 
their intended use of the crossing ( Gahagam v. N. Y. Cent. 
R. Co., 70 N.H. 441, 443; 50 Atl; 146; 55 L. R. A. 426), there 
would be no negligence and no breach of duty as to one fully 
informed of the train's approach." · 
Nor is this a case in ·which there is any evidence to support 
the claim that the traveler either looked or listened for the 
approach of the train because of his familiarity with the 
crossing and his knowledge of the physical surroundings, and 
failed to see or hear it, or that failing to look or listen :for. 
the train itself he listened for and did not hear the giving of 
the stat·utory signals, 
It is equally fatal to the plaintiff?s case .to assume as we 
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think the evidence clearly justifies that the deceased ap-
proached the crossing utterly oblivous of approaching danger 
and utterly unmindful of his surroundings, notwithstanding 
the fact that he was, by reason of his frequent use of the 
crossing and the presence of the track and side board warn-
ings, fully aware that danger might be ahead. 
'l'he Supreme Court of West Virginia in Buchanan v. Nor-
folk & Western Ry. Co. (W. Va., June 9, 1925), 128 S. E. 
652, states as to a similar situation: · 
''The evidence fairly preponderates in favor of the cross-
ing signals having been sounded prior to the collision. But 
say they were silent-we cannot favor the theory that a 
mind so dulled to ordinary care for self-preservation as was 
that of the plaintiff at the time would have recorded andre-
sponded to the warning of the whistle or the bell." 
The deceased was in a. closed car. His failure to hear the 
~rossing signals might have been due to this fact if he did 
not actually hear them. He might have, as stated, been en-
tirely oblivious of his surroundings and bent only upon the 
progress of his journey. He may have notwithstanding the 
closed car have heard the signals that many witnesses testify 
were in fact given, or if it be a fact they were not given, saw 
or othenvise heard the approach of the train, and attempted 
to ''make it over'' but failed .. The whole situation is wrapped 
~n conjecture. and it is respectfully submitted that the plain-
tiff has wholly .failed to show that the giving of the statutory 
signals would have prevented the fatal injury or that the fail-
ure to give them, if in fact they were not given, was its proxi-
mate cause . 
. · In this situation the law applicable to the instant case is, 
being in harm9ny with the decisions of this court from which 
we have previously quoted. as stated by the Supreme Court 
9f Iowa (Iowa in Barrett v. U. 8. Railroait Administration~ 
June 22, 1923,) 194 N. W. 222, when it said: 
· "The burden was on the.plaintiff to show that the collision 
was the proximate effect of the failure to give the train sig-
nals. If the record discloses no evidence of a causal con-
nection, or if the -evidence of plaintiff negatives a causal con-
nection, behveen the failure of the .signals and the happen~ 
ing of the collision. the jury has J;J.O discretion to find otherwise. 
In such a case, it is the duty of the court as a matter of law 
to direct a nonsuit.,, . 
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See also Hickey v. Mo. Pac. Railroad Corp. (C. C. A., 8th 
Circuit, Sept. 22nd, 1925,) 8 Fed. (2nd Series) 12M, 130. 
The case is at most one of concurring negligence and it is 
further submitted that the verdict should have been set aside 
because of the jury's failure to make proper apportionment 
of the <l~mag~s. While Section 3tl59 of the Code provides 
that the traveler's failure to exercise due care in approach-
ing a crossing shall not bar recovery for injury, "the fail-
ure of the traveler to exercise such care may be considered 
in mitigation of damages." The word "may" can, if it is 
to have any force and effect, only be read as ''must"". Other-
wise a jury would be at liberty to defeat the plain purpose 
of the statute by not mitigating the total damages su~tained 
(or the sum of .$10,000 as statutory limit where the injury is 
fatal) jn Ruch proportion as the evidence fairly shows that 
the traveler's negligence contributed to the joint negligence 
of both the traveler and the company as a r-esult of which the 
injury was sustained. Since the result of the accident was -
fatal, the maximum recovery, if any, is $10,000 upon an as-
sumption that plaintiff's intestate was guilty of no negli-
gence. No one can read this record without being convinced 
of the fact that he was guilty of contributory negligence of the 
grossest kind, ~nd 'vithout attempting to test the accur~cy 
of the jury's verdict in this respect by any niceties of mathe-
matical reasoning, it certainly can be fairly said that the de-
ceased's negligence was as great, if not greater, than that of 
the defendant, assuming that there was sufficient proof that 
the statutory signals were not given. In this situation, the 
deduction of only $2,000 from the statutory limit of $10,000 
was not such a "mitigation of damages" as Section 3959 
plainly required the jury to make in this case, and the verdict 
should, therefore, for this reason be set aside. 
We further submit that the argument of counsel in this case 
was calculated to severely pr~judice the defendant's case. 
It would unduly and, in our judgment, unnecessarily extend 
this petition to undertake to set out the many particulars 
in which this argument was calculated to prejudice the jury, 
ana in which it went far beyond what is. properly permissible 
in our judgment. The argument will be found set out in full 
commencing at Tr ., p. 187. 
Amongst the most recent discussions ·of this Court on this 
f:ubject will be found in the case of Rinehart. v. Brown, 137 
Ya. 670, and P. Lorillard v. 'Clay, 127 Va. 734. Of cJurse, it 
will be said that no exception was taken to this argument, 
at the time it was being made, nor was anything said about· 
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it until a motion was made for a new trial. It will be con-
tended that unless the objection was made at the time that the 
Court is without authority to do anything. We submit that 
where an argument is made, that is clearly improper, for 
counsel on the other side to arise in the presence of the jury 
and object to it only accentuates the evil intended to be ac-
complished, and no such burden should be put upon the party 
against whom the improper argument is being made. To 
. endeavor to instruct the jury only accentuates and makes 
the matter worse, and we submit that where the argument is 
clearly erroneous and improper, that the verdict should be 
set aside on a motion for a ne"\v trial. There is no· hardship 
in this. It only requires the gentlemen of the bar to keep 
within the ordinary rules in the trial of cases. We submit 
that the numerous cases cited with approval by this court 
in Rinehart v. Brown, supra, strongly tend . to support the 
view here submitted. 
SECOND A.SSIGN~:IENT OF ERROR. 
The action of the Court in giving certain instructions asked 
for by the plaintiff and in refusing to give certain instruc-
tions asked for by the defendant constitutes the second as-
signment of error. Tl1e Court's action in this respect will be· 
separately considered in relation to the particular instruc-
tions asked for and refused. 
Plaintiff's Instructions Nos. 2 and 3, to the giving of which 
the defendant objected and excepted, will be found at page 
211 of the transcript. Instruction No. 2 told the jury that it 
"\Vas the defendant's duty to sound the statutory signals and 
that if they believed from the evidence that the defendant's 
failure to perform this duty caused or contributed to the in-
jury they should find for the plaintiff, mitigating the damages, 
if any, if they believed from the evidence that the plaintiff's 
intestate was negligent i:ri any respect. For the rea~ons here-
tofore pointed out, it is respectfully submitted that there was 
no evidence upon which this instruction could be based. There 
was nothing in the evidence from which the jury could af-
firmatively find, evtn if they were of opinion that the statu-
tory signals were not given, that the defendant's n~~ligence 
in this respect caused or contributed to the injury. As we 
have heretofore shown, no one testified in the plaintiff's be-
half that her· intestate listened for or relied upon the giving 
/ 
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of the statutory signals as a means of warning him of the 
approach of the train. So far as the record shows t4e de-
ceased may have seen or heard the approach of the train, 
notwithstanding the failure to give the statutory signals, and 
determined to attempt to "make it over" the crossing, and 
failed. If this were true, and there is no evidence to justify 
a finding that it was not true, the defend~nt's failure to give 
the signals could have neither caused or contributed to the 
inju:ry. 
Instruction No. 3 told the jury that the giving of the sig-
nals required by the statute was mandatory; that no other 
signal or warning would relieve the Company of its failure 
to give the statutory signals ''and that the failure to give 
such signals pursuant to the statute constitutes negligence on 
the part of the railroad company" (Tr., p. 211). The error 
in this instruction lies in its failure to further state that such 
negligence, in order to permit a recovery, must have caused or 
contributed to the injury complained of. What constituted 
or did not constitute negligence on the defendant's part is an 
academic .question unless that negligence caused or contrib-
uted to the injury and the instruction was fatally defective 
in not stating these essential elements of fact. 
The defendant asked for Instruction A (Tr., p. 213), which 
the Court gave after striking out the words underscored in 
the following copy of said instruction: 
''The Court instructs the jury that the mere fact that the 
plaintiff's intestate, W. T. Johnson, was injured at the inter-
section of the highway leading from Suffolk to Portsmouth, 
Virginia, with the Southern. Railway, in a collision With the 
defendant's train and an automobile which the plaintiff's 
intesta.~e was driving, raises no presumption whatever that 
the defendant, Southern Railway Company, was guilty of 
negligence, and, on, the con.trary, the presumption is that the 
defendant and its agents in charge of the train were not guilty 
of negligence. And the Court instructs. the jury that unless 
the palintiff does affirmatively prove by a preponderance of 
the evidence to the satisfaction of the jury that the defend-
ant's agents in charge of the train were guilty of the negli-
gence charged in the plaintiff's declaration and that said neg-· 
ligence of the defendant's agents in charge of the train was the 
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pro~imate and immediate cause of the injury complained of, 
then. the jury must find their verdiet for the defendant.'~ 
The Court's instruction in this respect was plainly er-
roneous. The language stricken out of the instruction by the 
trial court stated a well recognized presumption and one which 
it is usual and customary to make to juries in actions of this 
nature. The employees of a railroad compa:g.y responsible 
:for the operation of its locomotives are known to be selected 
with reference to their intelligence, fitness and care~ the dis-
charge of the duties imposed upon them, since life and prop-
erty are continuously urider their care. They are in law pre-
sumed to have discharged their duty and to have acted with~ 
out negligence in a particular situation unless and until the 
contrary is made to appear by a ~air preponderance of the 
evidence and it was error on the part of the trial court in not 
so instructing the jury.· L.ooney v. Met. Railroad Company, 
200 U. S. 480, at p. 487: 
., '.A plaintiff in the first instance must show negligence on 
the part of the defendant. Having done this. he need not 
go farther in those jurisdictions where the burden of proof 
is on the defendant to show contributory negligence. In 
other words, if there is no evidence which speaks one way 
or the other with reference to contributory negligence of the 
person killed, then it is presumed that there was no such 
negligence. Thompson on the Law of Negligence, sec. 401; 
Baltimore and Potomac R. R. Co. v. La;ndrigUJn, 191 U. S. 461; 
Texas and Pac. R. R. Co .. v. Gentry, 163 U. 8: 353. But the 
negligence of a defendant cannot be inferred from a pre-
sumption of care on the part of the person killed. A-presump-
tion in the performance of duty attends the. defendant as well 
as the person killed. It must be overcome by direct evi-
dence. One presumption cannot be built upon another. 
Dou.qlas v. Mitchell, 35 Pa. St. 440; Phila. Etc. R. R. Co. v. 
H enrice, 92 Pa. St. 431; Yarnell v. Kansas City Eta. R. R. 
Co., 113 Mo. 570." 
Instruction E asked for by the defendant (Tr., p. 215) was 
as follows.: 
The Court- instructs the jury that, even though they may 
believe from the evidence that the agents of the defendant 
' 
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company did not blo'v the whistle or ring the engine bell, as 
provided by law, yet if they further believe from the evidence 
that the driver of the automobile so neg·ligently ran it as 
to render the acCident unavoidable, and that this ·was the 
sole proximate and im.mt.Hliate cause of the accident, they must 
find for Uw defcmlnut. 
This instruction stated the fundamental doctrine that if the 
plaintiff's intestate's act was the sole proximate and imme-
diate cause of the accident there could be no recovery. The 
evidence ·showed that the decedent's car ran into the rear of 
the locomotive tender with such force and violence as to de-
molish and destroy some of the defendant's equipment. In 
this situation this instruction was clearly suppQrted by evi-
dence that justified the jury in finding as they were requested 
to find and it is respectfully submitted that the Court's action 
"in refusing to give the instruction was plainly erroneous. 
Instruction I (Tr., p. 217) asked for by the defendant and 
refused correctly .told the jury that they could not find against 
the defendant upon mere conjecture or by guesswork as to 
what might have been the real cause of the injury but that 
their verdict should be based upon the evidence before them 
and that the mere fact that the accident happened did not cre-
ate liability upon the defendant. This instruction was plainly 
proper under the circumstances of the case, stated a correct 
principle of law and should have been given. 
Instruction L (Tr.; p. 218) asked for by the defendant and 
refused by the ttial court deals with the weight to be given 
the .testimony of a single witness whose credibility is· unim-
peached that he hea1·d the whistle blown or the bell rung at 
a particular time and place with respect to the testimony of 
negative witnesses upon the same question. The instruction 
is based upon the rule stated in Chesapeake and Ohio Rail~vay 
Company v. Ohaprna;n, 115 Va. 32, and Perkins v. Southern 
Railway Oo1npa;ny, 117 Va. 35, and should have been given. 
For the errors above assigned in instructing the jury as 
above set forth, in refusing to instruct the jury as requested 
by the.de£endant, refusing to set aside the verdict as contrary 
to the la.w and the evidence and as being without evidence to 
support it and in refusing to enter judgment for the defend-
ant on the evidence in accordance with the statute in such 
cases made and provided, your petitioner prays that a writ 
of error and s~tpersedeas be allo_wed it in this case and that 
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the judgment of the trial court may· be reviewed, reversed 
and judgment entered herein by this Honorable Court for the 
defendant, the railroad Company, in accordance with the stat-
ute in such cases made and provided. 
Respectfully submitted, 
SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY, 
By ~f. LEIGII WILLIAMS, 
THOMAS B. GAY, 
Counsel for Petitioner. 
I, William Leigh Williams, an attorney and counsellor at 
law of the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, do hereby 
certify that in my opinion it is proper that the decision in the 
above entitled action be reviewed and reversed by this Honor-
able Court. 
WM. LEIGH WILLIAMS. 
Writ of error allowed and supersedeas awarded. Bond. 
$10,000.00. 
JESSE F. WEST . 
.April 23, 1927. 
Received April 25, 1927. 
H. S. J. 
VIRGINIA, 
In the Circuit Court of Nansemond County. 
India V. Johnson, Administratrix of the Estate of W. T. 
Johnson, deceased, 
v. 
Southern Railway Company. 
RECORD. 
VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Circuit Court of Nansemond County, 
at the Court House thereof. on Tuesday, the 8th day of 
February, 1927. 
Be It Remembered, that heretofore, to-wit: In the Clerk's 
Office of the Circuit Court of Nansemond County, at the Rules· 
held for said Court on the third Monday in October, 1925, 
came the plaintiff, India V. Johnson, Administratrix c. t. a. 
of William Tilden Johnson, deceased, by her attorneys, and 
14 1n the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
filed here declaration of trespass on the case against the de-
fendant, Southern Railway Company, in the words and fig-
ures following: . 
India V. Johnson, administratrix cum testa;mento annexo 
of William Tilden Johnson, deceased, who died testate, in 
manner hereinafter alleged, complains of. Southern Raihvay 
Company, a corporation organized and doing business under 
the laws of the State of Virginia, of a plea of trespass on the 
case, for this, to-wit, that heretofore, to-,vit, on the 22nd day 
of December, 1924, and for a long t~e theretofore the said 
defendant was the owner and user of a certain railroad run-
ning to, through a_nd beyond the county of N ansemond, Vir-
ginia, and was also the owner and operator of certain trains 
thereon, consisting of certain locomotive engines and cars or 
coaches which were run and propelled thereon by means of 
steam; that said railroad intersects that certain road or high-
way coinmonly known as the Norfolk-Suffolk Boulevard at 
a point known as Wilroy's, at which point the said 
page 2 ~ railroad and road or highway intersect each other so 
· that the ·east line of said road, and the sout.h line 
of the right of way of said railroad form an obtuse angle, the 
said intersection being hereinafter referred to as the ''cross-
ing"; that on, to-wit, the 22nd day of December, 1924, at, 
to-wit, b~tween seven and eight o'clock P. M.; it then ·and 
there being dark, to-wit, about two and one-half hours after 
sunset, the said plaintiff's said testate was riding or driving 
. in an automobile over, along and upon said road or highway, 
approa~ing said crossing from the city of Suffolk going 
toward the city of Portsmouth, at which crossing the said 
defendant maintained no gates, but did maintain a watchman 
thereat; that at this point the view of the defendant's track 
to the east of said road or high,vay, is to a great extent ob-
scured, as hereinafter set forth; tbat by reason of the premi-
ses, it became and was the duty of said defendant, by its 
watchman or flagman to faithfully flag said crossing upon the 
approach of a train, along said track, and to warn all users 
of said road or highway in vehicles of the approach of any 
train or trains toward or over the said crossing, by means of 
a proper lantern or lanterns in sufficient time before such 
train or trains reached said road or highway, to enable per-
sons travelling thereon to take necessary precautions looking 
to their safety, and the necessary avoidance of col-
page 3 ~ lision with any such t~ain or trains; .and it beQame 
and was the duty of the said defendant to cause the 
whlstle upon any such Jocomotive to be blown or sounded· 
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. sharply at least twice at a distance of not less than three 
hundred yards and. not more than six hundred yards from 
such crossing, and it became and was the further duty of the 
said defend~t to cause the bell upon such locomotive to be 
rung, and such bell rung or whistle sounded continuou~ly or 
alternately until such locomotive-engine had reaclled such 
highway or road crossing, as a warning to travellers using 
said road . or highway and approaching said crossing, of the 
approach of its trains, and at the same said time, the 'said 
defendant, through and by its agents and servants, was oper-
ating and causing to be moved along and upon its said track 
one of its passenger trains, not scheduled to stop at said 
Wilroy's station, consisting of a locomotive engine and cer-
tain cars or coaches, over, along arid upon said railroad in 
the said county of N ansemond, in a westerly direction, and 
'vas causing said train to approach said crossing at a high 
rate of speed, to-wit, at or about forty.;.five miles per hour; 
that the said defendant maintained at the east side of said 
road on the south side of its said right of way, a 
page 4 ~ house or shelter for the use of its ·said watchman or 
flagman, and near thereto on the east is its covered 
platform of its said station; that to the rear of said watch-
. man's house· or shelter there is erected a certain building, 
and further to the south, at a distance. of about one hundred 
and fifty feet to two· hundred feet from said house, stands 
another building, which last named house is near to the turn 
in the road running from Suffolk toward said railroad right 
of way; that ~he turn in said road or hig~way is about six 
hundred feet from the .tfack upon said railroad; and to the 
east of said houses, and between them and the said track are 
certain woodlands; that said railroad track approached said 
Wilroy's station from Port Norfolk on a curve to the left 
until at a point between ·five hundred and six hundred feet 
from said crossing, whence it is straight to and beyond said 
Wilroy's station; that because of the woodland and certain 
intervening buildings and shade trees the said plaintiff's 
said testate could not see any of the said curving track, and 
but a short portion of said straight track as he approached 
the same, by reason of which the view of the plaintiff's said 
testate of the approaching train was obstructed until t.be 
plaintiff's said testate was within a few feet of the nearest 
rail of the track upon which said train was approaching, at 
: which point and time he could not stop his automo-
page 5 ~ bile; that said plaintiff's said testate was driving 
. over ~d along said road or highway in a careful 
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and lawful manner, and could have brought his said automo- . 
bile to a. full stop, and have been able to have avoided the col-
lision between his said automobile and the defendant's said 
train, had he had proper and timely warning of tl;le approach 
of the said train, but not having regard· to its duty in the 
premises, it, the said defendant, by its agents and servants 
wholly failed and neglected to ring the bell or sound the whis-
tle so placed upon such locomotive-engines for that purpose, 
in the manner· prescribed by law, or in any other manner, 
and for that the said defendant's said watchman or fla!:,rman 
at said crossing wholly failed and n~glected to be at his post 
upon said crossing and give the warning or signal of any 
kind until the approaching train had almost reached said 
crossing, and not until the impending collision betwee~ the 
defendant's said train and the plaintiff's said testate's auto-
mobile was inevitable, did he attempt to go ol,lt, and give any 
such warning of the approach of the said train, and that by 
reason of the negligent actings and doings of the said defend-
ant by its agents, servants and employees, the plaintiff's 
testate, so riding in his said automobile was negligently, care-
lessly and in a reckless manner struck and run into 
page 6 ~ while he was riding along ·said road or highway, 
and approaching said crossing, whereby plaintiff's 
said testate was so greatly crushed, bruised, torn and in-
jured that he died from the effects thereof on the day follow-
ing, to-wit, on the 23rd day of December, 1924, to the great 
damage of the estate of the plaintiff's testate in the sum of 
Ten Thousand (~10,000.00) Dollars. 
And for this, also, to-wit, that heretofore, on, to-wit, the 
22nd day of December, 1924, and for a long time theretofore, 
the said defendant was tlie owner, user and operator of a 
certain other railway running through the county of N anse-
mond, Virginia, and, beyond, and upon and along which it 
operated certain trains of which it was the owner, consist-
ing of certain engines, coaches or cars, 'vhich 'vere run or 
propelled by steam power, and with great force and at a high 
rate of speed; that the said railway intersects that certain 
road or highway leading from the City of Portsmouth to the 
City of Suffolk, which it crosses diagonally at a station on 
said railway called Wilroy's, which intersection is hereinafter 
referred to as the "crossing", and being in possession and the 
owner of said railway, engines, cars and other parapha;nelia 
- for the carrying on of its business, it became and 
page 7 ~ was the duty of the said defendant to place upon its 
engines and keep them. in proper condition for their 
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intended use, and to require the proper signals, or warn-
ings to be given therewith, of a steam whistle and a bell of 
proper size, and to require that they be sounded and rung as 
provided ·by la\v to give warning to all users of and travellers 
along or upon the roads and highways of this commonwealth, 
crossed by said railroad, of the approach of its trains; that 
the said crossing is a grade crossing, and is constantly used 
"by automobiles and others, passing to and fro at certain 
hours of the day and night, inclusiv~ of the hour of this acci-
dent, and it further became the duty of the said defendant 
at the time herein set forth to a station a watchman or flag-
man at the said crossing to give notice and warning to all 
travellers upon said road or highway of the approach of said 
defendant's trains to said crossing, and by resaon of such 
duty which it, the said defendant owed to traveilors along 
said road or highway at said crossing, they, the said travel-
ler~, had a right to and did depend and rely upon the discharge 
of its said duty by the said defendant, by its agents, serv-
ants, and employees to give them timely warning and notice 
of the approach of the trains of it, said defendant, toward 
the said crossing; that the said defendant undertook 
page 8 ~ to discharge these duties toward travellers on arid 
along said road or highway, on the day and year 
aforesaid, in that it had placed upon the engines propernng 
its several trains, both steam whistles and bells of appropri-
ate size, and had instructed its agents and servants to sound 
them as means of warning according to law, and further, had 
placed at said crossing a watchman or flagman, \Vhose duty 
it was to also give timely warning to travellers upon said road 
or highway at said crossing, and in case of need to signal the 
engineer in charge of the engine drawing or propelling any 
suc-h tra4t of any impending daner in order to prevent acci-
dents at such crossing; yet, notwithstanding, such duties re-
quired of it, the said defendant, it, by its agents, servants and 
employees so negligently, carelessly an din a reckless manner 
wholly failed and neglected to give any s.uch signal by sound-
ing of whistle, ringing of bell, or by means of such watchman 
or flagman of the approach of a certain train of it, the said 
defendant, upon its said railway, on the day and year afore-
said, at or about seven-thirty o'clock P. M., ";.hich train con-
sisted of a locomotive engine and certain cars or coaches so 
as to ward or fend off any and all travellers who might be 
approaching said crossing from either direction, by 
page 9 ~ reason of which said negligent, careless and reck-
less actings and doings of said defendant by its 
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agents, servants and employees, vVilliam Tilden J ohnsorr, 
who was driving at that time upon said road or highway, ap-
proaching said crossing, in his automobile, from the City of 
Suffolk, in a careful manner, received no 'va.rning of any kind 
apprisi~~ him of the approach of said train upon said rail-
way to said crossing at that time, as he ought to have had, 
and which of right he was entitled to receive, that he might 
avoid any collision between his said automobile and said" 
train, and had such signals or warnings been given in the 
manner ~equired by the statute and the rules and regulations 
of said_railway company, the said defendant, he could have 
prevented and avoided the happening of said event, but by 
reason of the said failure, neglect and careless and reckless 
doings and actings of them, the said agents, servants and 
employees of it, the said defendant, the said train and the au-
tomobile of him, the plaintiff's testate, came· into collision at 
the said crossing and by reason whereof, he, the plaintiff's 
testate, received great bodily injury, damage and hurts which, 
by reason thereof, he, the said plaintiff's said testate, after-
wards, to-wit, on the 23rd day of De.cember, 1924, died to the 
great damage to the estate of him, the said plain-
page 10 ~ tiff's. testate, in the sum of Ten Thousand ($1.0,-
000.00) Dollars. · • 
And for this also; to-wit, that heretofore, to-wit, on the 
22nd day of December, 1924, and for a long time then next 
preceding, the said defendant was the owner, user and oper-
ator of a certain other railway running from the City of 
Norfolk to, through and beyond the County of Nansemond, 
Virginia, and also at said same time ·was the owner and oper-
ator of divers certain trains composed of locomotive engines, 
propelled by steam power, and certain cars or coaches that 
the said railroad in passing through said county of said state 
· crosses a certain road or highway, at a portion thereof com-
monly known and designated as Wilroy 's, and at which point, 
it, said defendant has stations for the receipt and dispatch 
of passengers and freight; that the freight station therefor is 
located on the east side of said road or highway; that this 
point on said road or highway is used and travelled daily by a 
great number of automobiles and other vehicles going to and 
fro between the cities of Norfolk, Portsmouth and Suffolk, 
and divers other places intermediate and beyond thereof, and 
that s~id crossing is one at grade, and therefore it became and 
was the duty of the said defendant to, at ~II times, keep it.s 
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locomotive engines fully equipped with a bell of 
page 11 } ordinary size, and a steam whistle for the purpose 
of giving warning signals on approaching· such 
·.and like crossings by giving at least two sharp blasts upon 
such whistle at a distance of not less than thre·e hundred 
yards nor more than six hundr.ed yards from the place where 
the railroad crosses upon the same level, any highway or 
crossing, and to ring s-q.gh bell or blow such 'vhistle contin-
uously or sounding the same alternately until the engine has 
reached such highway crossing.· That at the time of the hap-
pening of the grievance herein alleged against it, the said 
defendant, it, on the day and year last aforesaid, to-wit,. at 
about seven-thirty o!clock P.M. then and there, at or near the 
said crossing, was operating, running and propelling a cer- . 
tain train, consisting of a locomottve and certain cars or 
coaches at a high rate of speed, and approached, crossed and 
overran said crossing at Wilroy's, and it there and then 
· became and was the duty of the said defendant by its agents, 
servants and employees to exercise a reasonable degree of 
care and diligence for the safety of persons lawfully using 
said crossing.; yet the said defendant well-kno,ving its duty 
in the premises, the same in that behalf, by its agents, serv-
ants, and employees wholly failed and neglected to blow its 
said whistle or ring its said bell upon its said locomotive en-
gine on approaching said crossing, near or at. said 
page 12 ~ crossing; that said defendant also kept stationed 
at said crossing a watchman or flagman, whose 
duty it was to warn approaching travellers of the presence 
and approach of an oncoming train upon said railway at said 
crossing, using flags or other device, at day time, and lanterns 
at nights, and required such flagman to display a lighted lan-
tern as soon after sunset a.s a flag could not be clearly seen 
at a point sufficiently distant to enable autoists to stop their 
cars in safety. That on the day and year last aforesaid, to-
wit, at seven-thirty o'clock P. M., William Tilden Johnson, 
plaintiff's testate, was riding or driving along said road or 
highway fro~ the City of Suffolk to the City of Portsmouth, 
and approached said cross~ng with due care and caution; 
that when he did so, the said defendant, by its agents and 
· servants, not having proper regard for the safety of trav-
ellers upon said road or highway at said crossing, unskill-
fully, carelessly, recklessly and negligently so ran its said 
train over, along and upon said track or railroad in that it 
wholly failed to sound· its whistle or rings its bell upon ·its 
said locomotive engine, as in and by the statute in such case 
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made and provided, it should and ought to have done, and its 
said flagman wholly failed and neglected to set any signalx 
either. by flag or lantern, against any approaching 
page 13 ~ vehicle warning drivers thereof of its approach t() 
· ·said crossing, until it was too late to prevent the 
collision between said train and the automobile of the plain-
tiff's testate. That the plaintiff's testate had full right to 
rely upon the lack of signals from the on-coming locomotive 
attached and propelling the train, aforesaid, and the failure 
of said flagman to set or display the required signal, that, no 
such train was approaching said crossing, and that he would 
be~safe in attempting to cross the said railroad .at that point 
or crossing at that time and under such .conditions, but that 
by reason of the defendant's negligent, careless and reckless 
actings a~d doings by its agents, servants, he, the plaintiff's 
testate failed to stop his automobile intending to cross said 
railroad_·at said crossing as he had a right to do, and which 
at the time by force of and under the circumstances at that 
time he believed he could do in absolute safety, the said 
train and the automobile of him, the said plaintiff's testate 
came into collision, and said train then ~nd. there by reason 
thereof, him, the said plaintiff's testate greatly knocked 
about, tossed, bruised and injured in and about his body of. 
which he languished, and languishing, died on, to-wit, the 
23rd day of December, 1924, all of which actings 
page 14 ~ .and doings were. contrary to the statute in such 
case made and provided, and to the duty which 
should have been exercised to plaintiff's testate, to the great 
damage of the plaintiff's testate's estate, and of the said 
plaintiff and the heirs at law .of him, the said William Tilden 
Johnson, in the sum of Ten Thousand ($10,000.00) Dollars. 
Wherefore; the said plaintiff says that damages have been 
sustained to the amount of Ten Thousand ($10,000.00) Dol-
lars, and that by virtue of the law in such case made and 
provided, she has the right to recover said amount. · 
And therefore she brings her suit, etc. 
INDIA V. JOHNSON, 
Administratrix c. t. a. of William 
Tilden Johnson, deceased, Plaintiff. 
WILLIAM Jvi. CRilliPLER, p. q. 
:M. ANDERSON MAXEY, p. q. 
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And, thereupon, the defendant being· duly summoned and 
failing to appear and plead, answer or demur, a conditional 
judgme:Q.t was entered against it. 
And at another day, to-wit: In the Clerk's Office afore-
said, at the Rules held for said Court on the first Monday 
in November, 1925, came the defendant, by its attorneys, and 
filed its demurrer, plea of general issue and 
page 15 ~ grounds of contributory negligence in the words 
and figures following: 
DEMURR.ER. 
The Southern Railway Company, a. corporation, by its at-
torney, comes and demurs to the declaration, and each count 
thereof, filed aga~st it by India V. Johnson, Administratrix, 
c. t. a. of "\Villiam Tilden Johnson, in the above entitled court, 
and says that the said declaration~ and each count thereof, is 
not suffioient in law, and for ground of demurrer says that 
it appears from the said declaration, and each count thereof, 
that the pretended negligence complained of were not, nor· 
were any of them, the proximate cause of the injury com-
plained of. 
W. L. WILLIAMS, p. d. 
PLEA OF GENERAL ISSUE. 
And the said defendant, the Southern Railway Company, a 
corporation, by its attorney, comes and says that it is not 
guilty of the said premises above laid to its charge in man-
ner and form as the said plaintiff, India V. John-
page 16 ~ son, Administratrix, c. t. a. of William Tilden· 
Johnson, hath above thereof complained. And 
of this the said.defendant puts itself upon the country. 
W. L. WILLIAMS, p. d. 
GROUNDS OF CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE. . 
The Southern Railway Company, a corporation, comes and 
says, by its attorney, t11at it is a corporation, and that in com-
pliance with Section 6092 of the Code of Virginia, states in. 
writing that it intends to rely upon the contributory negli-
gence of the plaintiff's intestate, namely, William Tilden 
0 
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Johnson, as a. defense to· the above entitled action, and says 
tl~at the said decedent was guilty of such contributory negli-
gence in the premises as precludes any right of recovery on 
o the part of the said plaintiff, and that the said decedent was 
guilty of the grossest negligence, in tl1at he drove his auto-
mobile into the side of the train of the defendant, thereby 
causing his own death, in that he traveled at a gross and ex-
cessive speed in approaching a railway track, so great that he 
'vas unable to control the automobile in which he wa~ driving, 
and in that he failed to look and listen, and see and hear the 
train of the defendant company on the track, and 
page 17 ~ stop, and in that he failed to hear the blowing of 
the whistle of the engine of the said defendant as 
the train approached the crossing, and in that he failed to 
hear the ringing of the bell on the locomotive of the said de-
fendant as the same approached the crossing, and in that he 
failed to see the signal made. by the watchman to warn him 
against going upon the track, and in failing to stop before he 
drove his automobile against the side of the train of the de-
f.endant, and thereby avoiding the collision which caused his 
death, and in driving toward the track of the defendant in 
an effort to cross the same after he knew that the tra\n was 
approaching. 
SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY, 
By W. L. WILLIA]4S, Its Att<?rney: 
And at another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court afore-
said, on the 6th day of November, 1926: 
The Judge of this Court being so situated as to render it 
improper in his judgment to preside at the trial of the fol-
lowing case, India V. Johnson, .Administratrix, v. Southern 
Railway Company, set for trial in the Circuit Court of~N anse-
mond County, Virginia, on Friday, the 19th day of November, 
1926, the Clerk of this Court is hereby directed to 
page 18 ~ certify same to the Governor of this Common-
wealth in accordance with law. 
And. at another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court afore-
said on the 17th day of November, 1926, the following order 
pronounced by the Honorable Harry F. Byrd, Governor of 
Virginia, was received and entered of record : 
Commonwealth of Virginia, 
To all whom these presents shall come-Greeting: 
Know ye·, That I, Harry F. BY:rd, Gov_ernor of the Com-. 
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monwealth of Virginia, by virtue .of authority vested in me 
by law, do hereby designate Hon. C. Vernon Spratley, Judge 
of the Eleventh J·udiciaJ Circuit, to hold a part of the regular 
November Term of Nansemond County Court, beginning on 
November 19, 1926, to hear the case of India V. 
Johnson, Adm.x., v. Southern Railway, for Hon. James L. 
McLemore, Judge of the Second Judicial Circuit, who has· 
certified that it would be improper for him to preside at the 
hearing of the above case. 
Given under my hand and the Lesser Seal of the Common-
wealth, at Richmond, this 16th day of November, in the year 
of. our Lord one thousand -·nine hundred and 26, and ·in the 
!51st year of the Commonwealth. 
By th~ Governor. 
HARRY F. BYRD, . 
Governor of Virginia. 
M. H. HUTCI-IINSON, 
acting Secretary .of ·the Co!nmonwealth. 
page 19 ~ And at another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court 
aforesaid, on the 19th day of November, 1926: 
This day came the parties, by their attorneys, whereupon 
the defendant, by its attorney, filed a demurrer to the declara-
tion .and to each count thereof, upon ·which the plaintiff joined 
issue, and thereupon, after hearing the argument of said at-
torneys, the Court overruled said demurrer, whereupon the 
defendant, by its attorneys, excepted to the ruling of the Court 
and plead the general iss~e, and thereupon issue having been 
joined upon said pleas the case is continued. 
And it appearing to the Court that this order was entered 
by the Honorable James L. McLemore, Judge of the Circuit 
Court of N ansemond County, .Virginia, on Monday, the 11th 
day of January, 1926, but was not entered upon the records on 
that day by inadvertence (it is ordered that same is this day 
entered nunc pro tttnc, and shall have the same force and ef-
fect as though it had been regularly entered on the 11th day 
ef January, 1926: 
and: 
This day came the parties, by their attorneys, and there-
upon came also a jury, to-wit: Roy Jones, 0. L. ~ines, Lloyd 
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Butler, W. T. Howell, L. H. Alphine, B. W. Daughtrey and 
Y. C. Byrd, who being elected, tried and sworn to speak upon 
the issue joined, and having fully heard the evi· 
page 20 } deuce and argument of counsel, retired, to their 
room to consider of their verdict, and after some-
time returned into Court with the following verdict, ''We, the 
jury, find the verdict in favor of the plaintiff and fix the dam .. 
ages at $8,000.00, of this amount $5,000.00 to be given to the 
two children in equal amounts and $3,000.00 of it to be given 
t') Mrs. Johnson''. 
~eh~reupon the attorneys for the defendant moved the Court· 
to set aside the said verdict and grant it a new trial, on the 
grounds that said verdict is contrary to the law and the evi-
dence, because it is excessive, and because of errors in the in-
structions and errors in the admission and rejection of evi-
dence, and particularly because the jury did not take into con-
sideration the contributory negligence of the plaintiff. 
Which motion is continued. 
. And at another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court aforesaid 
on the 22n~ day of January, 1927, the following order 
pronounced by the Honorable Harry F. Byrd, . Governor of 
Virginia, was received and entered of record: 
Commonwealth of Virginia, 
To all whom these presents shall come-Greeting: 
Know ye, That I, Harry F. Byrd, Governor of the Common-
wealth of Virginia, by virtue of authority vested in me by 
law, do hereby designate H9n. C. Vernon 
page 21 ~.Spratley, Judge of the Eleventh Judicial Circuit, 
· to preside in the Circuit Court of Nansemoud 
County, on J auuary 25th, 1927, for the purpose of hearing a 
motion in Re: India V. Johnson, Admx. v. Southern Rail· 
way Company, for Honorable Jaroas L. McLemore, Judge of 
the Second Judicial Circuit, who has certified that it would be 
improper for him to hear. 
h;_ • 
. G1ven under my hand and the Lesser Seal of the Common-
'vealth, at -Richmond, this 20th day of J annary, 1927, and in 
the 151st year of the Commonwealth. 
HARRY·F. BYRD, 
Governor of Vi~ginia. 
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And at another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court afore-
said, on the 25th day of January, 19'27: 
This day came the parties, by their attorneys, and the 
Court having fully heard the argument of counsel on motion 
of the defendant to set aside the verdict of the jury trying 
this case on the 19th day of November, 1926, and, because the 
Court is not yet advised of its judgment to be given in this 
case, ti.nle is taken to consider thereof. 
· page 22 ~ And at another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court 
aforesaid, on the 8th day of February, 1927: 
This day came the parties, by their attorneys, and the 
court having fully considered the motion of the defe11:dant to 
set aside the verdict herein upon the grounds stated in the 
order entered November 19, 1926, and, also, upon the follow- -
ing grounds : 
"that the verdict is contrary to the law and the evidell&e 
and without evidence to support it, and is excessive, and be- · 
cause the jury did not diminish the damages in proportion to 
the contributory negligence of the plaintiff, and because 
of errors in granting and refusing instructions and in the ad_. 
mission and rejection of evidence, and because the argument 
of counsel for the plaintiff improperly appealed to the sym-
pathy and prejudice of the jury, referred to the 'vealth and 
poverty of the pa:rties and to the helpless condition of those 
w.ho would benefit by a verdict for the plaintiff,'' 
which said additional grounds were called to the attention of 
the Judge on November 27, 1926, during the October, 1926; 
term of the court, and also to the attention of counsel for the 
plaintiff on the same day, and considered over the objection 
and exception of counsel for plaintiff, doth overrule the said 
motion to set aside said verdict; whereupon/ it is considered 
by the court that the plaintiff recover against the defendant 
the sum of Eight Thousand Dollars ($8,000.00), of which 
amount $5,000.00 is to be given to the two children 
page 23 ~ in equal amounts and the remaining $3,000.00 to 
· be given to Mrs. India V. Johnson in her own 
right, the damages by the jury in their verdict ascertained, 
with legal interest thereon from the 19th day of N 0vember, 
1926, until paid, and her costs by her about her suit in this 
behalf expended, to which action of the court in overruling 
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the aforesaid motion and entering judgment for the plain-
tiff, as aforesaid, the defendant duly excepts, and leave is 
granted the defendant to file its certificates or bills of excep-
tions herein within the time prescribed by law. 
MEMO.: At the instance of the defendan.t, who desires to 
present a petition to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Vir-
ginia for a writ of error and supersedeas to the judgment 
herein, it is ordered that execution upon said judgment b~ 
suspended for a period of sixty days from this day upon the 
defendant, or someone for it, entering into and acknowledg-
ing a proper suspending bond before the Clerk of this Court 
in the penalty of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00), with 
surety to be approved by the Clerk and conditioned according 
to law. 
And at another day, to-wit: In the Circuit Court afore-
said, on the 1st day of April, 1927: 
page ·24 ~ This day came again the parties, by their coun-
sel, and the defendant within due and proper time 
after giving reasonable notice in writing of the time and 
place thereof to the plaintiff's counsel as required by law, 
tendered and filed its Bill of Exceptions No. 1 and its Bill 
of Exceptions No. 2, which are duly received, signed, sealed 
and ordered to be made a part of the record in this case this 
day. · 
The following are the defendant's Bills of Exceptions re-
ferred to in the foregoing order: 
page 25 ~ DEFENDANT'S BiLL OF EXCEPTIONS 
NO.1. 
Virginia, 
. In the Circuit Court of Nansemond County. 
India V. Johnson, Administratrix of the Estate of W. T. 
tl ohnson, deceased, 
v. 
Southern Railway Company. 
Be It Remembered. That on the trial of this case the fol-
lowing evidence, including the exhibits therein mentioned, 
on behalf of the plaintiff and defendant, respectively, as here-
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inafter denoted, was introduced ap.d the same was all the evi-
dence introduced for the plaintiff and defendant: 
page 26} In the Circuit Court of Nansemond County, 
Virginia. 
Before Hon .. C. Vernon Spratley, Judge and a jury. 
Johnson 's· Admrx. 
v. 
Southern Railway Company. 
November 19, 1926. 
Transcript of testimony. 
. Appearances: Wm. M. Crumpler, M. .Anderson Maxey, 
Attorneys for plaintiff; Wm. Leigh Williams, James H. Cor-
bitt, Attorneys for defendant. 
Error in declarat~on in stating date of accident corrected 
without objection. 
Witnesses called, sworn, separated, and excluded. 
page 27} · 0. C. GRIFFIN, 
sworn for the .plaintiff: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Mr. Griffin, you live in Nansemond County! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where were you on the night of the 22nd day of De-
cember, 1924? 
A. I was at Wilroy, in the store. 
Q. Was there anything unusual which occurred there at 
the crossing of the Southern Railway by the state highway 
that night! 
.A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Please·state what knowledge you have of it to the jury7 
A. I was in the store. I simply heard the crash when the 
automobile hit the train. I did not see it, but I was one of 
the first that got there after it happened. 
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Q. E;ow far is that store, in your jq.dgm.ent, located from 
that cross4J.g~ !. 
A. l judge about as far as half again as from here to the-
door (to t4~ door about thirty feet, making distance ~sti­
mated about forty-five feet). l haven't taken particular no.:. 
tice of it. · · 
Q .. Is th~t crossing in N ansemond po~ty Y 
A. Yes, sir. · I 
Q. ..And known as Wilroy Y ! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Your first attention was attracted by ~- cr~sh Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 28 ~ Q. And then what did yqu do 7 
A. I simply went out of the door to the cross-
• • I 
lUg. I 
Q. And then what did you find? i 
A. I found the automobile torn all to pieces, and the train 
standing down the track a step or two from the crossing, and 
his body was over on the left. 
Q. The automobile was on which side of the concrete road 
going in the direction of Portsmouth Y 
A. On both sides. The automobile ras torn all to piec~s, 
but the motor was on the right-hand side. 
Q. ~d where was his body a 
A. On the left. 
Q. Yon say the train was two or three steps from the 
crossing? 
A. The back coach I think had passed the Wilroy Cross-
ing, that goes over to his house. · 
Q. What kind of a train was it f 
A. A passenger train. 
Q. Is that a stop station or a flag station Y 
A. A flag station. 
Q. Did the train stop there that night except on account of 
this accident Y 
A. No, sir. , 
Q. Therefore it was passing throug~ 7 
A. Yes, sir. • 
Q. When you got out there, who else was there Y 
A. 1\-Ir. Linwood Denton and myself were there. 
page 29 ~ We went there together. And the watchman was 
standing there with a lantern in his hand. · 
Q. What kind of a lantern did he have in his hand~ 
.A. A red light. i 
Q. What was he doing or saying? ', 
,. . 
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A. He was holding one knee in his hand, and said-
Mr. Williams: I object to the witness stating what was said 
by the watchman after the accident occurred. 
Mr. Crumpler: It was as soon as the could get out of the 
house to the point of the accident. It seems to me clearly 
to be a part of the res gestae. 
The Court: Immediately after the crash, you went out T 
Witness: Yes, sir. 
Mr. Williams: May ·it please your Honor, with reference 
to this watchman I submit that. none of his declarations would 
be competent. He did not have anything to do with the run-
ning of the train, and, even if it was a part of the res gestae, 
I do not think it would be competent. 
Mr. Crumpler: I think; your Honor, that probably counsel 
mistakes the purpose of the testimony. I think, eminently, · 
it would be a part of the res gestae in either event, but, to the 
end which we have in view, undoubtedly it would be compe-
tent, namely, in showing what account he gave 
page 30 ~ of the accident and his actions and conduct as soon 
as it occurred, as bearing upon the question of 
'vhether or not he was on that crossing. It will be ln snarp 
conflict with testimony which will appear in this case on that 
point. 
The Court: I sustain the objection at this stage. Excep-
tion noted. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Now, was that a cold night or a moderate night or a 
warm night1 
A. It was calm. I do not remember, but I do not think it 
was very cold though. 
Q. Do you remember as to that? 
A. No, sir, I do not. 
Q. Do you remember whether this watchman was fully at-
tired, or whether be had his hat on? 
A. No, I would not say. 
Q. You do not remember? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Was he composed? 
Mr. Williams: May it please your Honor, I do not like to 
continue to make objection, but I can not conceive what his 
state of mind has to do with it, whether he was composed or 
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i 
disposed, or decomposed, how it could shed any light on this 
inquiry. I · 
The Court: He may tell what he was doing. 
page 31 } By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. What was he doing, Mr. Griffin 7 
A. He was holding his knee in his hand; I will not say 
which, whether the right or the left!; and he made the re-
mark that the man liked to have run over him. 
Q. What was he doing with the other foot Y 
A. Why that was on the gropnd. 
Q. Did he state whether or not he was on that crossing¥ 
Mr. Williams : That is practically the same question which 
I objected to just now. I object on the same ground. 
Mr. Crumpler: We will withdraw the question. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. What time was that, Mr. Griffin T 
A. I do not remember, Mr. Crumpler. 
Q. Do you remember approximately? 
A. It was some time after seven J'clock. 
Q. Betwee~ seven and eight ~ ! · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it a clear night or a dark night¥ 
A. I would not say as to that, because I haven't thought but 
very little of it since. It was very calm. I know that. 
Q. There was no heavy wind stirring, or anything of that 
kindY j 
A. ~o, sir. 1 
Q. Mr. Griffin, the store in which you were you have indi-
cated was about half as far again as from your 
page 32 } position in this courtroom to the front door Y 
A. About as far as half. as far again. 
Q. Did you .hear that night any whistle blow or any bell 
ring? 
A. ~ o, I did not. 
CROSS EXAMI~ATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. What were you doing in the store~ 
A. I was standing there talking and just about to buy a 
few things when the accident occurred.: I was standing about 
half way from the back of the store door. _ . 
-------
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Q. Were you giving any attention tQ trains coming or 
going? 
A. No, sir, not a. bit . 
. Witness stood aside. 
page 33} J. L. WILROY, 
sworn for the plaintiff: 
Mr. Crumpler: We made a mistake in the calling o~ this 
witness, but we will ask him a few questions. 
DIREC~ EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Mr. Wilroy, have you stepped the distance from the 
crossing where this accident occurred to the switch towards 
the east where the curve in the railroad takes place Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is that distanceY 
A. It is 152 steps. 
Q. Where, Mr. Wilroy, does that curve begin Y 
A. It begins 152 steps from the concrete. 
Q. And then that curve, facing east, turns to the left or 
right? 
A. It turns to the .right. 
Q. Is that a slight curve or a considerable curveY 
A. It is tight smart of a curve. 
Q. A pretty sharp curve~ 
A. Yes, sir, a pretty sharp curve. 
~. 
~ •• '\.." ':" 0 
No Cross Examination. 
Witness stopd aside. 
page 34} H. L. BERRYMAN, 
sworn for the plaintiff. 
DffiECT EXAMINATION. 
By M.r. Crumpler: 
Q. Your· name is ~. L. Berryman Y 
A. Yes.! sir. 
Q. Do you live in Suffolk? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. vYhat is your employme:g.t Y 
A. Mechanic. 
Q. Were you on the Norfolk Road- o:p. the night of the 22nd 
of December, 1924? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Do you know anything .regarding the accident at Wilroy 
Crossing in which Major Johnson lost his life¥ _ 
· ' A. No, sir. ! 
Q. vVere you present there s:qortly after it occurred? 
A. Why, just a short time afterwar<}s. I do not know just 
how long. _ 
Q. Was Major Johnson's body there when you arrived~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was he dead? 
A. No, sir. 1 
Q. Who carried his body to the hospital f 
A. Mr. Smith and myself. 
Q. Was ~Ir. H. B. Simmons there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Ho'v was his body carried to the hospital f 
.. A. In Mr. Smith's car. 
:page. 35 ~ Q·. Who went with Mr. S~th? 
A. I was with him. 1 • 
Q. What did you do on the 'vay to the hospital Y 
A. I just held him. 
Q. Was he conscious ~ 
A. No~ sir. 
Q. And you delivered him then, I suppose, to the hospital 
authoritie~ i i 
A. Yes, sir. ', 
Q. About wh~t time was that f 
A. I do not know exactly. I imagine it was 9 :30; it was 
9:00 or 9:30. 
Q. Was that a moderate night or a. cold nightY 
A. It was right cold. 
Q. Did yo~ have on an overcoat? ' 
A. No, sir, I did not have on an overcoat. 
Q. You were in a closed carY · 
A. No, sir, I was in the bus~ 
Q. You were in the bus~ 
A. Yes, sir, I was in the bus. 
Q. Did you see the watchman there~ 
A. No., sir. 
Q. You did not see him at allY 
A. No., sir. 
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No Cross Examination. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 36 } MISS ELIZABETH WILLIAMS, 
sworn for the plaintiff. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Miss Williams, how long have· you lived in Suffolk 7 
A. Ten years this coming February. 
Q. During that time at whose residence have you resided 1 
A. I have been 'vith ~irs. Johnson since Easter of the year 
I came here. I came here in February, and it was the follow-
ing Easter. 
Q. Have _you been there at intervals or constantly! 
A. Constantly. 
Q. Have you been in a position to observe the care and 
attention and society which Major Johnson afforded to his 
family? 
A. Yes, sir, I was there daily. 
Q. Wl)~t would you have to say as to that-as~ to his care 
and provision, first ~ . 
A. Why, he was affectionate, and he provided for his family 
as well as usual. 
Q. Was that a peaceful fireside or a disgruntled fireside¥ 
A. It was a peaceful fireside. 
Mr. Williams: If your Honor please, it is pleasant to hear 
such things as that, but I do not see how in the world it has 
any tendecy to throw any light on the is~ues in this case. 
Mr. Crumpler: Only as to the quantum of damages. One of 
the items in the declaration is by adding thereto compensa-
. tion for the loss of his care and society to his 
page 37 } wife and children; and I assume that the rela-
tionship in that home would have a great deal to 
do with what they would be entitled to. 
Mr. Williams: I will withdraw my objection. I will admit 
that he was a kind and affectionate husband. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. During the time that you were there, Miss Williams, 
waR Major Johnson's health good, poor, or indifferent! 
A. Well, I considered that he was in good health. 
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Q. Did he have any prolonged illne~s during the number of 
years that you were there¥ 1 
A. He was sick only once. . 
Q. Of what duration, I mean how long was he sick then t 
A. About a couple of weeks, I think. · · 
Q. Was he sick in bed for two we~ks f · 
A. One, I think-now, I just cannot!. recall, but. I am almost 
sure it was one week. ! 
Q. Miss Williams, ~as Major Johnson a man of small stat-
ure or large stature f · 
A.. He was medium, I judge. 
Q. Could you approximate his we~ght ~ 
A. About 175 pounds, I guess, but I lam not good on weight. 
I could not tell you. : 
Q. Do you happen to know his age f 
A.. He was 48 when he died. 
Q. Do you happen to know, Miss Williams, whether he was 
a. man who attended to his business, or whether he 
page 38 t wasted a great deal of time? 
A. He attended to his business. 
Q. During the time that you knew ,him, what official posi-
tions of state did he hold, what important official positions 
did he hold 7 · 
A. Why, when he came back, l1e went into the insurance 
business. 
Q. Came back from where? 1 
A. From the Army. Of course, wh'en I went there he left 
the next day to go into camp. 
Q. That was in the late war7 
A. Yes, sir; and when he came back, he went into the in-
surance business. 
Q. Was that the war in which.he gained the title of majorf 
A. Yes, sir. I 
Q. Or do you know T 
A. I think he did .. 
Q. He came back as a major 7 
A.. Yes, sir, he came back as a major. 
Q. And' he served in France, did he not, throughout that 
war? · :1 
A. Yes, sir. · , 
·Q .. Do you know of any local positions of state· that he 
held in Suffolk Y 
.A. Why, he was Chief of Police. I think that is what you 
would term it. 
Q. It is called. Police Justice f 
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. A. Police Justice. I always get that wrong. 
page 39 } .A.nd then he was Juvenile Judge ; and then he was 
in the insurance business. . 
Q. Was he or not Clerk of the City Court while you were 
living there, or was it before you came there? 
A. That was before I went there. 
No Cross Examination. 
Witness stood aside •. 
page 40·} MRS. CECIL E. WOOD; 
sworn for the plaintiff. 
DIRECT EXAIDNA~ION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 0 
Q. Mrs. Wood, you are a sister of Mrs .. Johnson, are you 
not~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You do not live in Suffolk 7 
A. No. 
Q. Where is your residence? 
A. In Hampton, Virginia. 
Q. How long have you lived theref 
A. Eleven years. 
Q. And 'vhat is your husband's pameY 
A. Cecil E. Wood. 
Q. During that eleven years have you had occasion to visit 
the home of your sister from time to t:ime and to observe the 
care and attention and society which Major Johnson gave to 
· his family, his wife and children? 
A. I visited there quite frequently. My mother lived there 
and I was in the home, Oh, very often, and I never saw a more 
devoted husband and father in my life. 
0 
Q. Your mother lived there, you say? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does she live there now~ 
A. No, she is dead. 
Q. And how many children has Mrs. Johnson t 
A. She has two. 
Q. Do you know their age~ 7 
A. The little girl, I think, is twelve, and the little 
page 41 ~ boy is nine. 
Q. During the time that Major Johnson and your 
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sister have been married, have you or j not been. in a position 
to ol>serve his physical condition and well-being? . . 
A. Ye~, I stayed with him there and went to school, lived 
there with_ him before I was married, and I visited in the 
home qufte frequently, and I never noticed anything tha~ was 
not conducive to his good health. . . 
Q. Would you say that the state of I his health, from your 
knowledge, was good, bad, or indiffel~Fnt.i_ .. 
.A. It was good. 
Q. Was he a frail man or a robust manY 
A. He was very robust. 
Q. He had followed the military almost. all of his life, had 
he not? · · -
A. Yes. 
I 
No Cross Examination. 
I. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 42 ~ W. T. WRIGHT, 
sworn fo~ the plah~tiff. 
I 
DIRECT EXAMINArriON .. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Mr. Wright, you live in Nansemond County, do you nott 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is your age? 
A. Sixty. . 
Q. Your J1ome is near Providence Church on the Windsor 
RoadY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What relation, by blood or marriage, was Major W. T. 
Johnson to you? 
A. I married his sister. 
Q. Was ther~ an intimate relation between your family and 
his family during his lifetime, and nbw? 
A. Yes, sir. 
1 
Q. Did you have occasion to observe. his home occasionally 
or frequently 7 · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I say, occasionally or frequently, which Y 
A. Well, quite often. 
Q. Did you happen to be in a positipn to know his family 
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relations, with reference to his care and attention and society 
to his wife and children 1 
A. I think so. 
Q. Was he an indifferent father or a devoted father 1 
A. I think he was a devoted father. 
Q. Was he an ind:.fferent husband or a devoted husband 7 
A. Devoted. · 
page 43 ~ Q. Were his people indifferent to him or devoted 
to him? 
A. They were devoted to him. 
Q. What position have you been in, if at all, to observe the 
state of his health, whether or not he was a vigorous, robust 
man, or a weak, sickly manY 
A. He 'vas strong, robust, and wei~. His health was good. 
Q. Was he a man who gave attention to business, or was 
he neglectful of business 7 
A. He was very attentive to business. 
Q. Do you happen to know, Mr. Wright, what positions 
either of state or of military degree have been held by Major 
Johnson? 
Witness: Why, do fOU mean in his latter days or his whole 
life through ~ 
Attorney: His life through. 
A. Well, I think he started possibly as a private and 
worked up to major. 
Q. Did he get that title previous to the World War or dur-
ing the World Wart 
A. Well, now, I do not know. 
Q. Do you know what title he had 'vhen he served in 
France? 
A. As major. 
Q. Do you know of any positions of state which he held, 
'vhat offices, political or otherwise 7 
A. Well, he was Judge of the Juvenile Court. 
Q. He· was appointed to that by the Judge here, was he 
notY 
.A. I think so, and he was Police Justice. 
page 44 ~ Q. And was he ever Clerk of the City of Suffolk¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And, in addition to that, do you know whether or not he 
conducted an insurance business f 
A. He did. . 
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No Cross Examination. 
Witness stood aside. 
page· 45 ~ DR. D. L. HARRELL, 
sworn for the plaintiff. 
DIRECT EXA~IINA.TION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: • . 
Q. Dr. Harrell, I believe you are one of the owners of the 
Lakeview Hospital, are you not? ! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long, Doctor, have you been practicing medicinef 
A. Since 1895. , 
Q. Was 1\fajor W. T. Johnson brought to your hospital on 
the night of the 22nd of December, 1924 7 
A. (Referring to file) Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you attend him T 
A. Yes, I saw him. 
Q. Will you please state in what condition, physically, you 
found him, and just give a history of the case from the time 
he entered the hospital until he died, and the hour of his 
death~ 
A. He caine in the hospital the early part of the night, and · 
he was in profound shock. He l1ad the evidence of being 
fatally injured. His r~flexes were all gone, his.pupils failed to 
react to light, they were dilated, his pulse was very weak, he 
was very pale, his skin was cold and clammy,. and he was 
bleeding from a wound on his head. ' We found, in addition 
to the scalp wound, that he had a tremendous fracture of his 
skull. He gradually grew worse, and .died at 6 :00 A. M. on 
the following morning. · 
Q. The 23rd of December, 1924 T 
A. Yes; sir. _ 
page 46 ~ Q: Was his condition hopeful or hopeless when 
he came to the hospital Y I 
A. He had all of the appearances •of it being a fatal in· 
jury, and he was in a hopeless condition. 
Q. Was he ever conscious Y 
A. No, sir, not to my knowledge. 
Q. How long had you known Major Johnson,·Doctort 
A. Oh, probably twenty years or more. 
Q. Was he a: marr having the appearance of being frail, or 
robust and healthy? · 
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-· A. He was a robust, healthy man in appearance .. 
Q. Did he have the appearance of a weakling or a strong 
manY 
A. He was a strong man. . 
Q. Knowing Major Johnson as he was before this accident, 
would you say that he w:as a man with a prospect of living or 
of an early ~eath ~ ~ 
A. Casually, just to see the man, why I would think that he 
had as good chance to live as the rest of us. I know of no 
physical defect that he had. 
Q. He had every appearance of having a long life ahead of 
himY 
A. It looked that way to me. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. Doctor, did I understand that when he got to the hospital 
he was in a totally unconscious condition! 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 47 ~ Q. Did you ever make any examination of Major 
Johnson before this accident Y 
A. No, sir. I have no recollection of ever having examined 
him. 
Witness stood aside.· 
page 48} DR. W. T. GAY, 
. sworn for the plaintiff. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Doctor, your occupation is that of surgery, is it notY. 
A. That is correct. 
Q.. And you are connected with the Lakeview Hospital Y. 
A. That is right. 
Q. On the night of the 22nd of .December, 1924, when Major 
Johnson's body was brought to your hospital, were you in 
attention to him T 
A. I was. 
Q. DQctor, was his condition then one hopeful or hopeless I 
A. Hopeless. 
Q. From the· beginning? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. You knew Major Johnson for a! number o~ years, did 
you not? 
.A.. I knew him for some years. I was not associated with 
him, but I knew him. . 
Q. Was he a man of apparent health, or did he appear to 
be sickly and weakly Y 
.A.. He was a healthy man, so far as I knew. . 
Q. Did he appear to be a weak man or a robust man, strong! 
.A.. A strong man. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams : 
Q. You never examined him at all, did you, before the acci-
&~1 I 
A. No, sir .. 
Witness stood aside .. 
page 49 ~ FRED HAMBLIN, 
sworn for the plaintiff. 
. I 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Mr. Hamblin, your occupation is' that of a photographer, 
is it not~ 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you make some photographs 1 of the railroad premi~ 
ses ttnd approaches on either side of the railroad where this 
accident occurred Y 
.A. Yes, sir. 
F'our photographs produced and :filed in evidence marked 
Exhibits Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4. ; 
Q. I hand you four photographs, ·which appear to have been 
taken from the concrete road. Will you please exhibit those 
to the jury and tell them at what position and distance each 
oi those }>hotographs was taken f 
A. I will take No. 1 first ( exhibiti:p.g same to the jury). 
Gentlemen of the jury, this is a picture numbered 1, and this 
shows the highway at Wilroy Station, !going toward Norfolk. 
This shows the general layou_t of it. ·That is Mr. Spivey's 
store. You notice that sign on it, J. H. Spivey. It is known 
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as the vVilroy store, and here is the crossing right in here· 
and the railroad running through there (indicating), and 
there is the watchman's house, etc., and you will se_e that 
this road goes all the way down there. 
Juror : And the distance from the road to the store, or 
from the store to the railroad crossing is what Y 
Witness: I do not know just how far that is. 
page 50 ~ A. (Continued) This picture was taken 88 steps 
from the railroad; that is, just regular, ordinary 
steps that a man would take; they are somewhere in the 
neighborhood of three feet to a step. This was taken 88 
steps from the railroad, up this road. 
Now, here is No. 2. This is the same kind of a view, only 
it is further away. You will notice that here (indicating 
on photograph No. 1) that is the store right there. And this 
is the same store (indicating on photograph No.2) down the 
same road, looking in the same direction only farther away. 
This shows the general layout of the whole view. Now, that 
is taken at 185 steps from the camera to the crossing. 
Mr. Williams: When did you take that, Mr. Hamblin 7 
Witness: This picture (indicating No.2) was made on No-
vember 12th, this year. 
Mr. Williams: ~,our or five days agoY 
Witness: Yes, sir, last Friday, just a week ago. 
Mr. Oorbitt: Both of them, No. 1 and No.2, were taken at 
the same time Y 
Witness: Yes, sir. 
A. ·(Continued) Now, this picture is No. 3, showing the 
same view, only further away. It shows the general layout 
of the road and everything else you would see looking in that 
same direction, going to Portsmouth ; and that was taken 267 
steps away. In other words, the three views were taken just 
moving back, you see . 
•. 
page 51 ~ By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Are those three views taken on the Suffolk 
side of the eros sing or on the Driver side of the crossing~ 
A. They were taken on the Suffolk side of the crossing, 
going to Portsmouth. · 
Q. All three of them were taken on this side of the cross-
ing? 
A. Yes, sir, that is before you get to Wilroy. Now, this 
. I 
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-picture is No. 4. This was taken 19 :steps north of the rail-
road crossing or exactly opposite from these other three pict-
ures. 
Juror: In other words, that was taken on the Norfolk side 
of the railroad T 
. W1tness : Yes, sir, that was taken on the Norfolk side of 
the railroad looking towards the way going to Suffolk. I do 
not know exactly the direction. I think it is southwest; some-
t~ing like that, the way the road is there. 
A. ( Contin~ed} But this, in the foreground, is what you see 
in the background on those other three pictures. Now, all of 
these, Nos. 1, 2 and 3-you will notice this sign right here 
(indicating on No.1) and this door here is shown on No. 4. 
It is j~t a picture taken from t~e opposite direction. 
Juror: In whic4 direction was the train going? 
Mr. Crumpler: The train was going from Norfolk, coming 
to Suffolk, from east to west. .. 
Witness : These pictures will show you every-
page 52 ~ thing I 
1
Can tell you about· them. 
I 
. . I 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Now, I hand I you another photograph. Please state 
what view that photograph sho'}vs of the railroad line or 
trackY I 1 I . 
· A. This is the railroad at Wiltoy. I Ifere is the sign (indi-
cating). That is lboking east, to}vards Norfolk. 
I I I 
Photograph filed, marked No. 15. 1, 
I I ; 
Q. That is the direction from '*hicn the train was coming•l 
.A. Yes, sir. I '· '
1 
Q. And it shows the road in that direction 7 
A. Yes, sir. And this was taken twelve steps from the 
crossing, showing ithe crossing i~ the foreground, and this 
is the railroad anq the siding (indicating). 
Juror: Where is that curve around there ~ 
Witness: Here it' is (indicating). You see these little white 
places; they are poles going around the curve. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Now, do you see a switch on that pi~ture, Mr. Hamblin! 
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.. A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How far is that switch from the crossing¥ 
A. (Referring to memorandum) That is 175 steps from 
the crossing to the switch. 
Q. And how much this side of the switch does that track 
begin to curve, approximately, if yon did not step it, on this 
.side, coming this way 1 . 
A. Well, I do not know. I did not step that. 
· page 53 ~ Q. Then, state whether the curve does begin on 
the crossing side of the switch Y . 
A. Tile curve begins just about right at the switch, I think, 
.as this picture (indicating No. 5) right here will show. · 
Q. Now, Mr. Hamblin, is that a slight curve or a consider-
able curve, the whole curve Y . 
A. It is very much of a curve. It is a decided curve. The 
pictures 'vill show it better than I can explain it. 
Q. Now, I hand you these three pictures, which are to be 
marked 6, . 7, a.nd 8. Will you explain those to the jury and 
tell them where those pictures were taken. Now, explain 
the position from which those photographs were taken and 
the distances from the crossing, and ·what the photographs 
represent? 
Photographs filed marked 6, 7 and 8. 
A. Now; this one, No. 6, shows the picture looking right 
down the railroad track toward Wilroy from Portsmouth or 
from Norfolk; in other words, that is looking west. 
Q. In other words, you took your camera towa;rds N orf9lk 
in the. direction from which the train was coming, and took 
the photograph from that end, showing the curve~ 
A. Yes, sir, going in the same direction that the train was 
going. Now, this (indicating No. 6) shows the curve and 
these box cars here on the siding, as shown in that picture 
(indicating No.5). The railroad curves right around at that 
angle (indicating). This picture (indicating No. 
page. 54 ~ 6) was taken looking west, just like you were com-
ing from Norfolk. That is before you get to Wil-
roy, 358 steps from the crossing. You understand that 7 
Juror: Yes. 
A. (Continued) Now, this picture, No. 7, is the same· kind 
of a vie:w as this (indicating No. 6), only it is down the rail-
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road track further towards Norfolk lobking west in the same 
direction. I I 
I 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Then this picture (indicating No.6) was closer than this 
one, No. 7? 
A. Yes, sir, that 1 is right. This one (indicating No. 7) 
shows the same vie~, only further on I down, and, of course, 
it brings the curvJ down further. This was looking west 
440 steps from the :crossing. It is just further on down the 
track. Now, this one, No. 8, is moved still further down the 
track towards Norfolk, still going towards Norfolk, and 
turned around look~ng towards Wilroy. This is looking west 
561 steps from the i crossing. Now, these three pictures, 5, 
6 and 8, 'vill show for themselves; for instance, this picture. 
(indicating No. 8) i$ farthest down the !track. You will notice 
that there is a tree there (indicating) and there is a tree 
there (indicating) that stands out from the west. This one is 
a pine I think, and this one may be a gum or a 
page 55 ~ maple (indicating). The leaves are off of it. This 
picture (indicating No.7) w~s made right opposite 
that whistle board; and here those sam~ trees up closer. You 
can take the pictur~s and trace the view along the railroad 
track. I . 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Then, if I understand you correctly, photograph No. 7 
was taken on the Norfolk side from which direction the train 
was coming, with yj' ur camera located, 440 steps west of the 
crossing? . : . 
A. Yes, that is right. 
Q. Then, which one of these photographs 'vas taken closest 
to the crossing, the No. of it Y 
A. This No. 6 was taken closest to the crossing. 
Q. And t~e dista:~J.Ce in that was 35~ ste-ps t 
A. Yes, s1r. i i 
Q. So that the s~tch tp which you have alluded and which. 
is designated in thel photograph, is 175 steps from the cross-
ing, and this photograph was taken to the east of the switch Y 
A. ·That is right. 
Q. Now, on the one designated as having been taken at 358 
steps from the cro,ssing, please designate to the jury the 
!reight shelter aild the flagman's housq or cabin at the cross-
mg~ 1 i 
A. This, right here (indicating) is the station with that 
I 
--- --------
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high part of the platform where they unload the freight. 
Now, this little cabin right there (indicating) is 
page 56 ~ the 'vatchman 's house or the flagman's house. 
Q. So that photograph in the position from the 
direction in which the train was coming, at 358 steps, shows 
the curve leading into the crossing? 
A. That is rgiht. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: _ 
Q. I hand you six photographs. Did you make those for 
the defendant in this case 1 
A. (Examining) Yes, sir. 
Q. When did you make those photographs? 
A. On November 12, 1925. 
Q. At the time you made them, was there an engineer there 
to make a plan or map of that pl~ce? 
Witness: How is that! 
Q. Was there an engineer with you at the. time to make a 
plan of the scene there 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And to note where you stood when you took those photo-
graphs? 
A. Yes, sir. 
1Ir. Williams: If it is agreeable to counsel, to save Mr. 
Hamblin's coming back, I offer those in evidence now. · 
No objection. 
page 57 ~ Photographs referred to filed, marked Nos. 1-A;--
2-A, 3-A, 4-A, 5-A, and 6-A. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINA.TIO.N. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Now, Mr. Hamblin, will you please take those photo-
graphs and explain to the jury the position of the crossing 
and the distance of your camera from it when each one was 
taken? 
A. Now, this picture marked No. 1-A is made at Wilroy 
Station, as you see, looking east. That was made fifty feet 
I . 
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I . . 
from this crossing, on the south siqe, just like· those first 
pictures that I showed you, only this 'is fifty feet away, show-
ing this railroad doming from Norfolk. 
Q. You mean that your camera was located .where? Indi-
cate it? 
A. Just fifty feet from the crossing on this side (indicat-
ing), just taking tile diagonal view, showing the view in here 
(indicating), and showing the railroad and the concrete road. 
Q. was your camera on the right iof way of the. railroad 
company when it ~as taken¥ 
A. I <to not know how much right of way the.railroad has . 
. Q. Was your camera in the highway or in the center of the 
railroad irons Y 
A. It was in the1highway, as the picture shows. The rail-
road is over here (indicating), and hete is the highway (indi-
cating). I 1 
Q. And your camera was located on the west side of the 
concrete, fifty fee{ towards Suffolk from the railroad Y 
A. That is right. 
page 58 ~ Q. And your lens was pointing eastward, but 
not down the track~ . 
A. Yes, sir, an.d diagonally, taking just a general view look-
ing east down the track and showing the concr~te road. 
Q. The photographs which have just been offered were 
taken from the. center of the railroad, were they not, between 
the irons (indicating plaintiff's exhibits numbered 1 to 8). 
Four of them Y · 
~· Yes, sir. I 
1 
Mr. Williams: Y 6u have not designated which ones. 
I ! 
By ::1\{r. Crumpler: • 
Q. What was the condition of the weather on the day th.at 
you ·took that photograph No. l-AY , 
A. It was raining then. 
Q. Is that true with reference to aU of the remaining pho-
tographs as to which you are about to !testify, abuut the rain-
ing? 1. ~. 
A. This one here: (indicating No. 6-A) I do not think it was 
raining when that was taken. Now., No. 2-A is a picture show-
ing practically the. same thing as No. 1-A, the camera is 
moved further on down the automobile road or highway, com-
ing to Suffolk, one ihundred feet. south of the crossing, look-
~ng in the same direction, showing this house and that one 
(indicating) . ! 
1 
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Q. Where was your camera located, thenY 
A. One hundred feet south of the crossing. 
Q. In the. center of the concrete road or one side 7 
page 59~ A. On one side, as the picture shows (indicat:. 
ing No. 2-A). 
Q. The former pictures which you took for the plaintiff 
were all taken from practically .the center, were they not? 
A. Yes; sir. . 
Q. Now, then, the lens of your camera, instead of looking 
down the concrete road was looking east towards Norfolk 
(indicating on No. 2-A) Y 
.A. It was made so as to get a general view. 
Q. But not looking down the concrete road~ 
A. No, sir, if it had been it would have been straight i:q 
the center. 
Q. So that that picture was not taken looking straight down 
the railroad nor straight down the r~ilroad track Y 
A. No, sir, it was just to show a general view. Now, No. 
3-A is a general view, showing the position of the camera in 
the position of No. 1-A and NO·. 2-A. This was right under 
the camera, where this picture No. 2-A was made, and this 
tin can here (indicating) is right where the camera was when 
No. 1-A was made. That shows the same view. 
Q. In what direction was your lens pointing when you 
t.ook that picture 7 
A. In the same direction as this No. 2-A. 
Q. Eastward, towards Norfolk? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that was not pointing down the concrete road, nor 
down the railroad? 
page 60 ~ A. No, sir. 
Mr. Corbitt: How many feet away was that (indicating No. 
3-A? 
Witness: (Referring to photograph) I haven't a record of 
it. . 
A. (Continued) No. 3-A illustrates just right where No. 
2-A and No. 1-A were taken. It shows the exact positions. 
No. 4-A comes next: This one was taken 500 feet south of 
the crossing, coming south from Wilroy, showing the general 
layout at Wilroy. That shows the whole road. 
Mr. Maxey: And No. 3-A is somewhere between 100 and 500 
feetY 
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Witness: Yes, sir, I should imagine that that was about 150 
feet. It was just far enough to show the positions. Now, 
that is what that picture was made for: just to illustrate No. 
1-A and No. 2-A. 
A. (Continued) Now, this No. 4-A shows the concrete as 
you are going toward Wilroy. This is 500 feet on the Suffolk 
side of Wilroy, going to Po1·tsmouth, just 500 feet before you 
get there. 
By Mr. Crumpler: j • • • 
Q. I want to know where your camera was located, 1n whtch 
direction your lens! was pointing 1 · 
A. Towards Norfolk or Portsmouth.! Ordinarily it is east. 
Q. That was not ~ointing down the concrete road or down 
the railroad Y I · I 
A. Th~s was pointing rign.t down the concrete 
page 61 ~ road. T~1e picture shows for itself. It is pretty 
nearly the same thing as one of those others. 
N o,v, 5-A: 'l'his wa~ taken 600 feet east of the crossing, look-
ing west down the vailroad track. Now, that is esat, in other 
words, after you leave Wilroy going to Norfolk; I came down 
600 feet and turned around and took a picture of it. 
Mr. Corbitt: Looking towards Suffolk? 
Witness: Yes, sir, looking towards Suffolk. 
A. (Continued) Now this one, No. 6-A, just shows another 
general view. 
Mr. Maxey: One ,was taken on a clear day and one on a 
rainy dayY i 
Witness: Yes, sir:. 
I 
I 
By Mr. Crumpler: 1 : 
Q. Now, where was your camera, say, when that was taken 
(indicating No. 6-.AJ)? 1 
A. Just about th~ same spot. It is ~t practically the same 
angle. 1. :. 
Q. Looking down i the concrete road or east? 
A. No. this just shows a general view, you might say look-
ing northeast, showing- the concrete road and the railroad and 
the general surroundings. 
Q. Now, Mr. Hamblin, from all of the pictures which have 
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been presented to you by the railroad company, please pic~ 
but one which shows a curve in the concrete road 1 
A. (Examining photographs ::Nos. 1-A to 6-AJ 
page 62 } 'There is no curve here .. 
Q. Now, then, please pick out a solitary picture 
that the railroad company has presented showing a curve ill 
the railroad track? 
A. (Examining same photographs) These do not show that. 
I mean in these (indicating photographs 1-A to 6-A). You 
will notice a curve there (uuticating). 
Q. But you could not tell without somebody testifying to 
it; you might, as a photographer, but the jury can not see itt 
A. I can only answer from my point of view. 
Q. Now, then; Mr. Hamblin; those photographs failing to 
show any curve in the concrete t·oad, I ask you to look at 
photographs Nos. 3 and 4, presented by the plaintiff and tell 
me if they c.orrectly represent the curve in that concrete 
road1 
A. (Examining) Yes, sh•: 
Q. vVhy didn't you photograph that curve for the railroad 
bompany1 
A. Well,~ 
Q. You were not told to, were you ~ . 
A. Yes, sir, that answers it. I was not told to, and I did 
not. 
_ Q. If you had been told to do so, you would have done i~ 
,"\vouldn 't you? 
A. Yes, sir, that is right. 
. Q. Now- I. present to you the railroad company's photo.: 
graph No. 5-A, the approach to that cr6ssing from the direG~ 
tion of Norfolk. Please tell me why your camerli 
page 63 }- was so located at this end (indicating) as not t& 
. show the curve, and who tlirected you to put your 
bam era thete Y . . . 
A. Well, the railroad . .representntive, j~st s~id .''I "foul~ 
like to h~v~ a pictu:r;e made there", these different spots; and 
that was one of them:-
Q. Cai1 you tell me of. any conversation w·hich occurred there 
Jvhich prevented you from going far enough, or taking it 
from the other end, so as to show the curve? 
. A. No, .in fact, there was 1io .conversation about it. lie 
:ju~t said he .w:an.te~~ the J~_icture the,re, and it w~s made. 
Q. So that not one pl1otograph presented by them ·shows 
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the curve, as do the photographs of the plaintiff numbered 
6, 7, and Sf 
A. That is right. 
Q. Now, specifically "rith reference to their photograph 
No. 5-A, isn't it a
1 
fact that your camera was located just 
far enough to missl that curve, and not sho'v it? 
A. (Referring to~1 photographs numb1ered 7 and 8) Well, one 
of these pictures wi l balance it together like that (indicating). 
I think the curve tarts just beyond here (indicating). 
Q. The curve sthrts back behind the position which you 
explain!3d to . us 1 [ . 
· · A. Yes, further . on. 
Q. Now, I want to compare with you photograph 5-A pre-
s·ented by the railroad company· and photograph No. 6 pre-
sented by the plaintiff. Aren't they all of the same railroad f 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 64 ~ Q. And the same view, looking in. the same di-
rection T 
A. Yes, sir, the same view, looking in the same direction, 
looking west, coming towards Suffolk. 
I 
Juror: How far '~ere yon from the crossing when this pict-
ure, 5-A, was taken f 1 
Witness : 600 feet. 1 
· Juror : And thenJ how far were you when picture No. 6 was 
taken? 1 
Witness : 358 steps from the crossing. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
. Q. And this switch right here (indicating) is 175 steps from 
that crossingf 
· A. Yes. sir, approximately that. 
Q. So this photograph presented by t11e railroad company, 
No. 5-A, was loeated as designated or could be designated on 
photograph 6 of the plaintiff, right beliind there (indicating). 
Is. tha.t corr~ct? "1
1 
1 
A. Yes, rnr. I 
Q. Which is jus~ east of the swit~ll f 
A Y 
. I . . 
. es, s1r. 1 
Q. Is that correct Y 
A. Yes, sir, that ~is right, because here are thG two lengths 
of the railroad iron, whatever lengths they are . 
. Q. And that position does not show in the curveT 
. A. No, sir, that does not show in the curve. 
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page 65 ~ RE-CROSS EXAMINATION·. 
By Mr. Corbitt: 
· ·Q. Mr. Hamblin, when you took this picture, No. 5-.A., you 
were just about the point of the cu1·ve, weren't. you T 
A. Yes, sir, just about. 
· Q. And it is a fact that, in taking these pictures, you your-
self, the photographer, suggested the different locations for 
the camera, didn't. you! · 
A. No, I did not suggest any location at all. When I go 
out to make a picture, if it is something that comes under 
the head of artistic nature, then· I make some suggestions, 
but if it is something commercial, or anything like this, I 
make it just at the angle designated, because I do not know 
just what they might want and I am supposed to make the 
picture from the spot shown. 
Q; And you always take them from the· spot where you 
.are shown to take them f. 
A. Yes, sir.· 
:By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. You have no interest in the Southern Railway Com-
pany, and do not hold any stock in it, do you Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And there is no reason why you should designate where 
they should have a photograph taken, is thereY 
A. No, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 66 ~ MILTON B. AMES, 
sworn for the lllaintiff. 
,. 
..,. .. ~.;;: 
' ... - ~ . 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. .···. _ 
By 1\{r. Crumpler: . 
Q. Mr. Ames, what is your occupation~ 
A. General Agent for the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance 
Company. 
Q. Located whereY 
· A. Norfolk. 
Q. How long have you occnpied that position! 
A .. I have been an agent for the company for twenty years,. 
a11d J 1m~'e llcmt Oenernl Agent since 1918. · 
Q. Did you know Major Johnson? 
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A. VerY' ~ell. i 
Q. Did he locally represent your company Y 
.a. Yes, sir, . . 
Q. MaJor Johnson during the time that he was employed 
by ·your company, or working for your company, did he hold 
any other positions 1 
Witness : You mean with us 1 
Attorney-: No; with the 8ta~e or thei City~ 
A. Yes, a part of the time, I understand. 1 think he was 
probably a t'olice Justice, or something like that here. 
The Court: Gentlemen; is there any controversy involved 
as to his health t i 
1\lh·. Williams: No, sir, none in the world. If they will state 
his positions and the condition of his health up to the time 
. of his death, we will agree to it. 
page 67 ~ The Court : Doesn't the record sho\V all of that t 
~lr. Crumpler: Only except as to his earning 
capacity. , 
~,he Court: You nave got it all iu e~cept that Y 
Mr. Crumpler: Yes, sir~ and that is I what I am leading up 
to at the present time. ' 
By Mr. Crumpler~ . . . . . 
Q. '\Vere you sufficiently a&quainted or have you bad close 
enough relations with ~Iajor J'ohnson as to form an opinion 
as to his efficiency and. his ability and capability? 
A. Yes; sit. .. !) 
Q. What have you tb say as to tlidt' . . . ' . . . 
A. My opinion is that 1-Iajor Johnson was on~ of the ablest 
life insul'ance me~ in the State of. Virginia. I was very 
closely associ~ted \\rith him. I had the pleasure of working 
cases with h1~, and very often ,vhen we had a difficult case 
we would. call Major Johnson in to get his opinion. He was 
not only )obked iipon_ by me as peing ii very. _Capable agent, 
b.ut I thi.~~ th8:t t~a.~ :was the opinion held of him by most of 
the insurance men in the State. . . . . · 
Q. Maj.or ,J ohnsoil being 4S years olq, can yon tell us, from 
the Tab]e of ~Iortality,. ~hat his. prospe~t. of lif~ wa,s Y. 
, A. Yes,. 8ir. (Refe~ring to book.) Twenty-two and thirty.: 
:five-hundredths '~ears. . . . . 
Q. Thut -\vas the time, according to
1 
tl1e experien~e table; 
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that the table shows that he should have lived under normal 
conditions. Is that right·~ 
page 68 ~ A. Yes, sir, that is according to the American 
Table of Mortality, the experience table. 
Q. Now, Mr. Ames, you need not tell in detail about his 
holding other positions and working for your company until 
the date when he left it-I do not remember the date; you can 
state that-but will you state in approximate figures, if you 
do not kno'v accurately, about what his earnings from your 
company alone were I ; . 1 • - ! .... ;; 
A. We 'paid 'Major Johnson :~pprox.imately $2,000.00 a 
year in commissions. 
Q. And during that time he was holding the position of 
Police Justice, practically all of the time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And Juvenile Judge also Y 
A. Yes, sir. He had our permission to do that additional 
work. It is usually our rule that a man shall devote all of 
his time to the work of the compat1y, but it was understood 
that Major Johnson should have permission to do this extra 
work. 
No Cross Examination. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 69} V. D. HERBERT, 
sworn for the plaintiff. 
DIRECT EXA~fiNATION. 
By lVIr. Crumpler: 
Q. Mr. Herbert, what is your present occupation? 
A. Manager of the Suffolk Insurance Corporation. 
Q. Wl].at position did Major J ohnsou hold with your com--
pany, if any, at the time of his death 1 
A. Secretary and Treasurer and General l\fanager. 
Q. Can you state to the jury, at the time of his death, what 
his salary was 'vith that companyl 
.. A .. From th~ records, it shows it to be $200.00 a month. 
Q. Do you know what additional agreement he had with 
reference to the growth of the business? 
A. No, sir, there is no record of that that I can find. 
No Cross Examination. 
• 
I 
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Witness stood aside. 
page 70} SHEPARD LASSITER, 
s'vorn for the plaintiff. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Mr. Lassiter, 'vhere do you live? 
- A. Como, North Carolina. 
Q. That is just across the Virginia line; isn't it? 
· A. Yes, sir, about three miles. 
Q. On the 22nd day of December, 1924, where were you~ 
A. Going to Norfolk. 
Q. You went to Norfolk Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know anything about the accident which caused 
1\Iajor Johnson's death? 
. A. Yes,. sir, I know something. . 
: Q. Now, will you please tell the jury "rhat you know re-
garding that accident? ' 
A. I was coming from Norfolk that· night, and we got to 
Wilroy between 7:00 and 8:00 o'clock, I reckon-Mr. Davis 
and I and his daughter-and he was rtn1ning the car, and the 
train did not blow and the bell did not ring either, and there 
was no flagman out there; and his da~ghter said, "Look out, 
Papa, the train is coming''; and he stopped, and I saw this 
car coming around the curve; he was :,not running very fast, 
and it slowed do,vn, and I thought he! had stopped until the 
engine passed; and then I heard him hit; and, after the train 
passed, the flagman opened the little door of the house and 
came out, and did not have on a hat or overcoat, and it was 
getting cold, and he 'vas talking about the car had 
page 71 ~ hit him and was. holding one of his legs and was 
. hopping around there, and said that the car had hit 
him. That is all I know about it. 
Q. Did you stop your car and get out Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who was driving the car f 
A. 1'Ir. Davis. · 
Q. And where were you sittingf 
A. In the front seat on the right-hand side, and his daugh-
ter was sitting in between him and I. 
Q. You were in the direction from which the train was 
coming~ 
• 
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A. No, sir, on the opposite side. 
Q. Mr. Davis, the driver, was- on that side 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
:By Mr. Crumpler: 
, Q. And where -was Miss Davis sitting? 
A. In the middle. 
_ Q. Now, just before that train got to that crossing, where 
was the flagman Y 
A. He was in the house ; he was not on the road. 
Q. Was he ever on the road until that train hit that cross-
ing? 
mediately after the train· passed? 
Q. Do you mean some time after the train passed or im-
mediately after th etrain passed? · 
A. He came out of the door right after the train crossed 
the road. I was looking at the door of that little house when 
he came out. · 
page 72 } Q. What did he have in his hand when he came 
out? 
A. He had a red lantern. 
Q. Now, do you know whether there we-re others in the· 
watch house or not~ 
A. I do not know. They said two more came out of there. 
Two more fellows came across the road to where Mr. Johnson 
was laying. I do not know whether they came out of the 
bouse or not. I did not see that. 
Q. Could you have made any mistake as to which one came 
out of that house? . 
A. No, sir, it was that little yellow fellow, with kind of 
long hair. 
Q. And you know it. was the one that was hopping around 
and claiming that something had about run over him 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Lassiter, could it have been possible for that whistle 
to have blown or that bell to have rung without your hea~ing 
it7 
A. No, sir, we were in an open car and I could .have heard 
either· one if it -was rung or blown. 
Q. Did you have the curtains up? 
A. Only the back curtains on the left side. 
Q. There was no curtain on the front side at all? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And ·what kind of a car were you driving? 
A. A Ford touring car. 
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Q. Alld \vha t time was that ~ 
page 73· ~ A. Between seven and eight o'clock; somewhere 
in behveen there .. 
Q. At night? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, when you stopped your car, did yon go around to 
the scene of the accident 1 
A. Yes, sir, after the train passed I went over there and 
helped move the wrecked car out of the road, to try to get ~t 
out. 
Q. How far did that train pass over the crossing, the front 
of itt 
A. The front of it looked to be about two or three hundred 
yards-two hundred yards at least. 1: • 
Q. And how far did the rear pass over the crossing! 
A. I do not know, sir; about 150 yards possibly; something 
like that. 
Q. So that it stretched do·wn beyond several telegraph 
poles! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q.. N o,v, I want to present to yon plaintiff's photograph 
No. 4. I do not believe you have seen this, the photograph 
being taken from the north side, and this being the direction· 
to Suffolk (indicating) t Please show the jury where your 
oar was~ : 
A. It was right along here (indicating), on this side of 
the road, between twenty and thirty feet from the railroad 
track. 
Q. So that, fro:Ql. the position in which you all were sitting, 
you could look straight into· the house if that door 
·page 7 4 ~ was open? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that door open or closed until that train passed i 
A. It was closed. 11 • 
Q. So you say that that door was I closed¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And is that the door out of which the flagman came 'vitb 
a red lantern~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. .Just as the train cleared the crossing Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did l1e come out slowly or hurriedly? 
A. He came out hurriedly. 
Mr. Willaims: It is a direct leading question. 
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Mr. Crumpler: I asked him did he come out slowly or hur-
riedly. 
'rhe Court: Overruled, as to that question. 
By 1\h·. Crumpler: 
~· Now, can you state positively as to whether or not that 
door was open at any time before the engine reached the 
crossing~ 
Mr. Williams: I object to that, because it has been asked 
two or three times, and answered. Overruled. · 
A. The door was not opened until the train passed. 
Q. And when you got out of your car, ~as that before or 
after the train cleared the crossing 7 
A. Afterwards. 
page 75 ~ Q. And when you got around-rather, you did 
not have to go around, you just crossed over the 
crossing-what was the watchman then doing? 
A. He was going around the"re talking about the car had 
struck him. 
Q. How was he doing Y 
A. I think he was holding his left leg up in his hand, hop-
ping around. 
Q. And complaining that it had hit him? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he have an overcoat on1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did he have a hat on Y 
A. No, sir. 
The Court: He has testified to that. 
By ~fr. Crumpler: 
Q. What kind of a night was that~ 
A. It was kind. of clear, and it was good and cold too. 
Q. Now, ho'v fast was that train running, in your judg-
ment? 
A. About forty-five or fifty miles an hour, I reckon. 
Q. Ai1cl how fast, in your judgment, ·was J\tiajor Johnson 
approaching that crossing when you saw him coming? 
A. Wl1en I first sa:w him, he was running about twenty 
miles an hour, I reckon; and he slo,ved down, and I thougJ1t 
he had stopped on the other side, or was g-oing to stop. He 
slowed clown like he was _going to stop, to me. 
I .. 
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. . . Q. Did you ever see the rwatchman with a .white 
page 76 } lantern 7 I . 
A.· No, sir. 
Mr. Crumpler: Your Honor, I do not remember positively 
whether I asked him the direct question 'vhether or not the 
wh_istle or hell ever blew or rung at all -
The Court : He has testified about that. 




By Mr.· Williams: 
· Q. Mr. Lassiter, in what direction were you travelingf 
Were you going t(nvards Norfolk or from Norfolk¥ 
A. I was coming from Norfolk. . 
. Q. How far away from the rail~oad track were you when_ 
you stopped? ! 
A. Between twenty and thirty feet. 
_ .Q. How much~ · . 
A. Between twenty and thirty feet; something like that. 
Q. Had you heard the train running at alU 
A. I had not heard it until it crossed the road. I did not 
see it, but Mr. Davis's daughter told him the train was com-
ing. 1 
Q. So-you did not hear it blowY I 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And you did not hear the bell ringf · 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And you did not hear the running of the train T 
A. No, sir, not until 've stopped. 
page 77 ~. Q. Not until you got w~thin about thirty feet 
of the track? . i 
A. No, sir. I 
Q. That is right? You neither heard the blowing of the 
whistle nor the ringing of the bell nor the running of the 
train until you got within about thirty feet of the track~ 
A. The bell did not ring at all. 
Q. I will take them up one at a time: You did not hear the 
bell ring? 
A. No, sir. 1 
Q. Did you hear the 'vhistle blowY ! 
.ft.. No, sir. 
Q. Did you hear the running of the -train t 
A. No,- sir. 
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rQ. And you~stopped within about thirty feet of the track, 
when the lady spoke about the train coming? 
A . .Sh~ spoke just a little ways back, I reckon about one 
hundred or one hundred and fifty or two hundred feet, ·and 
he stopped at the railroad .. I did not he.ar the train until 
I stopped.· 
Q. Do you mean to say that he ran 150 feet when the lady 
spoke, and then continued to run on 7 
A. He sl-owed up and stopped. 
Q. What attracted your attention to the watchman's house? 
A. I just noticed over there. That is all. I did not see a 
·watchman on the railroad. I thought there ought to be one 
-out there. There always has been watchmen at railroatl 
crossings in Virginia. . 
page 78 } Q. Did you see anybody around there ! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How far was Major Johnson's car away when yon first 
saw it, from the railroad trackf 
A. It 'vas coming around that curve. I do not know ex-
~ctly how far. 
Q. That does not mean anything. Of course, you can not 
tell exa~tly, but approximately how ·far was he when you 
~wh~Y · 
A. About one hundred yards, I should judge. 
Q. What kind of weather was it that night, Mr. Lassiter 7 
A. It was clear and cold that night. 
Q. Any windY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Where did you say you lived t 
A. Como, North Carolina. 
Q. What do you do Y 
A. I run an engine at a cotton gin. 
Q. Do you own the cotton mill or do you work for somebody 
else~ 
A. I work for somebody else. I work for the Maneyneck 
Ginning Company. 
Q. Who did you talk with about this business! Who have 
you talked with 1 
A. Nobody except Mr. Crumpler and Mr. Maxey. 
. Q. Did you go to Mr. Crumpler and tell him about your 
lmowledge of the affairs Y . 
page 79 ~ A. No, sir, he came down there to see me. Some-
body, I think my mother, wrote to Mr. Maxey. 
Q. What is thatY 
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. A. I th~nk my mother wrote to Mr. Max.ey, or to somebody; 
and they found it out. 1'he :first time, l was working for 
~·oreman -& Blaze, and Mr. Maxey cam~ there to see me. 
Q. }:: ou say your mother wrote to them f 
A. 1 think so. 1 am· not sure. 
Q. Where does ·your mother livet 
A. At Como, North Carolina. 
Q. Was she in the car at the time of this accident~ 
A. :No, sir, she just heard me talking about it when I came 
home. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINJA.TION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. And your mother wrote that letter voluntarily, didn't 
she1 
A. I think so. 
Q. You do not know that she wrote it to Mrs. Johnson and 
informed her that her son knew about it Y 
A. I think she wrote to ~Irs. Johnson. 
I 
Witness sto.od aside .. 
page 80 t C. B. GODWIN, JR., 
sworn for the plaintiff. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: : 
Q. Mr. Godwin, you are Commonwealth's Attorney for 
N ansemond County, are you? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long diQ. you kno'v Major Johnson f 
A. \V ell, personally I knew him from 1920 until the Christ-
mas that he was killed. . 
Q. Did you know his military record f 
·. A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you please state that to the jury? 
A. 1\'Iajor Johnson was a major in the last war. After the 
war he was put in. the Officers Reserve Corps as a Lieutenant-
Colonel.. During the reorganization of the military company 
here in the City of Suffolk he was then a captain in the State 
Militia. So at that time he held practically two commissions; 
a lieutenant-colonel in the Reserve Corps and a portion of 
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the time in the reorganization ot the Suffolk Company he was 
a captain in that company. 
Q. Mr. Godwin, did you have occasion to practice in his 
courts, that is, the Domestic Relations and the Police Court~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you have, or not, an opportunity to observe his ef-
ficiency! · 
A. Yes, ~ir, I did. 
Q. Will you please state to the jury what you have to say 
on that point, how you regarded him from th§. 
page 81 ~ standpoint of efficiency? . 
A. Well, he was generally regarded by not only 
myself but by others as being probably one of the ablest_ 
Police Justices that we have ever had here, and possibly as 
good as we will ever get. He 'vas a man that did not have 
any prejudices in his cases. He· was a man of good common 
sense, and used good common sense in deciding his cases, and 
he showed no favor to any one that'I ever saw, and he was 
~-onsidered an excellent Police Justice. 
Q. As a business man, what 'vould you say of his efficiency Y 
A. Well, I only knew the ~{ajor in his business capacity in 
reference to his insurance business. I do not know whether 
he had any other business to ainount to much except that. 
Of course, I have had dealings-
The Court: You have put on evidence already along all of 
those lines. . 
Mr. Crumpler: I would not have put him on for that spe-
cific purpose. 
The CouJt: There is no question in regard to his ability 
as a man, as to his fidelity to his business, or as to his duty 
as a citizen. 
Mr. Crumpler: Then,.we wish, if your Honor please, to p:ut 
in the record as proof along this general line the following 
names of persons who would so testify if called: ' 
~iiss Daisy Nurney, representative of the Virginian Pilot; 
Mr. W. E. Wagner, former Sheriff of this Court; 
page 82 ~ Mr. H. W. Churn, City Sergeant and Chief of 
Police; Mr. A. J. Powell, Assistant Chief of Po-
1ice, and Miss Ruth 'Vestedge, who is a young lady who was 
h1 the insurance office with him and had daily opportunity to 
o 1Jserve him. · 
The Court: All right. 
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No Cross Examination. 
Witness stood aside. 
page_ 8B ~ _ ~ISS MAGGIE D.A, VIS, 
sworn for 'the plaintiff .. 
, .. . . . -DIRECT EXAMIN.AJTION . 
I 
By Mr. Crumpler= 
_- Q.. Miss· Davis, you ·reside at the. present ~time where 7. 
Where do yon live,. -
· A. At Ocean View. 
~ Q. You are living there with your parents or relatives t 
_ A. ·Not with my parents; no, sir.; with my aunt . 
. Q. What is your father's name? 1. 
A. Bud Davis. 
-~ Q. Is that the same as B. T. DavisY 
.. A. Yes, sir. 
·) _Q. On the 22nd of December, 1924, where did you goT 
: A. I went to Norfolk. 
Q. From where Y 
A. From Como, North Carolina. 
1 
' 1 _Q. You were then at ComoY , . 
A. Yes, sir. 
. Q. With \Vhom did you go to Norfolk Y 
A. I went with my father and with a friend of ours, Shep-
ard Lassiter. . 
Q. And did anything unusual or out of the ordinary occur 
on that trip, with which you are familiar Y · 
A. No, sir. . i 
Q. Do you know where Wilroy Station or crossing is Y 
A. It is between Suffolk and Norfolk-Portsmouth, I mean .. 
Q. Did you pass that station f 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 84 ~ Q. Was there anything there, either in going 
t.ention Y 
to or returning from Norfolk, to attract your at-
. A. There ·was a wreck on our way back. 
Q. Do yon know whether that was the wreck in which Major 
Johnson lost his life? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. And how were you riding in that car at that time, on 
which seat? 
A. On the front s_eat, between my father. and my- rfiend. 
Q. When you reached that crossing, did you stop for the 
train? . . .. -
A. Yes, sir, before we got there. I saw a kind, of small 
light, it was kind of dim, before we got there. ~We were not 
yery far from th.e track, and I called my father's attention 
.and told him that th_e train was coming, but he did not believe 
me, and so he looked around and it was just about at the place 
where we crossed the road, to go across the track. And then, 
if we had not stopped; we would probably have gotten killed 
ourselves, if it had not been for me. 
Q. What signals of any kind were given by the train of 
its approach? 
A. Not any. 
Q. Did the whistle blowY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did the bell ringf 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Was there a watchman on the crossing! 
A. No, sir. . . 
page 85 ~ Q. Did you see the watchman at allY 
A. After the train passed, he opened -the door 
and walked out with a red lantern in his hand, like he was 
in a big hurry. 
Q. You say he had what kind of a lantern in his handY 
A. A red lantern~ 
Q. Did he have on an overcoat or a sweater or a hat Y 
A. He did not have any hat on, but he had a jacket, like, on. 
Q. Did you get out of the car at all~ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Was your car an open car or a closed car f 
A. An open car. 
Q. Were the curtains up or down 7 
A. The curtains were down in front and up behind .. 
Q·. Was your car making any noise which would have pre-
vented you from hearing 7 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Is your hearing poor or good 7 
A. Good. 
· Q. Did you ever have any trouble with it 7 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Could that train bell have rung or that whistle have-
blown without your hearing itt 
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A. No, sir. 
Q. Could that watchman have been on that track without 
your seeing him ~ 
A. No, sir. 
1
i 
· · Q. Did you observe the, track just before the 
page 8~ } engine got to the crossing! 
A. Yes, sir, we were right there before it passed. 
Q. Did you learn then whether the watchman was out 
there! 
A. He was not out there before the train passed. He came 
after it pas.sed. 
. Q~ Just as the train cleared the ·crossing he came out t 
A. Yes, sir. I 
. Q. Now, did he come out fast or ,i slowly Y 
Mr. Williams: I object to that as leading. 
Mr. Crumpler: I think myself that it was, and I withdraw 
it and apologize for it. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Ho,v quickly, after that train passed, was it before the 
watchman came out! 
.A.. Ife came out immediately after the train passed by. 
Q. Was it a cold night or a warm night~ 
A. It was a really cold night. 1 
Q. Do you recall ·whether it was clear or cloudy Y 
A. It was clear. 
Q. Was there a high wind blo,ving, or not Y 
A. No, sir, it was not blowing at all. 
Q. Did you hear any roar of the train t 
A. Yes, sir, I heard the train when it went by. 
Q. Did you hear it before it reached the crossingf 
Witness: What do you mean? When it was comng on~ 
Attorney: Yes. 
pag~ .87 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVas there anything distinct about that, about 
the roar of the train 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Louder than any other train f 
A. No, sir. 
Q .• Just an ordinary, usual noise? 
A. Yes, sir. 
... 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. Miss Davis, you were coming from Norfolk and going 
hack to Como Y · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You could see along, the boulevard ahead or you right 
across the railroad track, could you not W 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you see Major Johnson's car before the train got 
to the crossing 1 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. You did not see it 7 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Was Major Johnson's .auto on the track when the engine 
passed by? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. It was not 7 
A. It was not on the track. 
Q. In other words, the engine had crossed . the highway 
before he got there? Is that right~ 
page 88} Witness: Before he go·t there! 
Q. Before Major Johnson's auto got there? 
A. I do not know, sir, about tl1at, because I did not see it 
until after the train passed. . 
Q. You did not see anything of Major Johnson's auto until 
the train had crossed the track f · 
A. No, sir. 
Q. That is right, is itT 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You could have seen his auto if it had been there before 
the train crossed the track, could you not ~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Can't you tell the jury, then, positively that the train 
had crossed the track before his car got to the crossing? 
A. No, sir, I can not tell them" about that, becausa I did 
not notice anything about that crossing; I did not see any 
car before it got there. 
Q. You could have seen it if it had been there, couldn't you? 
A. Sure I could. 
Q. ...-'\.nd you did not? 
A. No, sir. 
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RE-:DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: . 
Q. N.ow, you say you c-ould have seen it if it had been there .. 
What did you mean by that? If the car had been over there 
before the train passed over the crossing, you mean Y 
~ ·. A. Yes, sir. _ 
page 89 ~ Q. Were you looking down the road to see 
whether automobiles were coming or not Y 
A. No, sir, I was not loqking that way. 
- ·Q. What were you looking at? 
r A. At the train. 
Q. So that you did not have your eyes in the direction from 
which he was coming at all T · 
.- A. No, sir. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATIQN. 
Bv Mr. Williams: 
_ · Q. You say you did not have your eyes in the direction from 
which Major ·Johnson's car was comingf 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. Wasn't he coming in the opposite direction from the 
way in which you were goingf 
A. Yes, sir, he was. 
· . Q. Where did you have your eyes 1 
; A. I was looking over towards fhe train track, the way the: · 
train was coming. 
· Q. H3;d yon already heard the train? 
A. No, sir," not before I looked over that way and saw a 
kind of dim light, and then I thought it was the train, on ac-
count of the light of it, and I called my father 1s attention to 
it, and he said it was the train. 
Q. Did you see the auto th~t Major Johnson was driving-
Witness : After the train passed I did. 
page 90 } Q. Just a minute: Did you see the auto that 
_ Major Johnson 'vas driving struck by the train Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You did not see that Y 
A. No, sir, I did not see it. 
· Q. How far were you from the crossing when the engine 
passed byT 
A. I was right at it. 
Q. Tell approximately? Twenty or thirty feet; as far as 
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from here to the other side of the house (indicating about.35 
feet)~ 
A. No, eir, it was not t4at far. . 
Q. Then you were closer to the crossing when the engine 
passed by than- the distance from one end of this· room to 
the other (indicating about 30 feet) Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Crumpler: . 
Q. Here is a photograph, plaintiff's pliotograph No. ~. 
This is the direction of Suffolk, and over here is the direction 
of Portsmouth. Now, can you tell about where your car 
stopped? · 
A. Right along here (indicating). 
Q. And that gave you a full view of the door to the watch-
house and of the crossing! · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, you were looking kind of in this direction, this 
way (indicating), and. the engine was coming in· that direc-
tion (indicating) 7 · 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 91} Q. Now, when you saw the dim light of the train, 
was it pointing straight down the track? 
-A. No, sir. 
Q. Which was was it pointing? 
A. The light seemed to be kind of behind our car. 
Q. The light seemed to be behind your your car when you 
nrst saw it~ . . 
· ~· Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. You say you were looking in ·what direction, this way 
(indicating), and you did not have your eyes down this road 
at all? 
.li.. No, sir. 
Q. Couldn't you see this track here? 
A. Sure I could have, but I was not thinking about it then. 
Q. And you were not looking in this way (indicating) T 
A.·No, sir. 
Q. You could not say whether or not there was any auto on 
that track at all T 
A. No, sir, I could not. 
·Q. All you know is that you heard the train and you kept 
your eyes to the leftY 
A. Until the train got here (indicating), and then I saw-
it going by. 
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_ Q. Do you know whether or not there was a flagman on 
that crossing there Y 
page 92 ~ A. There was not. 
· Q. Well, how can yon say tha.t when you say 
you could not have seen an automobile, and :now you say you 
could have seen a man with a lantern~ 
A. Because he was not out there. 
Q. Haven't you said just now that you could not say that 
there was no auto there because you did not look that wayf 
A. Yes, sir, I said that. 
Q. You still stick to that 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And now you say that there was no man with a lantern 
there because you did look. Tell the jury about that. Isn't 
tht:tt impossible Y If he had been there with a lantern and if 
you could have seen the lantern, couldn't you have seen the 
autoY 
(No response.) 
Mr. Williams: That is aU. 
By· Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Where did yon understand Mr. Williams to say that you 
could not tell whether there was an automobile there or not f 
Mr. Williams: I object to the question, because the facts 
are that I put my finger right on the spot, and the jurors could 
see it there. 
Mr. Crumpler: She has a right to show 'vhere she intended 
to say the car was not. 
page 93 ~ By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Where did you intend to say that you could 
not have seen it if it had been there? · 
The Court : You can answer that. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Where 'did you intend to say that you could not have 
seen it if it had been there? 
A. I could have seen it if I had looked that way, I guess. 
I was looking at the train. But I did not see any car out 
there. 
Q. To what particular point on that road did you allude 
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when you told him (meaning Mr. Williams) that you could not 
have seen any carY 
Mr. Williams: I object to that. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. To what point on that road did you allude? 
Mr. Williams: I object, and I would be glad to be heard. 
Now, here .=tre the facts : I put my finger right on the spot 
(indicating on photograph) and asked the witness the ques-
tion. Therefore there can be no doubt about what I said,_ and 
no doub~ about what her understanding of if was. 
The Court: The witness has testified that she did not see 
the approaching automobile. 
1\{r. Williams: And, to make the record clear, that was the 
spot in the center of where the highway is crossed by the 
railroad track. If that is not correct, counsel wil~ 
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Mr. Crumpler: Now, I am asking her what she 
understood from you as to the position where she could not 
have seen that car. 
The Court: Y 9u may ask that. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Now, at what particular point on the road did you un-
derstand him to mean that you could not have seen the car if 
it had not been there? 
The Court: Do you understand what he means by his ques-
tion that he is asking you now? 
Witness: No, sir. 
The Court: The Court does not understand you either. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Then I will ask you the plain question: If there had 
been-an automobile on that crossing, across the track, could 
you have seen it, or would you have seen it 1 
A. Yes, sir, I could have seen it. 
Q. Did you mean to say that if there had been a car across 
that crossing, you could not have seen it? 
_ A. No, sir, if it had been there I could have seen it. , I 
could see both ways. 
Q. But you did mean to say that, in going along that road, 
you did not see Major Johnson coming~ 
A. No, sir, I did not see him. 
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Q. Now, I understand that you never saw the 
auto until after the train had passed T 
A. No, sir, I did not see it until after the train had passed .. 
The Court: That is what she said all along. 
By Mr. Williams: 
· .Q. And I ask you again: N o,v, the point that I have my 
pencil is where the railroad track crosses the highway, and 
I understand you were in tl1is boulevard, and· I ask you if 
there had been an auto at that point, where the railroad 
crosses the highway, could yon have seen it·f 
. A. If it had been there, I could have seen it. 
· ·Q. Now, isn't it a fact that it was not there, the auto? 
A. No, it was not there. 
Mr. Crumpler: I understand, Mr. Williams, that the point 
·you indicate is across the crossingY 
Mr. Williams: Where I put my pencil. 
Mr. Crum_pler: Is that the point across the crossing? 
· Mr. Williams: 1 said a half dozen times that I wanted to 
know if she had seen the car at the point where the railroad 
track crosses the middle line of the highway~ and she said it 
was not there. 
Mr. Crumpler: All right. We agree to that. 
Witness stood aside." 
Recess until 2 :15 P. M. 
page 96 ~· B. T. DAVIS, 
sworn for the plaintiff. 
DffiECT EXA~IINATION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Mr. Davis, where· do yon reside? 
A. Near Virginia Beach ; between Norfolk and Virginia 
Beach. 
Q. Where did· you live on the 22nd of December, 1924 ~ 
A. I was living down in Carolina then; at Como. 
Q. Where did you go on that day? 
A. I went to Norfolk on Monday before Christmas. I 
reckon that is the day you are talking about. 
Q. Who were with you? 
A. My daughter and Shepard Lassiter. 
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Q. On your going or returning was there anything unusual 
.wh~ch occurred at ·any point .on the roadf 
A. Nothing going, but when coming on back, the train struck 
a fellow. 
Q. Did you know that man? 
A. No, sir. 
. Q. Have you learned since. who he was Y 
A. I have learned since then that it was Mr. Johnson. 
Q. Did you at that time know any of the family of Mr. 
Johnson, or any of their relatives Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Was your daughter or was Shepard Lassiter acquainted 
with either one of them, that you rec.all Y · 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Now, c.oming on back, where did this accident occur? 
A. I do not remember the name of the place. 
page 97 } I would know it too if I heard it. It was between 
Suffolk and Portsmouth? , 
Q. Was it Wilroy Crossing¥ 
· A. That is right. 
Q. Now, please tell the jury just what you saw? 
A. Well, I was coming on, driving along, and my daughter 
said, "Look out there, Papa! There comes the train"; and 
I slowed down when she called my attention to it. Then I 
reckon I was hventy yards from the track. And I came then 
· to a standstill. 
Q. And where did you stop Y How close to the track~ 
A. As close as to that post (indicating); I reckon thirty 
feet. 
Q. At that point could you see the· headlight of the train? 
A. When I looked arou:r:td Ito see; as quick as she told me 
"here comes the train", I turned my head, and I saw it com-
ing. · · 
Q. Had ·you seen it before then? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Had you heard it before then 7 
A. No, sir.· 
Q. Was it a cold night? 
A. Yes, sir, it was awfully cold. 
Q. Was the wind blowing 1 
A. I do not think so. 
Q. Was there anything to prevent you from hearing! 
A. Not a bit. 
Q. Did you have the curtains to the car up or down f 
A. I think the back ones were up. We did not 
page 98 } have any up in front. 
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_ Q. On what seat were you all sittingf 
A. I 'vas driving, and my dauyhter in the middle, and 
S4epard Lassister was sitting on the other side. 
Q. That would put your side, the driver's side, nearest 1fo 
the approaching train? 
A. Yes, sir. · -
Q. Now, in that position did you hear any signals from the 
railroad company that the train was approaching! 
A. Not a bit. 
Q. Was there any whistle blown! 
A. I did not hear any. 
Q. ·Was it blown~ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Was any bell rungf 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Where was the watchman f 
A. He was in his little shack there, and, after the train 
pulled by, he came out. 
Q. How do you know that he was not on the crossing? 
A. Because there was nothing to hinder me from seeing 
the crossing. I drove right up to it. 
Q. Then vou know that he was not on that crossing? 
A. He was not on there. He came out there after the train 
pulled across, by. 
Q. How quickly did he come out after the train passed t 
· A. In a hurry. 
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A. He was bare-headed, and it looked like he had 
a jumper or something of that sort on; and he had a red lan-
tern in his hand. · 
Q. Before that train passed did you notice the door to that 
watch house~ 
~A. It was shut .. 
Q. When he came out, did he open the door before you saw 
him or aftenvards, or did you see him open it? 
A. I saw him open the door and come right. on out. 
Q. You saw him when he opened the door~ 
A. Yes, sir, I saw him open the door and come right on out. 
Q. And then did you stay in your car or did you get out? 
A .. I started over and I saw the other car in the road, and 
we could not go by it and I got out. 
Q. Did you ~o out there then to where the accident was? 
A. Yes, there 'vas the car setting there _broken to pieces, 
and down the road a little 'vays there was a young man there; 
and another Gar came up and they picked. him up and put 
him in it. · 
.. 
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Q. Was the headlight on the train a bright light or a dim 
IightY 
A. It looked like a dim light. 
Q. When you first noticed that light, was it shining straight 
down the track? 
A. No, sir, it was kind of behind my car a little. It was 
not exactly down the track, but kind of behind my 
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Q. Now, just before the train got there, did you 
look up the road to see whether any automobiles were coming? 
A. Yes, I always look ahead in driving. I saw the .car 
coming around the bend, and then, when my daughter called 
my attention to it, "Papa, there comes the train", then I 
looked at the train. 
Q. Did you observe it sufficiently to form an opinion as to 
whether or not he was driving fast or slowly or medium? 
A. He looked like he was driving at an ordinary ~ait. 
Q. Could you hear any roar about his car such as is usual 
when a car is speeding? 
A. No, sir, not at all. 
Q. Did you see any unusual movement of the car indicating 
that he was running· rapidly? 
A. No, sir, he just came on steady. 
Q. How old are you f 
A. I will be 40 on my next birthday. 
Q. How old is your daughter Maggie, who testified here this 
morning? 
A. She is sixteen, I think. 
Q. So at the time of this accident you ·were living up around 
c~ol ' 
A. Yes, sir. , · 
Q. And where was this Lassiter boy living~ 
A. He lived at Como too. 
Q. Were you living together or on separate premises? 
A. On separate premises ; not in the same 
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Q. How far? 
/1.. He lived right in Como and I lived a mile or a mile and 
one-half the other side. 
Q. And you moved to Virginia Beach or near Virginia 
Beach when? 
A. Last February some time; right along about the 1st of 
February. 
Q. Were you in a position that·night, Mr. Davis, to judge 
the speed of that train I 
A. Why, that train was coining at a pretty good gait, it 
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looked like it was coming 40 to 45 miles -an hour. It was run-
ning a good gait, because it ran way by it before it stopped. 
Q. How far by it would you say 1 
A. It looked like one or two telegraph posts. 
Q. Did you hear the contact between the automobile and 
the train Y 
A. No, sir. 
· Q. You did not hear it 1 
A. No, sir. 
· Q. And you were sitting just on the opposite side 7 
A. Yes, ·sir. 
·· No Cross Examination. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 102} MRS. INDIA V. JOHNSON, 
sworn on her own behalf. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Mrs. ,Johnson, you are the widow of Major W. '!'. John-
soii1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At the time of his death how long had you been mar-
ried? · · 
·A. I was married the last day of 1901 ; the 31st day of De-
cember, 1901. · 
Q. What was Major Johnson's agef 
A. Forty-eight in September, and he <:lied in December. 
Q. Mrs. Johnson, what kind of a husband was Major John-
son to you? 
A. He was as kind and good as any man could be. 
~Q. What kind of a father was he to your children? 
A. He 'vas a devoted, pleasant father. 
Q. How many children did you have by Major Johnson 1 
A. I had three. One only lived twelve hours. 
Q. How many did you have that survived him.Y 
-A. Two. · 
Q. Are they in the courtroo-m 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q.- Is this little girl and little boy to my back those two 
children (indicating) Y - · · 
A. Yes, sir . 
. Q. How old is the little girl! 
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A. Mary Virginia is twelve years old, and William T. John-
son, Jr., is nine. 
Q. So that each of them was two years younger 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mrs. Johnson, do you know what Major Johnson e~rned 
as Police Justice of the City of Suffolk? ·· 
A. No, sir. I do not know whether he had fees or it was 
$50.00 a month. I am not sure. 
Q. He held that poistion at the same time he was holding the 
insurance· position as to which Mr. Ames testified i 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At that same time was he or not also Juvenile and Do-
mestic Relations Judge? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mrs. Johnson, during the time that you were married 
to your husband, what was the condition of his healthY 
. A. His health was good. He was very robust and strong.-
He was a healthy man. 
Q. What portion of his time did he lose from his duties by 
reason of sickness during the ten years preceding his death Y 
A. I could not tell you, but a very few days did he lose from 
his office during my married life to him, from his work. 
Q. Did you see your husband just before he leftY 
A. Yes, sir, and I never saw him in a happier mood. He 
ldssed us all good-bye and told me he would be home at 10:30, 
and said, "Mother, we will have an oyster roast when we 
come ·back''. He was fond of oysters. And I said, ''All 
right, Daddy". 
Q. _ And that was the last you saw of him Y 
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Q. until you were summoned to the hospital' 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams : 
Q. Mrs. Johnson, do you know what kind of car your hus-
band was riding in on this occasion i 
A. Yes, sir, he was riding in a Star 
Q. Was it open or closed 7 
A. A closed car. 
Q. You say it was a Star? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know what business he was bound on at that. 
time7 
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A. He called me up about four o'clock and said, ''Mother, 
I am going to Portsmouth. Have supper ready''; and I said,. 
"I will, Daddy"; and he said, ''I am going to Norfolk"; and 
I said, "Daddy, how are you going"! and he said, "I am 
gong to drive my own jitney''. Those were his very words. 
- Q. 1 suppose he was in the habit of driving to Norfolk fre-
qenutly, was he not? 
A. ~es, sir, but he was the most careful driver you ever 
saw. He was not careless or reckless. I would not be afraid 
to trust myself or my children to go with him anywhere. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 105 ~ Mr. Crumpler: Call Mr. H. W. Churn. 
(~Ir. Churn did not answer.) 
Mr. Crumpler: My only purpose in calling Mr. Churn is to 
prove the salary of Police Justice,; and then we rest. 
The Court: Perhaps you all.can agree on that. 
Mr. Maxey: It was $100.00 a month. 
Mr. Williams : All right. That is agreed. 
Mr. Crumpler: With that statement, we rest. 
page 106 ~ TESTIMONY FOR DEFENDANT. 
R. H. MARTINDALE, 
sworn for the defendant. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams : . 
Q. Mr. ~Iartindale, what is your nameY 
A. R. ·H. Martindale. 
Q .. Ho,v are you employed now~ 
A. As junior engineer for the Southern Railway Company. 
Q. Have you been called upon to make a map of the loca-
tion where this accident occurred Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At Wilroy f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you make it f 
A. Yes; sir. 
Q. (Handing witness blue print) Is that the map you madeT 
A. (Examining) Yes, sir, this is the map. 
Q. Is that map drawn to scale? 
--------
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A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Williams: I offer that in evidence. 
Blue print referred to marked Exhibit No. 7-A. 
Q. J\tir. Martindale, you will find marked on ·that plat certain 
camera positions. Tell the jury what do they indicate T 
A. Those camera positions indicate the positions the cam-
era was in in taking the various pictures.-
Q. Who took the pictures ? 
A. A photographer from Norfolk. I do not 
page 107 } recall l1is name. If I am not mistaken, h~ was 
· from Norfolk. · 
Mr. Cnunpler: We will agree that it was Mr. Hamblin. 
Mr. Willi@ls: Yes, · 
Q. And they indica t~ where the pictures were taken 7 
A. Yes, sirt 
Q. And that whole m&p is drawn to scale, is it? 
.A. Yes, $ir, 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. ~Ir~ Marti=p.dale, docs that map show the concrete road 1 
A. Yes, sir. -
Q. Please show the jqry how it is drawn on there, the con-
crete road? 
A .. (Exhibiting blue print to jury) This is the concrete 
road here, going towards N o1·folk, ·and this is the railroad 
tracks going towards Danville. .As I understand it, the train 
approached from this side (indicating) and crossed the cross-
ing at this point, a11d this road (indicating) i~ 18 feet wide in 
this vicinity; up in this vicinity it is 16 feet wide (indicating). 
It begins to increase from 16 to 18 feet in 'vidth at a point 
632 feet tow~rds- Suffolk on the concrete road, and from there 
on it is eighteen feet within the scope of this drawing. 
Q. Surveying is scientific and mathematical, isn't it? 
.... ~. Yes, sir, it is supposed to be. 
Q. And photography is scientific, is it not? 
A. Yes, I suppose it could be considered so. 
page 108 ~ Q. Will you please explain to that jury why 
your concrete road does not show the curve that 
those pictures sho'v (indicating) ~ 
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A. ~{y drawing shows the curve that this picture shows 
(indicating). You will note right here the curve in the con-
crete road. It has a degree of curvature of six degrees. A 
six-degree curve is six degrees of arc or six degrees of circle, 
subtended by a 100-foot chord. Here it is here (indicating). 
You can see the bend. Here is the degree of it, the tangent, 
the belt angle of the curve, and the length of it, which is 85 
feet. That is the curve shown in this photograph here (in-
dicating) ; and also here (indicating) ; there is a short piece 
of curve in here (indicating on blue print). 
Q. You are referring to. plaintiff's photographs, the first 
one was No. 4 and the second one No. 3 ~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, will you please explain why your diagram does not 
show it as distinctly as the photographs, the curve in that 
road? · 
A. Yes, the reason that the map does not show the curva-
ture there as this photograph shows it is because the picture is 
an actual picture of the actual scale at the location of the sur-
vey. You understand that this map is not an absolute re-
production as to the actual scale of the location of the accident. 
This is the actual situation brought here reduced to a scale 
of 100 feet to the inch, so that it can be handled and seen. 
. Naturally a curve on this drawing would not show 
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instrument. That is 'vhy it is that you can see it 
more clearly. But this is a tr.ue degree of the curve there, 
which is a two-degree curve of the track in this locality. 
Q. Then it is a fact that the diagram which you have in 
your hand will not accurately show the curves either in the 
concrete road or in the railroad, to the average layman Y 
A. vV ell, if the average layman had any idea of a map, he 
could see readily that the curves 'vere indicated on there as 
they exi~t on the ground. · 
RE-DIRECT EXA~1INATION. 
By Mr. Williams : 
Q. Have you measured the distance of the whistle-post from 
the c1·osRing at Wilroy Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How far is it from the crossingf 
A. Four hundred and forty yards east of the center line 
of the highway crossing at Wilroy. 
Q. You have reference to the whistle-post coming from 
Norfolk or going to Norfolk! 
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A. Coming from Norfolk, which is the east side. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 110 ~ ALFRED LEWIS (colored), 
sworn for the defendant. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. What is your name~ 
A. Alfred Lewis. 
Q. Where are you working now f 
A. For Priddy & Company. 
Q. Whereabouts f 
A. Money Point. 
Q. In what place or town f 
A. In North Carolina. 
. ·,, 
• • 1. 
Q. Where were you working in De~ember, 1924, at the time 
of this accident 1 
A. I was wo.rking for the Southern Railway Company then. 
Q. Do you remember the fact of Major Johnson being 
killed at Wilroy? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was your business there f 
A. 1\{y business was to protect the crossing. 
Q. Now, tell the jury what you know and what you did 
right before and at the time of this accident~ 
. A. Well, the train ~as coming, and I was in the road with 
my red light when Mr. Johnson drove up into the train. 
Q. How far off from the railroad track was Mr: Johnson 
when you first saw him¥ 
· A. He 'vas around 500 feet I reckon, or maybe a little fur-
ther. · 
Q. When you sa'v him, what did you do Y 
A. I was in the road with my light before I saw 
page 111 ~ him. . 
Q. Well, what did he do Y 
A. He did not do anything but run into the train. The train 
was crossing the road. He did not look like he tried to stop. 
Q. Where did he strike the train Y 
A. Between the tender and the mail car. 
Q. Well, now, after tl1at what did you do, if anything! 
A. I called for a boy to bring me the white ligp.t, after he 
hit the train. · 
Q. Do you k~ow the n~e of that boyf 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is it~ 
.... 'l. Paul Peebles. 
Q. vVha t did he do f 
A. lie brought me the white light. 
Q. Where did he come from 7 
A. Ife came out of the watch house. 
Q. Alfred, about. ho'v fast, in your judgment, 'vas Major 
.T ol1nson moving? 
A. About forty-five, in my judgment. 
CR.OSS EXAMINATION. 
By 1\fr. Crumpler: 
Q. Alfred, how many times did that train blow between 
Beamons and that crossing? 
A. I remember it blowing once. 
Q. Did you ever hear it blowing any more? 
.A. I did not hear it if it did. I remember it 
page 1 12 ~ blowing once: ·. 
Q. Did you hear any bell ring between Be&mons 
and tha.t Qrossing Y · 
A. I could not swear that I heard the bell, but I know it 
blowed once. 
Q. How far is Beamons from that crossing~ 
A. I reckon a little better than Elt half mile! 
Q. lsn 't it close to a mileY 
A. It is not a mile~ 
Q, lsn 't th~ mila post, directing trains going towards Suf-
folk to blow for Beamons, just beyond that switeh out there, 
and it $a.y~ *'1 mile to tho crossing. Blow"? 
A. I do not know that. The mile post is near Beamons. 
Q. Isn't tb~ra a post just around that curve from the 
switch? 
A. There is one a·round there. 
Q. Ian 't there a post just around that curve f~cing Suf-
folk, directing the engineer to blow for BeamonE;J Crossing, and 
it says, "1 mile to the crossing"? 
A~ There is a post ai'ound there. Sure. 
Q. 1\.nd the only time you heard the train blow wa.s down 
there for the Beamons Crossing. That is right, is it? 
A. It blowed down there. 
Q. And it never blew nny more, and no bell was rung as 
far as you heard Y 
A. I never heard the bell if it rung. 
Q. Now, how fast was that train running~ 
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A. I could not say how fast that train was running. 
Q. You said just now how fast Major Johnson's 
page 113 ~ car was running. Can't you tell us how fast the 
train ·was ru1ming~ 
A. I have ridden in cars and noticed the speedometer. 
Q. And never rode on a train? 
A. Sure I have ridden on a train. 
Q. How long had you been watching out there? 
A. About twelve months. 
Q,.~ And you haven't any idea how fast that train was run-
ning·? 
A. No, sir, I haven't any idea ho'v fast that train was run-
ning. I do not know. 
Q. Now, so far as :Major Johnson's car is concerned, the 
only time that you saw that, according to your statement, 
was when it was coming straight to you, wasn't it? You did 
not see it on the side? You saw it coming right straight to 
von? 
w A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, don't you know that a man can not tell how fast a 
eat is running looking at it coming right straight to him? 
A. I can when it comes sideways. 
Q. I say, don't you know that a man can not tell when he 
looks at a car coming right straight to him, how fast it is 
running? 
A. It seems like he could tell. 
Q. You are working for Priddy & Company now? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. And how long have you been away from the railroad j 
A. I do not know, sir, exactly. I do not remember what 
mciJth I was put off. 
· Q. That you were put off? 
page 114 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You haven't ever worked for the railroad 
since 1924, have you? 
A. I haven't worked for them since I was put off. 
Q. No"r' you were in that little watch house when you heard 
the train blow for Beamons. Is that right? 
A. When she crossed the Coast Line. 
Q. \Vhen did you come out of the watch house? 
1\. \Vhen she crossed the Coast Line around at Taverns. 
Q. That was when you heard it blow for Beamons 1 
A. Sure. -
Q. And you ca·me out then to guard the crossing? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. "\Vas that a warm night or a cold nightl 
A. It was cold. 
Q. Bitter cold? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Some kind of cold for a colored man, wasn't it? 
A. Yes, sir, and cold for you too. 
Q. But colder for a colored man~ 
A. Yes, sir, but you need something on too. . 
Q. And you came out of that watch house without a hat and 
wl thou t an overcoat f 
A. I did not have an overcoat. 
Q. And you did not put your hat on, coming out and the 
train was coming and it was a mile from Beamons down to 
that crossing? . 
f)age 115 ~ A. No, sir, I did not put any hat on. 
Q. On a cold night, why didn't you put your hat 
on1 
A. I did not expect to l>e out there a long time. I did not 
kno'v I was going to be out there that long. 
Q. But you were going to wait for that train to run a mile, 
and you were g·oing to stand there on that crossing in the bit-
ter cold, without a hat¥ Is that right 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who else was there with you 1 
.. A.. Bill Richardson. · 
Q. And who else was there with you? 
A. Paul Peebles. And that is all. 
Q. And what 'vere you doing there up until the tbne you 
l~ft 1he house that night~ 
A. Not anything. 
q. How long had those boys been over there? 
A. They had been over there ever since a little after sun-
set. 
Q. And this occurred when? 
A. Somewhere around about 7 :15. 
Q. You had the door closed? 
A. I pulled the door to when I went out. 
Q. But you had the door closed before you went out, didn't 
yon? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you had the windows down? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you had a good snug fire? 
page 116 } A. I had a little fire. · 
Q. And it was bitter cold outside~ 
A. Yes, sir, it was cold outside. 
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Q. Now, Lewis, didn't you sign a statement for the rail-
road company while you were 'vorking for t];lem and just 
after the accident, telling them tl~at you were on that cross-
ing when that accident occurred? 
A. I was on that crossing. 
Q. I say, you signed a written statement telling them that 
you were on that crossing, claiming that you were on that 
crossing? 
A. Standing there with a red light. 1?" es, sir, I did. 
Q. And now, that you are not working for the railroad 
company, if it were really true that you were not on that 
crossing, you "rould feel some hesitation in saying so 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You would be afraid to do it because you signed that 
statement? 
A. Yes, sir, sure. 
Q. Now, don't you know, as a matter of fact, that that ac-
cident occurred by reason of the fact that you stayed in that 
house until that engine got to that crossing, and you never 
came out of it until the engine had struck the car and the 
train had passed over the crossing? 
A. No, sir, it is not. The engine did. not touch it. 
Mr. Williams: What did you say last? 
Witness: I said the engine did not touch it. 
page 117 ~ By :Nir. Crumpler: 
that night? 
Q. What were you doing hopping around there 
A. Because a piece of the car hit me on the leg. I told 
some· of the railroad crew that there that night. 
Q. What kind of a piece of the car was it that hU you T 
A. It was a piece of the car. 
Q. Did it leave any scar? 
A. Yes, sir, the skin was knocked off. 
Q. It is off now, isn't it? 
A. It is well no,v, but you can see the print of it. 
Q. Were you treated by a doctor? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What did you put on it? 
A. A little turpentine. 
Q. To whom did you show it? 
A. I did not show it to any one. 
Q. You did not~ 
,A. No, sir. 
Q. But when these men·got out there, you were up·on one 
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foot, holding one foot in your hand and. stumping around, 
and said that the car had run into you~ 
A. I said a piece of it had hit me on my leg . . 
vVitness stood aside. 
page 118 ~ PAUL PEEBLES (colored), 
sworn for the defendant. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. Paul, do you remember the night that Major Johnson 
got killed down here at \Vilroy ~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where were you 1 
A. I was inside of the house. 
Q. What house 1 
A. In that watchman's house, in there 'vith Alfred Lewis 
and Bill Richardson. 
Q. What did Alf1ed Lewis do just before the train got 
ther(? 1 
A. He did not do nothing, but he went out with the light 
just before the train came up. 
Q. What kind of a light? · 
A. He had a red light. 
Q. And after that, did he say anything to you, and, if so, 
1 what~ 
Mr. Crumpler: I object. 
The Court: After what do you mean? 
1\fr. Williams: You will recollect what the other witness 
said. I can not state it in the presence of the jury. I will ask 
this: 
Q. What did you do after that? 
A. \Veil, he called me to bring him the white light. 
Q. In response to that, or after he called you, what did you 
do? 
page 11S ~ A. Nothing, but I carried him the light to the 
door. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Did that train blow? 
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A. Yes, sir, I heard it blow one time. 
Q~ It ble'v for Beamons, didn't it~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did it ever blow between Beamons and that crossing,. 
that you heard, after it left Beamons f · 
A. No, sir, I did not hear it. 
. Q. Did the bell ring· from Beamons to that crossing, that 
you heard? 
A. Not that I heard. 
· Q. No,v, Paul, you were all three sitting in there on a 
pretty cold winter night, weren't you 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In a little bit of a. house, about five or six feet square? 
.L~. I do not know, sir, but it was small. 
Q. And there was a stove in there, and boxes around it Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you had not put on your really thick winter clothes, 
and the fire felt really good, didn't itt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it was most too ~old to be outside without a hat on, 
\vasn 't it~ 
A. Well, it was pretty good and cold. 
Q. Y.ou wore a hat? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 120 ~ (J. And when Lewis heard that train blow down 
at Beamons-that was about a mile? 
A. I suppose so. . 
(~. And when he heard that train blow down at Beamons, 
he went out without any hat on1 
A. lie did not have any hat on when he 'vent out. 
Q. Was he in such a big hurry that he had to go out without 
his hat? · 
A. I do not know whether he had his hat or not. I did not 
pay any attention to that. Ile generally, usually, goes bare-
headed anyhow. 
Q. He did not come down there without any hat that morn-
ing, did he 1 
.A. I do not know'", sir. 
Q. He usually w·earH a hut on a cold nig·ht, don't he? 
A. Yes, sir, he usuall)r wears a hat on a cold night, hut he~ 
did not happen to have it on that night. 
Q. rrhat particular nig·ht he did not have it on' 
A. No, sir, he did not. 
Q. But usually he does have a hat, doesu 't heY 
A. lie did not have it on tha.t night. 
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Q. But I said generally; when he goes out. when the train 
is as far off as Beamons, he ·wears a hat, doesn't he? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, what were yon all doing in that little house that 
night¥ 
A. I was in then~ sitting by the fire. I had a · 
page 121 } way of going ont there every night and staying 
. with Alfred Lewis until he closed up. And he 
had an old house down the railroad where he stayed, and I 
stayed with him at nig·ht. And I was raking up straw for 
Mr. J ohnnio Gray then, and I ·would go there and stay with 
hjm (meaning Lewis) until he closed up, and then I would 
stay with him all night. 
Q. You usually would stay in this watch house until be._d-
time and then go dow11 in his house and sleep with him~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So yon were the· very best of friends, weren't you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you did not want him to lose his job, did you? 
A. Well, no, sir-you say lose his job? 
Q. I say, yon did not want him to lose his job on account of 
this accident, did yon~ 
A. No, .sir, but it 'vas nothing to me. 
Q. And you signed a statement to the railroad company 
right after that accident, telling it just like you did here, 
tl1at he was out ·on that crossing and that you carried him a 
white light out there, didn't you~ · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And now, if that was not true, you would be afraid to 
admit it, wouldn't you~ 
(vVitness hesitated.) 
Q. You 'vould be afraid you would get into some trouble 
if you admitted it? Isn't that true1 
· A. 1 want to tell the trnth about it. 
page 122 ~ Q. If it was not true, yon would not say so now, 
since you have signed that statement, would you f 
A. No,.sir. 
R.E-DJR.ECT EXA:\ITNA'rTON. 
Hy M1;. vVilliams: 
·Q. Have yon ever Higned any stntemcnt./ \Vhat did von 
understand by the sig1ting· of a statement~ I-Iave you ever 
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sig·ned any writing or state'ment about this matter for any-
body? 
A. No, sir, hut two men came around to me, you see, and 
asked me questions about it, and I touched the pen, because 
I can not write anyway. 
Q. And you have not sig11ed any statement at all1 
A. No, sir, I just touched the pen. 
(J. And the railroad has got no statement from you? 
A. No, sir, no statement that I know of, no more than these 
men came to 1ne lately. · 
Q. Who were those men~ 
A. I do not know, sir. Two men came there last week some 
time. 
Q. Last week! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you r-;ce tl1cm at the Courthouse? 
A. No, :';ir, they came there on a car looking for me, to meet 
thiR trial. 
Q ... Are yo11 1a1kinp; ahout the 1i1ne the Sheriff summoned 
yon he1·c with n subpoena~ Is that what you are talking 
.:about? 
A. Yes, sir, those are the o11ly men that I know 
page 123 } of. 
\VitncsH stood aside. 
page 124 } \VJLLTA~l HENHY HlCl-IAHDSON (colored) 
sworn for the defendant. 
DIR-ECT EXAl\1INA.TION~ 
BY Mr. vVilliams : 
·Q. Yonr name is what? 
A. "\Villinrn Henrv Richardson. 
Q. Where do you·' live 1 
A. I live at \Vilroy. 
Q. no yon remember the night on which J\!Iajor .Johnson 
got killed at \Vilroy1 
A. Y cs, sir, I was out there. 
Q. \Vhere were yon that night jn~t. prior to the accident, 
just. before the accident? 
A. I was insjrle of the house, sitting- there, looking this 
\\ray of Suffolk. 
Q. Now, telJ the jury what thiR man, Lewis, did, if' any-
thing, just before t.his accident~ 
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. . 
A. He did not do anything. He was standing there, look-
ing out for the eight o'clock train. 
Q. What did he do 1 
A. He was looking out for the eight o'clock train. 
Q. You said "looking out", what did he do 1 How did he 
look outT 
A. Out of the window to,vards Po1·tsmouth. 
Q. ·well, did you hear· any signal, or anything 1 
A. Yes, sir, she blowed a long station blow. 
Q. After you heard that what did this man, Alfred Lewis, 
do? 
A. lie g-rabbed his red lantern and went out. 
Q. Now, did you see anything of the train com-
page 125 ~ ing ~ 
A. Yes, sir, I certainly saw it after she made 
the long station blow '1 
Q. Q. Did you see anything of ~lr. Johnson in coming to 
the train? -
A. No, sir, I did not, berause I was sitting \v~th my back 
to that window. · 
Q. William, did you see the auto when it struck the train'l 
A. No, sir, I did not. I was sitting in the inside of the 
l1ouse, with my back to the window, and I did not pay any 
attention to it. 
Q. Did you lJear it f 
A. I heard a "ting", but I did not look around. 
Q. Now, :titer you heard this noise that you spoke of, what 
did you do? Did you g.o out at all~ 
A. No, sir, I did'uot" get up until he called for the white 
tight. 
Q. Who called for it? 
A. Alfred Lewis. 
Q. What was done then after he ealled for it ·1 
A. He called· this Paul Peebles to bring the white light. 
Q. And what did Paul do? 
A. Paul grabbed it and went. out, because he \vas standing 
right at the door. 
Q. And did you go out afterwards? · . 
A .. Yes, sir, I went out and "hugged'' the left side of the 
house next to the railroad. 
Q. Well, 11ow, what did yon sec out there? 
A. I saw the automobile there, with its faeo 
page 126 ~ to me, and I thought it was a wagon, and came to 
find out it was an automobile, and there 'vas a 
hook lying· in the middle of the road, and a white hook spread 
over it. 
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·Q. What was the condition of the automobile? Was it burst 
up? . 
A. It was busted up very badly. 
Q .. And Major Johnson, you sa\v him there, and he was--
hurt? 
A. I saw sombeody on the right-hand side 'vhere you get 
on the train. 
CROSS EXA~IINATION~ 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. Richardson, y.ou Sfl.id you l1eard that train blow once f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That was down there for Beamons Crossing, wasn't it l 
A. Yes, sir, the station· blow . 
. Q. And it was blowing for Beamons Station, wasn't it, tbq 
crossing at Beamons ~ 
A. Yes, sir . 
. Q. And that was about a mile away from this crossing, 
or a little more than a mile, wasn't it! 
A. I reckon it is. 
Q. And it never did blow after it left Beamons until it 
struck this man, did itT 
A. Not that I lmow of. 
Q. Did you hear the bell ring f 
A. I did not, because I did not pay any more attention. 
Q. Now, what really ha_ppened was on the out-
page 127 } side, and you were not on the outside, and you 
really do not know much a bout it anyway Y 
A. No, sir, because I was sitting with my back to the win-· 
dow. 
Q. And you were not paying any attention? 
A. Not much attention. 
Q. And then you heard this little sound on the outside-
'vhat did it sound like? ' 
A. It sounded like rocks or grits. · 
Q. That was not sufficient to make you believe that an nu-
tomobile had been run into? · 
A. No, sir, I did not hear the automobile. 
Q. So you did not get up and run out at all 1 
A. I got up and came ou~ after he called for the white lig,ht. 
Q. You were not excited about that white light at all? 
He did not announce that somebody had b~en killed, or hurt, 
or that an automobile had been run into, or to come out quick t 
... \.. No, sir, not tl1at I know of. 
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Q. You did not hear him holler '' Oh, Lordy! Come out'', 
or that something had happened~ 
.A. No, sir, not that I know of. 
· (~. He did not make any outcry at all f 
A. No, sir, not that I know of. 
Q. And did he go around there limping for the next sev-
eral days? 
A. Not that I know of. 
Q. You never did see him limp any, did you? 
A. No, sir, I never saw him limp. 
page 128 ~ Q. And you can not imagine, if he was hurt ont 
there, how he got hurt, can you; 
A. I could not tell you. 
Q. You never heard anything aqout anything like that T 
A. I was not paying any attention to that. 
Q. And, when he called for the white light, you still stayed 
in that house quite a while and did not go out there 1 
A. As' soon as he called for that white light, this boy got. 
up and took it and went out and pulled the door to, and I got 
up and went out myself. . 
Q. And you were not paying· any particular attention as to 
when he went out there, or anything· about itf 
A. No, sir, I was not. 
Q. And there was no reason for you to pay any especial at-
tention to it? 
A. No, sir, because the watchman was on his pob. 
Q. And that was his business and not yours Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you g·euerally attend to your own business and let 
the other fellows alone, don't you 1 
A. Yes, sir, I try to. 
Q. Now, how long· had you known Lewis? 
A. For quite a long while. 
(~. For many years? 
A. Yes, sir, a good many years. 
Q. And he was a good, close personal friend of yours? 
A. vVell, in a way. He always treated me all 
pag·c '1.29 ~ right. . 
Q. You w·ent over there almost every night and 
sat with him, didn't you 1 
· A. No, sir,- not every night. 
Q. A good many nights~ 
A. A good many nights I would go to the store, and I would 
stop by there, and he would say, ''.Hello, R.ichardson' ', and 
we would stop and talk. 
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Q. And really often it was you and he and Peebles sitting 
there~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Really often 7 
A._ We were there that night. 
Q. You were all good friends ' 
A. Certainly, he had never done anything to me, and I had 
never bothered his business. 
Q. And you would not have had him, if you could have 
helped it, to have lost his job on account of that accident, 
would you? 
A. No, sir, I did not want his job. . 
Q. You did not want hi~ job, but he was a friend of yours, 
:and naturally you did not 'vant him to lose his job' 
(No response.) 
Q. You would not have wished that on him, to lose his pob, 
:as good a friend as he was of yours ·y 
A. Well, he had the job. 
Q. But you did not ant the railroad to discharge him after-
wards, did you f 
page 130 } Witness: To discl1arge him? 
Q. Yes, to turn him loose, to let him go and give his place 
to somebody else? You did not want anything like that to 
l1a ppen, did you ? 
A. Well, Captain, I could not tell you about that. 
Q. A little while after the accident happened, when the 
railroad men came down there, some of them came to you and 
you signed a statement for them, didn't you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Or you touched the pen 1 
A. I touched the pen. 
Q. And at that time Lewis still was working there, wasn't 
l1e? 
1\.. Oh, yes, that 'vas the day after the accident. 
Q. And at that time he was still working there, and you, 
having signed tl1e statement that he Went out in that way and 
protected the crossing-having signed it in that way, you 
w·ould be afraid now to say otherwise, even if that was not 
true, wouldn't you Y 
A. Well, it was true. 
Q. But you ·would not tell it differently no'\\'", even if that 
was not true, would you? 
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A. No~ sir. 
Mr. Crumpler: All right. Stand aside. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 131 ~ RANDOLPH PEEBLES (colored), 
sworn for the defendant. 
DIRECT EXAMINATIOJ;{. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. What is your name? 
A. Randolph Peebles. 
Q. Where do you live ~ 
A. At Wilroy. 
Q. Do you remember the fact tl1at "Major Johnson was 
killed down at WHroy some time ago Y 
A. Yes, sir, I remember it. 
Q. Now, tell the jury about where you were just before the 
accident occurred Y 
A. I was walking on the other side of the train, and the 
train came up, and just about the time the train came up~ 
he ran into it. 
Q. You "rere 'valking along in what direction ? 
A. I was coming from Portsmouth, coming towards the 
store. 
Q. Walking on the boulevard f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And did you see the train comingY 
A. Yes, sir. I heard the train blow one time, and 1 was 
too near it to cross, at the railroad, going to the store, and 
I stopped on that side. 
Q. Did you see anybody else near the crossing just before 
the accident? 
- A~ No, sir, I did not. 
Q. Do you know Alfred Lewis ~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 132 ~ Q. Did you see him tl1ere tl1a t night? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where was heY 
A. St~nding in the middle of the road with a red lantern 
in his hand. 
Q. Did you see the auto when it struck the train 1 
A. No, sir, I was on the wrong side and could not see it, 
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Q. Did you 4ear it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did- you see the auto at any time before it struck the 
train? 
~L\.. I saw a light coming towards me, and that was an auto-
mobile coming, but I was too near to the train to cross, and, 
before I could get across, the automobile had struck the train 
then. 
· Q. Did you hear any other signals besides that one blow! 
A. No, sir, I did not. · 
Q. Tell the jury ·what you mean by one blow~ Do _you 
mean one single toot? · 
A. Just one long blow. That is all I heard. That was· 
one long blow. 
CROSS EXAMIN-ATION. 
By ~fr. Crumpler: 
_ Q. What relation are you to Paul Peebles 1 
A. That is my wife's s<;>n. 
Q. Well, isn't he your son t 
A. No, sir. 
page 133 ~ Q. That is one she found before she found you, 
is it., 
A. I p;uess so, sir. 
Q. 'Vhen was ~Iajor Johnson killed 1 
.. A. I do not know, sir. I can not tell exactly when it was. 
Q. Last Christmas f 
A. It was last year. 
Q. Was it cold weather or hot weather7 
A. It was cool to me. 
Q. You had on your overcoat that night, then, didu 't you f 
A. No ... ,sir, I had on a short coat. 
Q. And you hat on your hat f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long ago has it been since he was killed 1 
A. I do 11ot kno,v, sir, exactly, to save my life. 
Q. Ho'v did you come to be a witness in this case? 
A. Well, hecause-(looking around) I do not sec the gentle-
man in here now. He came up there to bring my son a notice, 
and he was ::;pealdng about what a time it was up there; and 
·I said it _was a rig-ht good and tight time, 'vhen a man ran 
into the train ; and I told him I was on the oppoiste side of 
the train 'vhen he struck it. 
Q. There was nobody else on that side but you? 
A. I did not see any one. 
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Q. You did not even see an automobile over there, did you 1 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. Don't yon know, as a matter of fact, that by the time 
that train had that accident there were five or 
page 134 ~ six cars bunched up there at one timef 
- A. After the train passed. 
Q. And they were all blocked there f 
A. Yes, sir, then. 
Q: Then, \vhat do you mean by telling the jury there was 
nobody there? 
·- A. I did not see anyone over there the time I was over 
tl1ere. The train then \Yent right on by. 
- Q. How was Alfred Lewis dressed vthen you sa\v him out 
there? \Vhat did he have on? 
A. He had on his every-day clothes. He \Vas hare-headed. 
Q. Who told you to say that he had on his every-day 
clothes and that he was bare-headed 1 
A. I saw him. He goes bare-headed almost all of the time, 
generally. 
Q. You have been talking· to Patd Peebles recently, haven't 
you? 
A. No, sir. lie stays in one house· and I in the other, on 
the same farm. 
(~. Are yon a g·ood friend of Alfred Lewis? 
A. Yes, sir, he has never done anytl1ing to me. 
Q. l-Ias he ever done anything for you Y 
A. No more than friendlv. 
Q. Still, you are good fi·iends? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And from \vhat you know of that accident, you would not 
have had him to have lost his job on account of 
.page 135 ~ it, would you ? 
job. 
A. No, sir, 1 do not want any one to lose his • 
Q. You are that much of a good friend to him 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Because you did not know lVIajor J ohuson at all, did 
you! 
A. No. sir. 
Q. And you generally stick to your own color? 
A. I stick to the truth, ·whether it is my color or not. 
Q. You usually stick to your own color, though, don't you·! 
A. I stick to the truth. 
Attorney: I see. 
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Q. Now, this 'vhistle, that was a long whistle blown for the 
crossing at Beamons, 'vasn 't it! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that crossing is something over a mile from the 
crossing where this accident occurred, isn't it? 
A. I do not lrnow, sir, exactly. 
Q. Have you ever walked around that railroad track? 
A. No, sir, I go down to Mr. Paul Blandford's. I haven't 
been down the railroad further than the colored hall. 
Q. It is something like a mile,.isn't it~ 
A. I guess it is. 
Q. And that is the only whistle that blew and you know 
that no other blew? 
A. I did not hear any one. 
Q. Don't you know no other blew? 
A. I did not hear any one. 
Q. If you heard that one and you had heard 
page 136 } another one, wouldn't you remember itT 
· A. Yes, sir, if I had heard two I would remem-
ber it, but I just heard one. 
Q. Then, you know that only one blew~ 
1\'Ir. Corbitt: He did not say that. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. I say, you know that only one blew? 
A. I say .-I heard only one blow; and that is the only one I 
11eard. 
Q. And you ln1ow that between B~amons and the crossing 
\vhere this accident occurred there was not a whistle blown 
;tnd not a bell rung, don't you? 
A. I heard that one whistle. 
Q. And you did not hear the train bell ringing? 
A. No, sir, I did not hear the bell ringing. 
Q. Therefore, you know that between Beamons and that 
crossing·-you know that there 'vas no whistle blown and there 
\vas no train bell ru~1g? 
A .. Yes, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 13'7 ~ W. G. COOK, 
sworn for the defendant. 
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DIRECT EXAMIN.A.TIONr 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. What is your name~ 
A. W. G. Cook. 
Q. Mr. Cook, ho'v are you employed now? 
A. Engineer on the Southern Railway. 
Q. How were you employed on the night of the 22nd of 
December, 1924¥ 
A. I was engineer on train No. 3. 
Q. And do you remembe-r the fact of the train having a 
cO'llision and Major Johnson being hurt~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, will you please tell the jury what you remember 
'vi th respect to signals, if any, that 'vere given by the train as 
it approached that crossing? 
A. As I was approaching Wilroy Crossing on the night of 
the 22nd day of December, 1924,-I was the engineer pulling 
No. 3, and, when I got to the station board, I blew one long 
blast of the whistle, just a signal for the station, coming into 
'Vilroy. We have to blow that one for the conductor. If he 
has passengers to put off, he will pull the whistle-cord three 
times, and I will answer him; and when I blew for the station 
he did not pull the cord, and I kne'v there were no passengers 
there; and then, when I came to the crossing board, I blew 
the <·rossing blow, two longs and two shorts; and it is around 
a curve to my left, and, when I got around the curve, or 
nearly on the straight line, I asked the fireman 
page 138 ~ ''How is that around there, J\:ladray 1 Is the flag 
out"f · 
l\Ir. Crumpler: I object. 
Witness: I asked the fireman-
The Court: Just say what you did. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. Don't tell what the fireman told yon, but, after he re-
plied, what did you do' 
A. When the fireman replied to me, . I kept on going. I 
asked the fireman-
~Ir. Crpmpler: I object. . 
1'he Court: You can tell the jury what you said to him, but 
don't tell what he said to you. Don't repeat to the jury what 
the fierman's reply to y9n was. 
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A. (Continued) Well, when I approac.hed the crossing I 
saw that there was nobody on the crossing, and no flag out, 
and I kept on going. vVhen he (meaning the conductor) did 
not pull me down, I kept on going. . 
By Mr. Williams: . · 
. Q. Why was it necessary for you to look out at that station~ 
What kind of a station is it~ 
A. It is just a flag station and a National Highway, and I 
blew the ro:1d crossing and was looking out for the crossing. 
Q. N o,v, did you see this auto at. all that Major J ohnsou 
was coming in that nig·ht from Suffolk? · 
'Vitness: What1 
!)age 139 r . Q. Did you see the auto in which Major John-
son 'vas? 
A. No, sir, I could not see that at all. 
Q. You were on the other side 1 
A. Yes, sir,. I was on the oppoiste side from that car. 
Q. What was the first you knew of the accident Did you 
]war the impact of the auto7 
A. I heard it when it hit. 
Q. Ai1d what did you do then 1 
.1\.. I applied the brakes in emergency. 
Q. Go on and tell the jury what you did? 
A. I applied the brakes in emergency and stopped in five 
or six car-lengths from where the accident happened, and 
then I got off the engine and started back to see what had hap-
pened and I found that the gas pipe u~derneath the baggage 
car, under the train, running under one of the cars, was 
broken, and I did not kno'v wl10tlwr it was gas or air tha.t was 
escaping and I stuck my torch there and set the baggage car 
· afire, and, after I set the baggage car afire, I cut it loose and 
pullerl it ahead to keep the entire train from burning up; and 
then the porter or some one got some buckets and put out the 
fire; and then I went back down to the crossing to see what 
had happened and I found an automobile, a part of it setting 
in the middle of the road and the rest of the car· was broker 
np. hnt I did not see f.{r .. Johnson. lie had been moved 
.Q. Could you tell what part of the train the auto strucl{f 
A. Yes, sir, it :-:truck the rear of the tank. 
Q. How do you know that7 
page 140 ~ A. Because when T left. Pinner's Point I loolwd 
arounrl the engine, and we ahvays inspect our en· 
gintls on the outward and inward trips to see that the jour· 
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nal boxes and the re-railer are in proper condition, and I 
did that when I left Norfolk; and, when I came back there 
after the accident. to look over the engine, after going down 
to the crossing, I found the journal box bent and the re-railer 
knocked out of position and it 'vas found behveen the rails 
underneath the train. 
: Q. Where is the proper place on the tender for the re-
railer? 
" A. There are two hooks right near the rear of the tank for 
that purpose, and it is hung on those hooks, two iron hooks. 
Q. Where did you say the auto was when you looked? 
A. I did not see the auto at all. I heard it when it struck. 
Q. I mean after the aGcident? 
A. The rear of the car was standing in the middle of the 
highway-the rear seat and the two back wheels in the middle 
of the road, and the rest of it was brok~n all .to pieces. 
CROSS EXA~1INATION. 
By 1\fr. Crumpler: 
Q. How long have you been working for the Southern 
R.oad? 
A. I went to work for the Southern Railway on the 3rd day 
df May, 1903 . 
. Q. And haYe you been with them continuously since that 
time? 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Yon are required to give these sig11als for the crossing·s, 
these blows, are you not? 
page 1.41 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Those are your instructions 
A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. Ana if you had falied to have given them and had ad- . 
mitted it to the company, they would have discharged you, 
wouldn't thcv? . 
A. Of course; I reckon they w·ould. 
Q. So, therefore, if yon had failed to g·ive them and a man 
was killed, you would either have to lose your job or make 
a report tl1at you l1ad given the signals 1 Isn't thaf true? 
A .. Of course; the conductor would have reported me if I 
had failed to give them. 
Q. I say·, that is a fact; you would either have to lose your 
job or make a report that you had given them~ 
A. I do not kno'v that I would have lost my job for one 
offense like that. They might have rlemerited. I do not 
know that I -would have lost my job. I can not answer that. 
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'Q. You \vould have gotten at ·least a certain number of de-
merits, which would have meant a reduction in pay, wouldn't 
it~ . 
A. No, sir, it would not have meant a reduction in pay 
unless they held me out of the service; they would just give 
.me demerits. 
Q. It would at least mean a delay in promotion, wouldn't it 1 
Witness: What? 
Q. It would at least mean a delay in promotion if the de-
merits are sufficient? 
page 142} A. No, sir, they give us so many demerits and 
then take us out of the service. I do not know 
what the number is. . 
Q. The chances are that you would have been discharged 7 
A. No, sir, not for the first Clffense. 
Q. What? For killing a man 
A. I say, for not giving the proper signal. 
Q. I say, for not giving the proper signal, resulting in the 
killing of a 1nan, and with your evidence admitting that it was 
the railroad company's fault, which would result in a heavy 
-verdict against them, wouldn't you have lost your job? 
A. I can not tell you that. That is up to the Superintendent 
·whether they would l1ave fired me or not. I can not answer 
that. 
Q. And you are still working for them~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. No,v, you said something about pulling a flag stop. Who 
does that? 
lL The conductor has it pulled. I think he requires the 
porter to pull it. 
Q. H~v do you receive a signal if you are to stop at a non-
flag station f 
A. Three blasts of that air-whistle. 
Q. That is from the conductor in the rear7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And how does he get notice that he is to take up a pas-
senger1 
A. If a man flags me, I answer him, and he, 
page 143 ~ the conductour, knows by the signal from the 
whistle tl1at I am going to stop. 
Q. So· far as the taking up or putting off of a passenger 
there ,,;as concerned, you did not have to stop? 
A. No, sir, he did not pull me, and no one flagged me. 
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Q. And so you were not expecting to have to tStop there 
that night1 
A. No,· sir. 
Q. Therefore,. your purpose was to pass straight through 
at regular speed~ 
A. Yes, sir, I was not supposed to stop at alL 
. Q. And neither did you slack up until you found out some-
thing was going to happen t 
A. Sure. 
Q. Now, your position on the engine, with the train run-
ning to,vards Suffolk, is on the Driver side of the engine, isn't 
it, on the side towards Driver, Virginia! 
A. Yes, sir, on the right side. 
Q. And, therefore, you could not s-ee a car when it was ap-
proaching the cro~sing' 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And neither could you !';ee the flagman, whose ctuty it 
was to be on the other side t 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And you did n()t see him 'l 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. But you said just now that you saw the crossing and saw 
that nobody was there on it Y 
page 144 } Witness: What"~ 
Q. Didu 't you say just now that you saw the crossing? 
.l\.. Yes, sir, I could see the crossing. 
Q. And that there wtts nobody on it when you saw it 1 
A .. Nobody was on the railroad track. 
Q. And there was no flagman there Y 
A. I could not tell you that. I could not see any flagman 
there. · 
Q. If you saw the crossing and did not see him, why not Y 
A.. Because he could not be in between the rails, and I could 
not see him on the opposite side from the locomotive. 
Q. When your engine "Tas sufficiently distant from him, 
vou could 1 
· A.· No, sir, he was on the left side and I could not see 
through the locomotive. I could see the crossing straight 
ahead, h~t not across on that side of the track. 
Q. \\7hen your engine was up around the switch or close to 
it, at that distance couldn't yon see the whole crossing? 
A. Right on the crossing, but not on the left side. I could 
s~e the railroad track but not the National Highway. 
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Q. If the ~agman bad flagged you, how would you have seen 
him~ 
A. The flagman is not supposed to flag me. 
Q. Who is? 
A. A man who is across there, with a paper or something, 
'vho comes up near the track. . 
Q. Suppose a man had been out there and 
page 145 ~ flagged on the side of the crossing, could you have 
seen him? 
A. Of course, 1 could have, right ncar the track, but I could 
not see the flagman where he was standing. 
Q. Do you mean to tell the jury that, on that engine the 
distance that that crossing is from the switch, you could not 
see him? 
A. I could see the whole crossing, but not on the left-hand 
side. · 
Q. And that far a'vay, do you mean to say that you could 
not see the flagman 7 
A. I could not see him where he was. 
Q. The fact is that you did not see him 1 
.... ~. No, sir, I did not. . 
Q. And, if he was there, you did not see him 1 
A. I did not see him because it was impossible for me to 
see him. 
Q. Now, you say that you stopped that train within five or 
six car lengths ~ 
A. Something like that; yes, sir. 
Q. Where·was the rear of your train when you stopped·ito/ 
A. As well as I remember, just above the crossing; some-
thing lilre a car length. . 
Q. How many cars did you have on the train? 
A .. Five. 
Q. So you stopped it in something like the length of the 
train? 
.A .. A little over that; something like five or six 
page 146 ~ cars, I suppose. 
RE-DIRECT EXA1viiN A TION. 
By :rvrr. vVilliams: 
Q. nfr. Cook when yon went back there after the accident, 
did you see anything of the watchman? 
A. Yes, sir, when I went back there he was standing right 
near the house, with a white and red lamp in his hand. 
Q. What house ·do you refer to? 
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Witness : How is that Y 
Q. What house do you refer to~ 
A. The little watchman's house that he stays in. 
R.E-CROSS EXAl\tiiNATION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. What was he doing? 
A. He was not doing anything; just standing there in that 
road with the two lamps in his hand. 
Q. Did he have his hat on or offY 
A. I do not remember whether he had hiM hat on or not. 
Q. Do you remember whether he had an overcoat on or 
not? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. He was hurt in that accident, wasn't he¥ 
A. Not that J know of. 
Q. Yon did not hear anything about that! 
A. No, sir, not a word. 
Q. And yon got back there a few minute!? after the accident 1 
A. Several minutes, because I helped to put that fire out. 
I cut the car loose and pulled it up to keep the 
page 147 ~ train from burning up. 
Q. Didn't the train or the automobile hit that 
watchman~ 
A. Not that I know of. 
Q. Did any part of that automobile hit hmi ~ 
A. Not that I know of. 
Q. 'Vasn 't he complaining about. being hurt at all 7 
A. I did not hear anything about that. 
Q. You saw him1 
A. I did not ask him a question. 
Q. Yon were close to him? 
A. R.ight. at him. 
Q. Ancl you heard him talk to others? 
A. I did not speak hut a very few words to anybody. 
Q. But you rlid not hear anything about the flagman being 
hurt? 
A. No, sir, I did not kno"'\v it. 
\Vi tness stood aside. 
page 148 ~ 1{. C. FLOYD, 
sworn for the defendant. 
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DIR.ECT EXAMINATION. 
By J\tlr. "\Villiams: 
Q. Your ilame is 1(. C. Floyd~ 
A. Yes, sii·. 
Q. How are you employed now 1 
A. Conductor on the Southern Railway. 
Q. How were you employed ou the 22nd ~ay of December, 
19247 
A. I was a conductor. 
Q. Do you remember the fact of the auto of lVIr. Johnson's 
having a collision with the train and his being killed 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, tell th,e jury what you remember about what sig-
nals, if any, were given by the train as it approached that 
crossing on that night f 
A. Well, I was in the sm,oker in the colored cat~ when he 
blew for Wilroy. He ble"r the station blow, and Wilroy is a 
flag station, and, when the engineer blows for the station, if 
w·e have any passengers for the flag station, why we signal 
him by the whistle-cord to get him to stop there, to let the 
engineer know we want him to stop there. That nig·ht we had 
no passengers, and, when he blew the whistle for Wilroy, of 
course, we did not pull him; and then I went back to the 
sleeping car to collect the tickets there, and, after I got in 
the sleeping car, the train made a very abrupt stop, and I 
went up to the engine to see what the trouble was. 
Q. \Vhat is your remembrance about the bell V 
page 149 } A. 'Veil, I was in the sleeping car then, and 
I could not bear whether the bell was ringing or 
not. I could not hear it from the inside. The train was 
running. 
Q. What about the crossing· whistle~ 
A. I could not say whether lie blew for the crossing or not. 
But I know he blew for the station, because I was expecting · 
that and was looking for it. 
Q. \Vhen you found that the train had come to a sudden 
stop, what did you clo? 
A. I went up to the engine to see what the trouble was, 
got off tlle train and walked to the front end to see what the 
trouble was, and, when I got to the front end, the engineer 
was on the ground and the air connection under the train had 
stopped the train, had put the brakes on. rrbe engineer got 
off with his torch to look for the trouble, and the gas pipe 
that lights the car, that had broken and tlie gas was escap-
ing under the car, and he, looking for the leak with the torch, 
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ignited the gas, and it set the car afire, and we were all work-
ing to try to keep it from burning up, and cut the car from 
the balance of the passenger train and pulled it out of the way 
because it was burning up, it ·was on fire and we finally got 
some bt-wkets and put the car out. It was on account of the 
·gas pipe being broken under there. 
Q. And after that was did you do~ 
.A. The engineer then said, ''Somebody struck the train 
back there at the crossing", and I asked him if 
page 150 ~ he saw it; and he said, '' Y: es ''; and then we all 
· .vent back to the crossing to see what the trouble 
'vas there, and, when we got there, the automobile, or a part of 
it, was standing in the road at the crossing, and the other 
part of it was scattered along up by the track. 
Q. Could you tell what part of the train the auto struck? 
A. It struck the engine tenaer near the rear end, near 
the back truck tmder the engine tender. 
Q. What makes you say that? Why do you say that? You 
did not see it~ 
A. Because the tool-box under the tank 'vas broken, and 
the journal boxes and the rear truck under the tank was bent 
:where that had been struck; and then we have are-railer that 
've re-rail cars ·with in case of derailment. It was hanging 
on the side of the tank, and that was knocked off. That was 
what broke the connections under the car ,vhen it was knocked 
off. 
Q. Now, did you se a watchman around there when you 
went back? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Tell what you saw, ·what he did, if anything? 
A. The watchman was standing behind the crossing 'vhen 
I went back there. And, of course, I had to make an acci-
dent report, and I had to get all of the names I could. And I 
saw the watchman and one or two others standing around. 
Q. Did the watchman have anythingf 
A. Yes, sir, he had a red larrip and a 'vhite one. 
pa.ge 151 ~ Q. How long have you been ·working for the 
Southern Railway 1 
A. 'Fwenty-five years the 2nd of last July. 
CROSS EXA~IINATION. 
By JYir. Grumpier: 
Q. Yon, I suppose; have received promotion from time to · 
time during that interim, during that time? 
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A. Yes, sir, I was a brakeman until December, 1903, and I 
was promoted to conductor. 
Q. And where do you live? 
A. Portsmouth. 
Q. Wh~re does Mr. Cook live? 
.Pi. He lives at Lawrenceville. 
Q. How long has he been running with you? 
A. 1\Ir. Cook is an extra engineer, and he runs with me oc-
casionally, when he catches a regular ma:o 's run. We do not 
run together regularly. 
Q. You do not run constantly together~ 
.A. No, sir. 
Q. How long l1ad he been running on your train at the time 
this accident occurred~ 
A. I do not kno,v-. I think that was his first trip then. 
Q. Had he been accustomed to freight trains or passenger 
trains¥ 
A. He runs freight trains and passenger trains too. He 
is a fill-in man. 
Q . .At that time, but before then 'vhat? 
A.. lie was accustomed to running freight trains 
page 152 } mostly. · 
Q. So yo:u had not been using him very much 
on passenger trains 1 You had a passenger run? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And had not used him much before and you never knew 
him to be running on passenger trains much 1 
A. Not regularly, but just filling in. 
Q. ,Just occasionally·? 'rhat was 110t his regular run 1 
A. No, tdr. 
Q. His regular run is on the freight trains 1 . 
A. He is extra. l-Ie runs . first one place and then 
another. 
Q. Certainly the most of it at that time was running freight 
trains~ 
A. Yes, sir, on freight trains. 
Q. And there is a vast difference behveen the operation of 
a freight train and a passenger train, isn't there? 
A. Not so much. If a man is an engineer, he can run a 
passenger as well as a freight. 
Q .. As a matter of fact, eve!1 in applying brakes, you can 
stop one quicker than the other 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Does not the weight or length of the train have any· 
thing to do with how quickly you can stop it 1 
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A. Not very much. 
Q. It does have sometl1ing to do with it. You know that 
that is tn1e, don't you? 
A. With the air-brake in emergency it will stop one about 
as quick as another. ' 
page 153 ~ Q. But you know that with a passenger ti·ain 
you have to be very careful on account of the lives 
of the people on it, and you can not stop it in emergency as 
quickly as a freight train? Isn't that true~ 
A. You can stop a passenger train in emergency as well as 
you can a freight train. 
Q. Isn't it much more dangerous to human life by reason of 
the hauling of passengers 1 
A. Oh, yes. 
Q. Now, did you all stop at Beamons that night? 
A. No, sir, that is not a stop for that train. 
Q. Where is your terminal? 
A. Pinner's Point. 
Q. W11at time did you leave there f 
A. 6:35 at that time. 
Q. "\Vhat time did you leave there that night~ 
A. About on time. 
Q. Weren't you a few· minutes late 1 
A. \Ve were a few minutes late at "\Vilroy. 
Q. You left there something like 12 to" 13 minutes late, 
didn't you? 
A. 'Ve were a few minutes late. 
Q. Would you attempt to say whether it was 12 or 13 min-
utes? 
A. We were from 7 to 10 minutes late at \Vilroy. 
Q .. A.nd when yon miss those connections, you try to make 
then1 up, don't yon·~ ~rhe effort of the engineer is to make 
up the lost time of a few minutes, isn't it? 
page 154 ~ A. Sure it is. 
A. And, therefore, you expected to make up 
some of it between Pinner's Point and Suffolk, didn't you '1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And on that account you were running a little faster than 
~ould have customarily run, or that you would haYe run if 
von had left on time ~ Isn't that true? . 
., A. Sure, if you are making up som·e time. 
Q. Now, who has the control over that speed in making up 
that time, you or the engineer 1 · 
.A. The engineer. 
·Q. ~o it was up to him, if he saw fit, to malw up that 7 to 
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10 minutes between Pinner's Point and ~uffolk, if he saw fit 
to do so? 
A. Well, he is supposed to run the train in his judgment for 
safety, to make up time, but for safety. 
Q. Now, when you passed Beamons, what kind of a blow 
did you give theref 
Witness: You mean the engineer! 
Attorney : Yes. 
A. He blew one long blast of the whistle. The station blow. 
Q. And that is all that he blew~ That is all that he blew 
for the station 1 "J.lhat is 'vhat he is required to blow at Bea-
mons? 
A. At the whistle board for Wilroy. 
Q. There is a crossing at Beamons, isn't there~ 
· A. Yes, sir. 
page 155 } Q. Isn't he required to give but one blow in 
passing that crossing? 
A. Not for a passenger station. The blow you are talk-
ing about is for a passenger station, one long blast. 
Q. Well, did he g·~ve any other blow for tl1e Beamons cross-
ing than that long blast? 
A. I do not know ·whether he did or not. 
Q. Did he give any other blow for this crossing except that 
long blast? 
A. I do not remember hearing· it. 
Q. So that, 'Yithin a space of not less than 300 yards from 
that crossing· and not more than 600 yards, you can not say 
whether he gave two long blows or not, can you? 
A. I know he blew for the station because I was expecting 
l1im to blow for the. station and because I 'vas going to give 
him a sig11al if I had had anybody to put off. 
Q. And that one blow that you heard was around that 
curv-e~ 
A. At the whistle board for Wilroy. 
Q. Around the curve towards Beamons? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Vheu the engine at that time was not in sight of the 
crossing? 
A. I do not think the engine was quite in sight of the cro8s ... 
ing. 
Q. And if he gaye any other blow you never heard it? 
A. I do not 1:emember hearing it. 
Q. If he continuously or alternately from that point to 
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. , the. crossing blew that whistle or rung that bell,. 
page 156 ~ you did not hear it, did you? 
A. I was back in the sleeping car and was busy 
and not paying any attention to it. _ 
Q~ The whole fact is that that is not a part of your duty 
and you did not expect to pay much attention to it anyway .. 
Isn't that so? -
A. I did not pay any attention after he blew for the sta-
tion. Of course, I was interested in that because when he 
blows for the station, if I have any passengers, I pull him .to 
make him stop. · 
Q~ You kno-w that under the law the engineer is required 
to blow two long blows between 300 and 600 yards of the 
crossing and to keep up continuously or alternately the blow-
ing of the whistle or the ringing of the bell until he goes across 
it, don't yon~ 
·A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that did not come under ·your observation that 
night, did it? 
A. No, sir, I 'vas in the sleeping car. 
Q. ~Ir. Floyd, suppose Mr. Cook had failed to have given 
the legal blows to the extent that this accident would have oc~ 
curred and the railroad company, on his testimony or on his 
admission, had been held for damages, 'vould he have lost his 
job? 
Witness: Whatf 
Q. If he had failed to have given the blasts of the whjstle 
or to have rung the bell, and admitted it in court 
page 157 ~ to such an extent that the railroad company 
would have had a heavy verdict against it, would 
l1e or not have lost his job? · 
A.- The railroad requires the observance of the rules. 
Q. And if he failed to do it, to tpe serious loss of the rail-
road, ordinarily he would be discharged, ·wouldn't he? 
A. He 'vould be either discharged or teprimanded. 
Q. How far was it back to the crossing when you re-
turned to the crossing 7 
Witness: From the rear of the train1 
.Attorney: Yes, sir. 
. A. 'Ve had gone a train length or more from the crossing, 
·west· of the crossing. · 
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Q. 1\fr. Floyd, there is a pretty strong brotherhood that 
binds the railroad men together, isn't there? 
A. The railroad men have a brotherhood. 
Q. Are you a. member of it~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is l\{r. Cook a member of it? 
A. Yes, sir, but we are not members of the same brother-
hood. 
Q. I understand, but it is the same kind of an organiza-
tion, isn't it 1 
A. He belongs to the engineers and I belong to the con-
ductors. 
Q. You haYe units of it accordilig to your employment Y 
A. We are not together at all. 
Q. Doesn't it all come under the head of the Brotherhood 
of R.ailroad Trainmen1 
A. No, sir. 
page 158 ~ Q. It does not' 
.A. No, sir. 
Q. Isn't there a kind of kindly feeling, Mr. Floyd, among all 
of you, that the occasional mistakes or slight mi-stakes of 
your men are kind of overlooked so far as the employees are 
conccl·ned, rather than let a man lose his job? 
A. Not necessarily. 
Q. Isn't that true·~ Isn't there a kind of sentiment pre-
vailing, if a man has not had a serious mishap before, that 
you would not report him as readily as otherwise in order to 
cause him to lose his pob? 
A. I do not know that we would have to do that. 
Q. Have you ever reported an eng!neer to the extent that 
he lost his job 1 · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, you say that the collision took place near the back 
of the tender. I-Io,v far from the back of the tender1 
A. Well, five or six feet. It was right opposite the rear· 
trneks under the tender. 
Q. So it was somewhere in the side of the tender rather 
than the end of the tender? 
1:\. It was near the rear trucks under the te11der. 
Q. The rear, the actual rear of the tender is back of the 
trucks, isn't it~ · 
A. Yes, where it couples to the train. 
page 159 ~ Q. So it was how many feet from the rear end 7 
A. Five or six feet; something like that. 
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... Q. When you got back there, did you talk to the watch· 
man? 
A. Yes, sir, I took the names of those people around there. 
Q. Did you make a report? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did the watch~an report to you that he had been hurt? 
·A. No, he did not tell me that he had been hurt. 
Q. He did not make any report of that 1 
· A. I do not remember it. No, sir. 
Q. Was he limping or complaining that he had been hurt 
in any way? 
A. I did not notice it. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 160 ~ E. E. :rviADRAY, 
sworn for the defendant. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. vVilliams: 
·Q. Wl1at is your name~ 
A. Edward Elan ~iadray. 
Q. How are you employed no'v~ 
A. At the Southern Railway Shops at. Pinner's Point. I 
have been taken off the road for a while. 
Q. Where do you live 1 
A. Portsmouth. 
Q. How were you employed on the 22ud day of December, 
1924~ 
A. In the passenger service between Norfolk and Danville. 
Q. Do you remember the fact of Major J olJnson 's being 
killed at Wilroy on that occasion 1 
A. Yes, sir. ~ 
Q. Now, what were you doing? Vlhat was your particular 
job on that occasion on the passenger frain? 
A. I was fireman. 
Q. Now, Mr. 1\tiadray, just tell the jury what 'vas the first 
tl1at you sa,v, if you saw anything, of this auto in which Mr. 
Johnson was ~ 
~ Witness: Well, do you want me to go into the details as 
to the condition of the track and the opening behveen the 
track and-
· Attorney: Yes, sir, tell all about it 
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A. On this night, at Wilroy, Virginia-this is a flag stop 
for scheduled passenger trains; we were due there, to the . 
best of my recollection, abo'ut 7:20. I think that 
page 161 ~ was the schedule. In two years' ti.Iqe I have for-
gotten. On going into Wilroy, there is a curve 
some distance from the highway. Well, it is customary on 
a curve, on either side, whichever the case might be, for the 
engine crew to keep a sharp lookout at flag stops in nrder that 
've may have ample time to make the proper stop with the 
passenger train. And in going into this place I noticed on 
my left an automobile running at a high rate of speed. It 
came under my observation, and, knowing that this 'vas a 
very busy crossing, and for my own safety, I notice particu-
larly about this crossing and all other places where there 
iR a lot of traffic. You kno'v it is possible for a car to dive 
under a locomotive and derail it, and, of course, you know 
what that means to the engine crew· and so I am particu-
. lar about that ev·ery where. 
Well, there is a store and a dewlling-house, and then there 
is an old tenement house down there a litttle further. We 
were both about the same distance from the crossing when this 
automobile came under my observation. I kept a sharp look-
out, and, in the meantime, I watched the crossing, and I saw 
the crossing was thoroughly protected with the flagman, and 
there was no flag or 'vhite-light signal for a passeng·er from 
there, and, just about the time tl1e car passed the store, just 
-about 125 feet I judge from the crossing, when we were about 
125 feet from the crossing-both about the same distance-
well, I saw that this car was coming with such force that 
there was not a possible chance for it to stop, and I figured 
it 'vonld 1lit under my side and that some part of 
page 162 ~ it might do me personal harm, and I jumped off 
mv seat and ran across to the other side of the 
engine, and, ahout that time, I heard the brake go do'vn in 
emergency. We went six or seven car-lengths over the 
.crossing, a11d the brakes had g·one dow·n in em·ergency. The 
train-line pipe was torn all to pieces and that. applied the 
train brake in emergency; and ~fr. Cook, in looking for the 
defect under the car, ignited the gas, and some of the Pintsche 
gas set the car afire, ancl I threw my torch down and lit out 
for the w·oods. I did not know 'vhat effect that gas would 
have with my torch in my hand. I threw my torch away and 
ran to the woods. I did not want to burn up. A.nd, as soon 
as I saw that there was no harm in the gas, I came hack and 
l1elped to put the fire out, cut the train loose and did what I 
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thought was necessary to save the company's property. The 
company's rules require one of us to remain with the engine 
at all times unless it is rwt away, and I stayed there with 
the engine and never went back to see the conditions at all. 
I never saw the car nor ~fajor Johnson. 
Q.. You said just now you wore looking out and saw no-
white light, and sa-'v that the crossing was protected by the 
watchman? · 
A.. I saw the watchman there with the red light. That is. 
the proper signal to protect a crossing with at night, or for 
any flagging purposes. 
Q. "\Vhat is your remembrance about the sig11als as this 
train approached that crossing that night 1 
page 163 ~ A .. The engineer hlcw the second i~oad cross-
ing. He ble\v tho first time at the post, and, a 
little further clown, he blew again for the road crossing. 
And also Jw blew one "lllile from tho station. 
Q. I-Iave you any memory about the bellY 
A. Yes, sir, the bell was ringing. I was ringing the bell 
up to the time I left the seat-box. 
Q. You say you saw this auto con1rng. Did the driver slow 
up or keep on, or did he seem to make any change in his 
speed 1 
A. Not a bit; no, sir; he appeared to be running as fast the 
last time I saw him as he was tho first time, and he was run-
ning just about as fast as we were, because when I saw him 
he was practically the same distance from the railroad cross-
ing as we were. 
Q. Tell the jury where you think he hit the train~ 
A.. He hit the rear truck to the tender. He did not l1it the 
engine at all. The engine was not scarred. That engine is 
61 feet long. The tender is 33 feet 8 inches long. And he 
hit about 8 feet, I 'vould judge, from the rear end of the 
. tender. There is a rear truck-box and a supply box that is 
carried under the tender to carry supplies in. The automo-
bile hit that box and tore the corner of the bracket off tnat 
held the box up, and disfigured the tender tru~k. 
Q. Vilhat was the condition of the head-light on the engine 
that night? 
A. I will venture to say that I kept as good a 
page 164 ~ light at that time and as neat-looking an engine 
in appearance as there was running through this 
section. I have a picture of the engine at home, and I took 
a good deal of pains-
The Court: Tell the condition of the light that night. 
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· A. (Continued) That light was all right. It was in fine 
condition. 
Bv Mr. Williams: 
·Q. Do you know the candle-power~ 
A. 500 candle-power; about that. I think that is the stand-
ard. They vary. Some are stronger and some are weaker. 
I think the State law required 500 candle-power. 
Q. What kind of a light was it? 
A. It was an electric light; and an incandescent bulb was 
being used. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. You say that you kept that light good, Mr. Madtay? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Well, whatever you do you always do good, don't you? 
A. I try to, especially in my line of everyday duty. 
Q. And t.hat was a part of our duty, wasn't itt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the ringing of that bell was a part of your duty, 
'vasn't it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And if you had failed to have kept that light 
page 165 ~ sufficient to have warned the public or you should 
have failed to have rung the bell so as to have re-
sulted in this accident, you would have lost your job, wouldn't 
you? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You would not? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. If you failed to obey the rules of the company? In other 
words, you arc equally important to the occasion, so that" 
you would not be discharged? 
A. NQ., sir, they would make that correction by reprimand. 
Q. Do you mean to say that the company would have only 
reprimanded you for causing an accident of this kind, if it had 
been your fault? 
A. They would not have discharged me. They might have 
held me off for a while. 
Q. But at least it would have operated materially to. your 
detriment if you had admitted that you had not rung that 
bell? 
A. If I had not rung that bell, the company would not have 
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discharged me then, but would have given me a severe repri- . 
mand. 
Q. You would not have liked to ·have taken that risk if you 
had failed to ring it, would you~ 
A. I would not have felt that I was doing justice to the cor-
poration. 
Q. How long have you been work!ng for them? 
A. Before I was twenty years old; since 1907. 
Q. And how old are you~ 
page 166 ~ A. 39. 
Q. Have you ever gone in court and admitted 
that you had failed to do your duty, which resulted in a seri-
ous accident? 
Witness : How is that? 
Q. Have you ever, in that 18 years, gone into court and ad-
mitted that you failed to perform your duty, which resulted 
in a serious accident? 
A. I have never been in that position. I have always been 
able to tell the truth and always been able to come clear in 
the explanation. 
Q~ Have you ever, in that 18 years, been able to make a 
report to whoever it was due to be made with the railroad 
company, that you had made a mistake which resulted in seri-
ous loss or damage to the railroad company? 
A. Well, I have been in severe accidents; and we suffer 
severe reprimands when the officials realize that we are mak-
ing false statements, in any accident. We are liable then. 
Q. Have you ever recevied one of those severe 1·eprimandsf 
A. No, sir. · 
Q. Therefore, you have never made such a report? 
A. I !lave always been very intelligent about making my 
reports. 
Q. Very careful, you mean~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
' Q. Now, how long had you been running with Mr. Cook? 
A. He was not the regular firernan for that job, and I was; 
. he was the extra man that night. 
page 167 ~ Q. His duty has been that' of operating freight 
trains f -
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And operating passeng·er trains was new to him~ 
A. No. sir. 
Q. well, it was an occasional thing~ 
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1\.. No, sir, lw could operate a passenger train as well as a 
:ireigh t train. 
Q. I asked you what had been his line of duty~ 
A. That was to run any of them. 
Q. What had he performed the service on mostly, freight 
'()r passenger trains? 
A. His greater experience was in the passenger service as 
:fireman. 
Q. As fireman ~ 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. Now, as an engineer had or not his experience been 
greater in operating freight trains, as an engineer, than in 
operating passenger trains 1 
A. He haq had more experience in the freight service; 
sure. 
Q. So that they had not used him extensively in the regular 
-operation of passenger trains? · 
A. He was perfectly qualified. 
Q. I say, they had not used him extensively in the regular 
operation of passenger trains~ 
A. Yes, he had been used frequently in running passenger 
trains. He did that any time when they 'vere short. He 'vas 
an extra man. 
page 168 ~ Q. Isn't it true that his ordinary duty was that 
of running freight trains, and that pis extraordi-
nary duty w'as that of running passenger trains?· 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Now, you say you were taken off of the road? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Yon have not been demoted, have you? 
.l}. .• No, eir. 
Q. Are yon in line of promotion now as you "'ere then~ 
A. Y e.s, sir. 
Y. In shop work~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So you have nothing no'v whatsoever to do with trains, 
but are still in the employment of the Southern Railway Com-
pany? 
A. Yes, sir. I still ma.intain my right to the road. 
Q. How long had you known Mr. Cook? 
A. Since 1907. Along about .August 7th I came to work for 
the company, and I got acquainted with him ·then. 
Q. You are also a member of some one of the brother-
11oods? 
A. I belong to the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers; 
yes, sir. 
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Q. And so does he 1 . 
A. No, sir, I do not think he belongs to the Brotherhood o:f 
Locomotive Engineer, but he belongs to the· Brotherhood of 
Locomotive Firemen. 
Q. Mr. Madray, if this accident had occurred from the neg-
ligence of ~Ir. Cook, and that had been the only 
page 169 ~ time it ever occurred, you would have hesitated 
to have reported against him, wouldn't you? 
A. No, sir, I would have been duty bound to have made the 
proper· statement. 
Q. And you 'vould have expected him to have done the same 
thing towards you ~ 
A. Ye~~ir. 
Q. So that you would have lost your job in that event t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that train on time or lateY : 
A. ... ~ little late. 
Q. Twelve or thirteen minutes late? 
A. I could not say exactly. I can give you the time we 
were due at Shoulders Hill, Beamons, and Suffolk, but I do 
not remember the time we got to the crossing. 
Q .. What time did you leave your terminal down there Y 
A. We were supposed to leave at 7 :00 o'clock at that time. 
Q. ...t\..nd you left there· several minutes past that hour 1 Is 
that right? 
A. I will not be po~jtive about the time. It has been a long 
time ago and I can hot tell. We can get that if you .want it. 
Q. But you were due to leave there at 7 :00 o'clock~ · 
A. No, sir, I beg your pardon, it was 6 :30. 
Q. Or 6:35? 
A. It was 6:30 and 6 :35 and 6 :41-no, 7 :05 and 7 :12 at 
Suffolk, and 7 :21. 
Q. If you do not know, say soY 
page 170 }- A. I have forgotten the schedule. 
Q. You do know that you were late, and that 
you were making an effort to make up that time? Isn't that 
true? 
A. Yes, sir, we were entitled to 48 miles an hour . 
Q. And you were fully making it, and over 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Why do you say you were entitled to it and not making 
it if you had lost time to make up Y 
A. We could make it up elsewhere. 
Q. You were not late anY'vhere else, were you~ 
A. ~o, sir. 
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· Q. Yon were not required to run into any other station on 
time? You were not late at any other station except those 
stations right along there, were you? 
A. We were not due at the other one then. 
Q. And there was no indication that you would be late at 
any other one, was there? 
· A. No, sir. 
Q. So that if jOU made up the time between the terminal and 
Suffolk, you would not have been late south of Suffolk? 
A. The operators at the open telegraph offices, if there 
'vere any open telegraph offices along at that point, they would 
have shown on the train-sheet the time we passed there, and 
that would have been recorded in the dispatcher's office, and, 
of course, when we caught up the time, the train-sheet would 
have showed going in on time. .. 
Q. ·Now, you say when you first saw this auto-
page 171 ~ mobile that the train and the automobile were 
about an equal distance from the crossing? 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q .. An¢! that you saw then that the automobile was n"t 
going to stop? 
· A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. What did you say~ 
A. I said I kept the watch on the crossing after he had 
gotten by the store. , 
Q. Just as he passed the edge of the store there, along at 
that tree? . 
A. Yes, sir, and then I realized he was not going to stop. 
. Q. And, when he got further towards the crossing, you 
could not see him, nearer to the crossing? 
A. I saw him up to the time I got off the seat. He was 
'vithin twenty feet of the crossing then. 
Q. You could not sec through that little freight platform 
and through the watchman's house? 
A. There is no building there to obstruct your view but a 
little house about four feet square. 
Q. You could not see him distinctly under that tree, could 
you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. With those limbs hanging ~own 1 
A. Those limbs '"'ere twelve or fourteen feet from the 
ground at that time. 
Q. Do you mean to tell this jury that that 
page 172 ~ freight produce platform and that watch house 
:1nd the shelter of that tree did not block your 
view? 
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A. No, sir, it did not. If it had I would not have had am-
ple time to have gotten out of the way of the automobile. 
Q. liow many other cars had you observed just around that 
time and observed to the extent of seeing that they were trav-
eling at an equal distance from the crossing as your engine 
was1 
A. There was no other car on that side of the crossing 
that I could see. 
Q. llow about the other side? 
A. There was one on the other sdie. 
Q. An open Ford car? 
A. I do not remember the make of it. 
Q. It was setting there waiting1 
A. Yes, sir. The flagman had long ag·o stopped him, but 
his lights were dimmed. I remember that distinctly. 
Q. On which carY 
A. The one standing on the north side of the track. 
Q. That is consistent with a Ford car? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How close 'vas that car to the track f 
A. I could not say exactly. I would judge 15 or 20 feet; 
something like that. 
Q. And standing perfectly still ~ 
A. ·y eR, sir. 
Q. Now, you say that you saw the watchman with read 
.light in his hand. When did you see him f How 
page 173 } far w·erc you from tha crossing when you saw 
him? 
A .. Probably 300 feet. 
Q. What? 
A. Probably 300 feet . 
. Q. Were you_ traveling on one of theHc modern high, big, 
powerful engines, or rather an out of date affairt 
A. We were traveling on a modern locomotive, not of the 
biggest type; a 75-ton locomotive. 
Q. Isn't it a fact that on most of these modern locomotives 
you can not stand in the cabs and see the ground 100 feet 
in front of the engine? 
A. rrhis is not a big engine. 
Q. I say, is not that a fact? 
A. It is a fact with big, modern eugines. 
Q. Isn't that more or less proportionately a fact with ref-
erence to the engine you "\\Tere in? 
Witness: May I be permitted to look at the dimensions of 
the engine? 
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Attorney: You said it was 61 feet long just now. 
The Court: Have you the information with you Y 
Witness: Yes, sir. (R.eferring to memorandum.) The 
length of a 900 class tank is 30 feet. The engine, from the 
engine back to the water and coal carrying compartments, 
from frame to frame, is 23 feet 8 inches. A 900 class engine, 
from frame to frame, and pilot-beam, is 30 feet 8 inches. The 
total length of a 900 class eng·ine and tender, 
}Jag·e 17 4 } ~oupled, is 61 feet. This includes the rear coup-
ling, from that to the nose of the pilot. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q. How long is the modern engine to which you alluded 1 
.A. That is about 122 feet long. 
The Court: What type of engine did you have 7 The 900 
class or the modern engine 7 
"\Vitness: The 900 class. 
By ~Ir. Crumpler: 
Q. How long was this particular engine T 
A. Only 61 feet. 
Q. Does that 122 feet cover the tender as ''rell as the en-
. gine ~ 
A. Yes, sir, the engine and tender. 
The Court: I understood that he did not have that modern 
type of engine that you are speaking about now, but had a 
900 class engine. 
1\fr. Crumpler: Yes, sir. 
Q. And tl1e 61 feet co-vers the engine and tender? 
A. Yes, sir, the small engine that we were using. 
Q. Now, wit11 reference to the signals, what kind of sig~. 
nals did the engineer give? 
Q. Those prescribed by the rules. 
Q. I asked you, what did he give? 
A. IIe blowed for ·the road crossing two longs and two 
shorts at the distance where the board is opposite; and, later 
on, he ble'v again for the road crossing. 
· Q. Now, do you mean to tell this jury that 
page 175 ~ that engine blew two longs and two shorts to be-
gin with, and that it blew again 'vhen it got near 
to the crossing, and that you kept the hell ringing aU the way 1 
A. Yes, sir, that is correct. 
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Q. If those blows had occurred, was there any reason- why 
the conductor could not have heard them? 
A. Yes, sir, a plenty of reasons. 
Q. If he eould have heard the first blow .. which he says he 
did, 'vas there any reason why he should not have heard the 
othersf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Why~ 
A. Because the conductor, this being a flag stop, it is neces-
sary for him to listen for the station blow. He is in the car 
taking up fares and tickets and conducting his business 
through the train, and natui·ally he would be listening for the 
·station blow. That is one long blow one mile from the sta-
tion. When we blow that whistle, that signals to the crain 
crew that we are one mile from th.e station,.. and then we listen 
out for the flag stop, for the two short blasts of the air signal 
for the discharge of passengers. And then, if we see a flag 
or anything out in the vicinity of the crossing, or anybody 
with a torch or anything waving us down, that indicates pas-
sengers to get on the train, and the engineer will answer that 
signal with two short blasts of the whistle-:-
Mr. Crumpler: Do you 'vant to address the jury? I am 
through. If there is any speech or address you 
page 176 ~ want to make, go ahead. 
The Court : You asked him if there 'vas any rea-
son why the conductor could not hear the others. Do you 
want him to tell it Y 
Mr. Crumpler: He has been going on at such length that 
I have just about got disgusted 'vith him, and I was willing 
to stop. · 
Witness= I ·would like to take a little drawing from my 
pocket and tell the jury how it actually occurred, so that they 
would understand it .. 
The Court : Are there any further questions? 
:Mr. Crumpler: No, sir,, no further questions. 
R.E-DIRECT EXAl\1INATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. 1\fr. :Madray, yon said that. tl1e engineer blew the second 
time. Do you lynow why lw did that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Why? 
A. Because he told me there that he did. 
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Mr. Crumpler: I object. 
Objection sustained. 
The Court: If you know of your own knowledge you can 
tell it, but you can not tell what he told you. 
Witness: Yes, sir, I know why he did so. More or less, 
you will find ninety per cent of them do it at a busy crossing 
Mr. Crumpler: I object. 
page 177 } Witness: They will use that precaution. 
Mr. Crumpler : I object. 
The Court: Don't answer it. 
Mr. Williams : Tha.t is all. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 178} J. T. SHUMAKER, 
sworn for the defendant. 
DIRECT EXAl\ITNATION. 
By 1\{r. Williams: 
Q. Your name is J. T. Shumaker? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How are you employed now 7 
A. Flagman. 
Q. For what company? 
A. The Sol}thern Railway. 
·j, 
Q. How were you employed on the 22nd of December:, 
1924? 
A. Flagman on a passenger train. 
Q. 1\{r. Shumaker, do you remember the fact of Major 
Johnson having this collision with a train on that day near 
Wilroy, and his being killed? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Tell the jury what you remember about the signals on 
that occasion as the train approached Wilroy? 
A. Well, I was flagging on the train that night, and I was 
sitting back in the first-class coach, and, in approaching Wil-
roy, I heard him blow for the station and also the road cross-
ing. 
Q. Ifow about the bell~ 
A. I did not hear the bell. 
Q. You did not hear the bell 7 
A. No, sir, I could not hear the bell. And, in approach-
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ing Wilroy, the train came to a sudden stop and I got up and 
went on the platform to see what the trouble was, and, when I 
opened the door, the train had stopped and I 
page 179 ~ looked around to see what the trouble 'vas and I 
was informed that there had been an accident; 
that the automobile had run into the train; and I went on 
back and got my flag and signals and 'vent back to the cross-
ing where the accident had occurred, and I found out that an 
automobile had run into the train and a man had been in-
jured. 
· Q. What did you do then? 
A. They l1ad then taken the man and put him in the car. 
· Q. And did you go back to flag other trains Y 
A. Yes, sir, I went on back to flag other trains, and, when I 
got there, the watchman was there and they had put the man 
in the car; and we found the car setting in the road facing 
P.xactly across this crossing. . 
Q. Am I right in thinking that you left the scene of the 
accident and went back to keep other trains from running 
into you? 
A. Yes, f.5r. 
Q. Aud that was your duty? · 
A. Yes, sn-. . 
Q. A.nd you thou·ght no more of it~ 
.A. Yes, sir, I thought no more of it. After I got there 
and saw 'vhat I did, I went on back to flag. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Crumpler: 
Q Did you talk to the colored flagman there at all~ 
A. Yes, sir, I spoke a word o1· two with him. 
Q. Did he have his hat on Y 
page 180 } A. I do not remember. 
Q. Did he have a light with him? 
A. He had a red lantern as best I can remember. 
Q. And a white one tooT 
A. I do not know about that. I do not remember. 
Q. You did not pay much attention to it 7 
A. I remember seeing him there and talking to him. 
Q. How quickly did you get there 1 
A. As soon as I c.ould get there; a few minutes. 
Q. You did not pay any attention to the train being on fire; 
you went right back there? 
A. Yes, sir, that was my duty to go back there. 
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Q. And where was the conductor .g 
~A. I do not know where he was. 
Q. 'So when you got back there, the flagman was hurt in the 
:accident too, wasn't heY 
A. I do not know about that. 
Q. Wasn't he hurt? 
Witness: What flagman T 
Attorney: ·The flagman there. 
A. I do not know whether he was or not. 
Q. Wasn't he skipping around there and rubbing his leg 
ll.nd saying that he had been hurt? 
A. I do not know. I did not pay any attention to him. 
Q. He did not tell you that? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. The only thing you were paying attention 
page 181 } to was the fact that the train whistle blew and 
the bell rung. Is that right¥ 
A. Well, it is my duty to listen to those whistles. 
Q. That those signals were given properly, and that was 
the only thing you paid any attention to, because you kne'v 
that the railroad company would be sued for the accident~ 
A. No, sir. It is my duty to listen for the whistle. 
Q. You heard him blow how many times? .. 
A. I heard him blow for the station and I heard the road 
~rossing signals. 
Q. What were those siganls Y . 
A. One long blow for the station a11d two longs and two 
rsl1orts for the railroad crossing. 
Q. And that "\vas close to \the crossing, wasn't it? 
A. I do not kno\\r. 
Q. Do you remember how he blew for Beamons that night 1 
A. He blows the signal like he was supposed to blow. 
Q. Did he blo"\V for the crossing at Beamons? 
A. I reckon he did. 
Q. Don't you know T 
A. I do not know about Beamons. 
Q. If you do not know that he blew there-sometimes they 
do make mistakes, don't they~ Sometimes they fail to blow 
for crossings, don't they¥ · 
A. I do not know about that. 
Q. But you are not at all satisfied that he did blow for 
Beamons that night? 
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A. I do not know about Beamons. 
page 182 ~ Q. But for this particular crossing where this 
accident ·occurred, and where the railroad com-
pany would be held for damages in the event those signals. 
failed, you know that he blew those? 
A. I know that he blew for this crossing_ because it was 
my duty to listen for it and I was listening for it. It is a 
fiag station. . 
Q. After you took the train out, coming south, did you pass 
any other crossings between there and Suffolk' 
A. I think so. 
Q. And did he blow any more f 
·A. Sure. 
Q. And you remember that he blew for the others? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. What crossings were they~ 
A. I do not know. I am not supposed to know 
Q. Now, if you do not lrno\v what crossings exist between 
there and Suffolk, how do you know he blew for them? 
A. Because I heard them. That is why. . 
Q. How is it that you remember them, after this long time, 
·When no accident occurred at those crossings, that those sig-
nals were blown for them t 
A. That is the first thing in my mind, when he blew for this 
crossina-then, that it is a flag station, and, for a flag station, 
_it is my duty to listen.for the whistle. 
Q. Isn't it a fact that you are testifying that these· sig-
nals were given because you know that they ought to be given 
and because you know that it is the rule of the 
page 183 ~ company to give them and because you know that 
that is your duty to listen for them and because 
you know that ordinarily they are given' Isn't that a fact~ 
A. They are given; yes, s.ir. · 
Q. Did you hear any bell ringing 1 
A. No, sir, I did not hear any bell ringing. I was back in 
the train. 
Q. Then, everything that you heard between the long sta-
tion blow east of that crossing-now, between that time and 
that crossing, were there two long crossing blows and two 
·shorts? · 
A. The '.Jt-ation blow and then the road crossing whistle. 
Q. And that is all you heard? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You do not attempt to tell this jury that between that 
time and the crossing· the whistle 'vas blown another time 
and that the bell was rung? 
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A. I do not kno'v about that, but I heard the whistle for th~ 
station and the road crossing whistle. 
Q. Will you say to that jury that from the time that you 
claim to have heard_ those two longs and two shorts that that 
whistle or that beH rung or blew continuously or alternately 
from that point to the crossing? 
A. I did not say that I heard the bell, but I heard the whis-
tles. 
Q. If you heard the others and the train had done it con-
tinuously, wouldn't .you have heard it~ 
page 184 ~ A. We can not hear the bell. 
Q. You can hear the whistle' 
A. Yes, sir, but we can not hear the bell when that train 
is running. 
Q. Ho,v long have you been working for this railroad 7 
A. Fifteen years. 
Witness stood aside. 
1\fr. Williams: That is the case for the defendant. 
1\fr. Crumpler: 'Ve rest. 
Testimony Closed. Argument of counsel Closed. Jury 
retired to consider of verdict. 
~fr. Corbitt: I wish it noted in the reoord that, during the 
argument of the case by counsel before the jury, the widow 
and two children of the deceased were in the courtroom. 
page 185 ~ Be It Further Remembered, and the Court doth 
hereby certify, that the evidence above set out, 
including the exhibits therein referred to, each of which for 
purpose of identification is marked with the initials of the 
judge presiding at the trial, was all of the evidence adduced 
both for the plaintiff and for the defendant; and it is agreed 
by the plaintiff and defendant that the orig!nal of said ex-
hibits shall be trasnmitted by the clerk of tliis court to the .. 
clerk of the Court of Appeals, if requested by either party; 
and 
Be It Furt1wr Remembered, that on the trial of this case on 
on November 19th, 1926, and after the jury had been in-
structed on the law, as appears from Bill of Exceptions No. 
2, which is hereby referred to and made a part of this Bill of 
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Exceptions, the jury retired and after some time returned a 
verdict against the said defendant in words and figures as 
follows: 
"We, the jury, find the verdict in favor of the plaintiff and 
fix the damages at $8,000.00; of this amount $5,000.00 .to be 
given to the two children in equal amounts and $3,000.00 of it 
to be given to Mrs. Johnson." 
And, thereupon, the defendant, by counsel, moved the 
Court to set aside the verdict as being contrary to the law 
and the evidence, "because it is excessive and because of 
errors in the instructions and errors in the admissions and 
rejections of evidence, and particularly because the jury did 
not take into consideration the contributory negligence of the 
plaintiff''. And the Court not being advised of 
page 186 ~ its judgment ou the said motion, continued the 
same for argument and decision. 
And at a subsequent day, to-wit: on February 8, 19'27, 
~arne again the parties, by their attorneys, and the Court hav7 
ing fully considered the motion of the defendant to set aside 
the verdict herein upon the grounds stated in the order en-
tered on November 19, 1926, and also upon the following 
grounds: "That the verdict is contrary to the law and the 
evidence, and without evidence to support it, and is exces-
sive, and because the jury did not diminish the damages in 
proportion to the contributory negligence of the plaintiff, and 
because of error in granting and refusing instructions, and 
in the admission and rejection of the evidence, and because 
the argument of counsel for. the plaintiff improperly appealed 
to the sympathy and prejudice of the jury, referred to the 
wealth and poverty of the parties, and to the helpless condi-
tion of those w]lo ·would benefit by verdict for the plaintiff'', 
which said additional grounds were first called to the atten-
tion of the judge on November 27, 1926, during the October, 
1926, term of the court, and also to the attention of counsel 
for the plaintiff on the same day, and considered over the 
objection and exceptions of counsel for the plaintiff, over-
ruled the said motion to set aside the said verdict. 
And the Court doth certify that the argument of counsel 
for the plaintiff. above referred to was as fo}Jows: 
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page 187 ~ In the Circuit Court of Nansem.ond County, 
Virginia. 
Before Hon. C. Vernon Spratley, Judge, and a jury, 
November 19th, 1926. 
Johnson 1; Administratrix 
v. 
Southern Railway Company. 
A.RGU~IENT BY 11R. CRUMPLER. 
l\ir. Crumr)ler: l\1ay it please the Court and you, gentle-
men of the jury : 
"When I was a cl1ild, I spake as a child * * * but when 
I became a man, I put away childish things''. In my life, to 
the finishing of the forty-sixth year, twenty-six years of which 
I have practiced in this courtroom, I have studied the ques-
tion, and I am today a firm and determined believer in the 
ft1nda.nwntal principle of cause and effect. I believe that sel-
dom in human affairs, in human agencies, in the conduct of 
people, does anything exist, take place place, or transpire 
'vhere the result or tho effect has not an intimate and direct 
relation to its cause. 
Now, gentlemen of the jury, thil~gs do not merely happen. 
rrhere is always a reason for it. \Ve pass down the road and 
see an old horse lying there dying. The fact that he is lying 
in the road and dying is preceded by the fact that there is a 
-cause for it. vVe wall\ down to the Tiver and we find, as oc-
curred there just a year ago, that the old Columbian Peanut 
Buildi11g is lying on the ground, although it had 
pag-e 188 ~ been erected and stood there the night before. 
There ·was a cause for it, gentlemen of the jury: 
the foundation was weak. Something was wrong that brought 
about that result. Things do not occur, gentlemen of the jury, 
except for the fact that a cause precedes them. 
Now, let's see in this case: Yo11 are asked to believe from 
the facts i11 tltis case two theories : You are asked by the 
plaintiff to helieve that a cause produced this accident, and 
that a man ·who was sufficiently intelligent, who. had the favor, 
regard, and esteem of the citizens of this town to the extent 
that he was elevated to the position which he held, who was effi-
cient, who was dignified, who was thoughtful and intelligent, 
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that he would not have run into the broadside of a train with-
out any invitation to do so or without having been lulled into 
the security of the position in which he found himself; in 
other. words, that, running straight down that road, with a 
train across the track, he would not deliberately run into it .. 
But, on the contrary, that is what the defendant \vould have 
vou believe. 
.. Now, gentlemen, let's see: Is that logical f We, gentle-
men of the jury, are controlled in our l.ives and in our Judg-
ments by at least two considerations: we are controlled, first, 
by considerations relating to ·our own experiences, to the 
things which we kno'v are reasonable and logical, which we 
kn9w either frequently or occasionally occur; and then we 
are controlled by our observation of the conduct of other 
people, in that we recognize or detect in their 
page 189 ~ lives things that frequently or occasionally oc-
cur. Now, gentlemen, placing that test t(} this 
case. Mr. '\Villiams has said that this thing has never occurred 
before. If we accepted that form of logic, it would be reason-
able to believe that }fajor Johnson deliberately ran into the 
broadside of that train \vithout any negligence on the part of 
the railroad, and, gentlemen, I tell you that, from the evidence 
in this case, he did not know of the danger. How many peo-
ple have you ever heard of doing such a thingf How many 
neighbo:r,s, how many friends have you that you would be-
lieve such a thing ofY If you heard that such a thing had 
happened, your first thought would be that something caused 
it, and, if the man's lips are sealed in the realms of eternity, 
you \vould go to your grave believing that something caused 
it. It is not reasonable, it is not logical, it is not according 
to human experience, and it is not according to the experi-
ence which you have observed in other people that such 
things would occur. Now picture it, if you will, gentlemen. 
Picture it. A man standing in the middle of the road with a 
red lantern waving it, and here comes a man who has been 
a colonel at one time in the military service, and who offered 
to sacrifice his life in two wars, the Spanish-American war 
and the recent, the late World war, having attained the dis-
tinction of a major in the World war, running straight into 
that train, without a particle of evidence that anything was 
the matter with him, and running over a man with a red lan-
tern in his hand. Why, gentlemen of the jury, you know just 
as well as I know that it did not occur. And you 
page 190 ~ know that the hand and that the finger of God 
Almighty pointed in the direction of and for the 
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salvation of that widow and ·children when the woman in 
North Carolina penned that letter that gave her the infor-
mation that there ·were these eye-witnesses to that occur-
rence. You know it, and you know it as well as I do. The 
woman's conscience was at work. She knew that her son had 
seen it and that these others l1ad seen it when she sat down 
and penned that letter to Mrs. J ohnsou that these people saw 
this accident and that that flagman was not on that crossing 
·and that those signals were not given. Oh, I do not kno'v how 
it was, gentlemen. I do not know. I know that, wi-th the 
thoroughness with 'vhich the railroad people handle things 
of this kind, ordinarily every witness on the scene is found, 
by reason of the directions and the instructions which the 
employees of the company on the train have when such an 
occurrence happens. Only two theories can I advance: either 
whoeever was charged with that duty·that night did not 'vant 
B. T. Davis and his daughter and Shepard Lassister and 
thought that they would pass on to their homes and that 
Major Johnson, who was alone at the time and who was then 
dead and going to his grave-that his loved ones would never 
find them; or, else, that it was the .Intelligent Finger of the 
Almighty that directed the arrow of destiny to its mark and 
revealed them. 
Now, gentlemen, let's see: They have said that you have 
got to believe that people have lied; they have 
page 191 } told you and want you to believe that it is ·neces-
sary, in your verdict, for you to say that this 
engineer and this fireman have lied if you bring in a verdict 
for the plaintiff. Vvell, no,v, gentlemen, I do not think it IS 
ever necessary for a jury to say that any one lies, but I do 
say to you this: that, if such a principle is to .be invoked in 
this case, if you say that those signals were given, as the law 
requires, and that the railroad company is to be relieved on 
that account, then Bud Davis and ~Iaggie Davis and Shepard 
Lassiter have lied; that they have wilfully and deliberately 
told a lie for people that they never knew and never heard 
of. And they are not all that you have got to say have lied: 
Now, listen to me: Their own watchman went on this stand 
and said that the statutory signals were not given He told 
you that the only time the train blew was for l3eamons Cross-
ing, over a mile away, and that between that point and the 
crossing wher~ this accident occurred, not a solitary signal 
was given, either by tl1e blowing of the whistle or by tJ1e ring-
ing of the bell. They have admitted through their own wit-
ness, gentlemen of the jury, the fact that they are guilty in 
this case. Why, gentlemen of the jury, if it 'vere a question 
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of crime, if the railroad company were being prosecuted for 
a crime, and if J\IIr. Godwin, the Commonwealth's Attorney 
here, were standing before you prosecuting the railroad com-
pany for a crime on the evidence that they have here, having 
produced their own witness who admitted that 
page 192 ~ those signals were not given, you would not take 
three minutes in your jury room to convict them. 
And such being true, gentlemen of the jury, in a criminal 
case, where you must belieYe beyond all reasonable doubt that· 
the guilt of the accused has been established, it is more so 
in a civil case where the preponderance of the evidence pre-
vails. 
Now, gentlemen of the jury, it is peculiar to me how rail-
road companies get at things. But, now, listen: just a little 
bit more on that question of the flagman: not only did the 
flagman say that those sig·nals were not given, but, mind you,. 
old Bill Hichardson, who was sitting in that house, and young 
Paul Peebles, who was also there, who were intimate friend~ 
of this flagman and who testified, in spite of their written 
statements given to the railroad company, at which time they 
were going· to save him his job,- and because of the fact thnt 
they evidently feared to be prosecuted for perjury or some 
other such crime if they changed those statements after they 
had· signed them, came in here and told you, gentlemen of the 
jury, that not a signal was given after that train left Beamons; 
not a signal. But, now, that is not all: the conductor of that 
train told you that not a signal was given but one blow; the 
conductor of the train himself; and not a solitary soul has 
denied the theory of the plaintiff's case, save and except the 
fireman on that train and the engineer, whose jobs were at 
stake, and the engineer was operating a passenger train when 
· he had been accustomed to operatfng freight 
page 193 ~ trains. · 
Now, I do not want to accuse any one of any-
thing, but I want to say to you, gentlemen of the jury, that I 
simply do not understand it. Here is a poor old widowed 
woman and her little boy and her little girl. The education 
. in life of these children is at stake, and I say I can not under-
stand it why any one should go and bring to a set of men 
like yonrselYes, who are to determine whether or not they 
shall have their education or whether or not they shall have 
anything in lieu of the comfort and support which has been 
taken from them by the ruthless neg·ligence of the railroad 
company, sucl1 pictures as those, to try to imbue this jury 
with the idea that there are no crooks in that county road and 
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no curves in that railroad. Why, gentlemen, some of you 
pass that crossing often and are familiar with the fact that a 
train can not be seen but just a short distance from that cross-
ing, and that, whe·n coming around that curve, the light of 
that train is thrown out into the open field beyond and to a 
point westward or northward of that crossing, even behind 
an approaching automobile, as Bud Davis testified to, and as 
Maggie Davis testified to, behind the car. And they had it 
parked there. Now·, you can try it. Mr. Jones, there on the 
jury, knows it himself independently of the evidence in this 
case, that it is a perceptible curve, and that you can not stand 
on the crossing and detect it as plainly as you can by walking 
up the railroad track and then looking back at it, and yet those 
pictures have been brought here and presented 
page 194 ~ to you, gentlemen of the jury, to make you believe 
or to make the impression upon you that that road 
'vas straight and that all this decedent had to do was to look 
and see tlie train coming. 
Now, gentlemen. what are the plain facts in this case: 
Alfred Lewis, as I said, claims that he was on that crossing. 
Old Bill Richardson does not even claim that he was suffi,. 
-ciently interested to go outside of that house unthl somebody 
called him outside, and ·Paul Peebles claims that he ran out 
'vith the white light. Now, gentlemen, this was on the Driver 
side, the side towards Driver, Virginia, where the car 'vas 
setting in which Bud Davis and his daughter and Shepard 
Lassiter were, as the photograph shows plainly to you, and 
all that they had to do was to sit there and look right straight 
into that flagman's door. Look at this photograph and see 
it (mii1ibiting photograph). Now, 'vho has lied, gentlemen. of 
the jury~ They told you that that door was closed when 
that train struck that crossing, and that as that train cleared 
that crossing, the door opened. They told you at the same 
time that there was no flagman on that track before the train 
reached the crossing, and that they saw the flagman, without 
a hat, come out of that. door, right in their plain view, with 
the lights of their car right on the door, just as soon as the 
train cleared the crossing, and that he came out in a hurry 
and excited; and, gentlemen of the jury, you· kno,v, and you 
know just as well as I do that that flagman was not on that 
crossing, and you know, and you know just as well 
page 195 ~ as I do that from the testimony in this case of 
l\Iaggie Davis, her fatl1er, and Shepard Lassiter, 
and all three of those negroes, who admitted the fact, that 
those signals were not given, coupled with the testimony of 
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the conductor, who said that if they were given he did not 
hear them, and ~oupled with the testimony of 0. C. Griffin, 
who was in that store there and said he did not hear them. 
Now, gentlemen, I want to pass, just for a moment, to the 
instructions in this case. But I will say this: Mr. Corbitt, 
in a dignified manner-! will not say had the audacity, I do 
not like the word, but I 'vill say in a modest kind of a way, 
had the nerve to stand up here and tell you, and explain to 
you, that Bud Davis and his daughter and Shepard Lassiter 
saw this fellow, this watchman, when he rushed back in the. 
house, and that that was the time tlu~.t he opened the door. 
There is not any testimony here that he ever went back in 
the house. The testimony of those negroes was that he called 
for the white lantern to be brought to him, and that Paul 
Peebles carded it to him. Now, gentlemen, one other thing 
before passing to the instructions, that I want to argue, and 
that is this: that the very conduct of Lewis indicates that he 
was guilty of something on that night: it is the exact, the con-
sistent attitude, the consistent conduct and action of a man 
'vho made a fatal and dreadful mistake. He was out .there 
hopping on one foot, without a hat on, 'vithout a wrap on, 
· . and when Mr. Griffin and Mr. Denton ran up to 
page 196 ~ see what had occurred, he was hopping around 
and saying, "Oh, Lord. The man ran into me"; 
ap.d yet nobody has ever seP.n l1im limp, not a particle in the 
world, and nobody ha·s ever known of any such conduct. He 
was out there on a very cold, winter night without a hat. Mr. 
Corbitt spoke of a man who habitually goes without a hat. 
Why, of course. Up at the University of Virginia you will 
find that all after the first year are supposed to go without 
their hats, or almost all of them, because wearing a hat is the 
punishment that a "rat'' has to bear. You can understand 
that. But, Mr. Oorbitt, we are talking about this man Lewis, 
and this man Lewis had his hat in his hand while he was on 
the witness stand here. We are not talking a Yale or a Har-
vard graduate we are talking abou~ this watchman, Lewi~ . 
who brought his hat to that stand and held it before you gen-
tlemen wh~n on the witness stand here on this 19th day of 
November, 1926, when, as a matter of fact, today is a very 
moderate day, almost a summer day, and the 22nd of De-
cember, 1924, was a cold day, almost a winter day. As I said 
before, ''When I was a child, I spake as a child", • * '"' "but 
when I became a man, I put away childish things". 
Now, listen, gentlemen, you haven't got in this case but 
one or two instructions, in my judgment, to consider. His 
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Honor has told you the law just as plain as anything can b_e 
told. The Court instructs the jury now, listen: it doesn't 
make any difference about the flagman; the flagman hasn't 
got a thing to do with ·this case, if you believe 
page 197 ~ those signals were not given, and given just as 
the law requires, that is, two sharp signals within 
the space of 300 and 600 yards of the crossing, and a contin..: 
uous blowing o~ the whistle or ringing of the bell from that 
point on up to the crossing. Now, if the accident occurred 
and there was a casual relation between the failur'e to giv~ 
those signals and the accident, even if the ~1ajor was guilty of 
contributory negligence, if those signals contributed possibl~ 
in any degree to the accident, the railroad company is liable 
under the law. 
Now, let's see: "The court instructs the jury that the sig~ 
nals described in another instruction in this case' '-and I 
will read you that one as soon as I finish this one-"to be 
given by the bell or whistle of the locomotive are by the stat-
ute mandatory"-that means there can be no excuse for not 
giving them you can not get out of it-Hand that no other sig-
nal, precaution or warning~ '-no other-" such as a flagman, 
headlight or ·the noise from an oncoming train will reliev(' 
the railroad from the failure to give these statutory signals 
and that the failure to give such signals pursuant to the stat-
ute constitutes negligence on the part of the railroad com-
pany". 
Now, there you are: just as plain as you want it; that they 
are mandatory, and that the failure to give them constitutes 
negligence on the part of the railroad company. 
Now, "The court instructs the jury"-now, listen carefully 
to this instruction No. 2-' 'that the statute law 
page 198 } of this state required the defendant, Southern 
Railway Company, to sound sharply the steam 
. 'vhistle of its engine twice at a distance of not less than 300 
yards, and not more than 600 yards, from said crossing, and 
to ring the bell of said engine or blow the said whistle con-
tinuously or alternately until its engine had reached said 
crossing" ;-now, they must blow twice .sharply and then ririg 
continuously or blow the whistle continuously all the way to 
the crossing, from 300 to 600 yards ;-''and if you believe 
from the evidence that the defendant, Southern Railway Com-
pany, failed to perform any of its ahoYe-mentioned duties, 
in any particular, that the plaintiff's testator was killed by 
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the engine or train of the defendant and that such failure 
either caused the accident or contributed thereto' '-it is not 
necessary for them to be alone the cause; they can be guilty of 
contributory negligence-'' then you shall find for the plain-
tiff". Now, that is, if they failed to give them in any par-
ticular, you are to find for the plaintiff. "And if you be-
lieve from the evidence that the plaintiff's testator 'vas negli-
gent' '-that Major Johnson was negligent-'' in any respect 
in approaching or attempting to cross said crossing, you 
should, n·evertheless, find for the plaintiff",-it don't make 
any difference a hont his being guilty of negligence, not a par-
ticle, you are still to find for the plaintiff if they too were 
guilty of contributory negligence ; or, if both were guilty of 
contributory negligence, you are still to find for 
page 200 ~ the plaintiff. Now, read No. 2 all you want to. 
Listen, again : ''And if you believe from the evi-
dence that the plaintiff's testator was negligent in any re-
spect"-that is, Johnson-" in approaching or attempting to 
cross said crossing, you should, nevertheless "-regardless of 
his negligence-" find for the plaintiff, "-if you believe he 
was negligent, now-"but you must consider the plaintiff's 
testator's negligence in mitigation. of damages". Which sim-
ply means, gentlemen, this: it simply means that if he was 
negligent and if the railroad company faile<I to give any ot 
the signals required by law under that instruction, and John-
son too was negligent, or both were negligent, then that you 
must find for Johnson in either event, but, if you think that 
.Johnson was negligent you 'vould have to slice off a little 
something in mitigation of the damages, because the law now 
is that you shall compare and weigh the damages between 
the two and decide which was most at fault, if you wish, or 
to what extent the railroad company· is liable and to what ex-
tent he contributed to the accident, and then give damages 
accordingly. So that, nuder that instruction, gentlemen of 
the jury, you will see that there is no escape from gi"ring 
damages. And I will tell you frankly, g·entlemen, so far as 
I am concerned-! know that that flagman was not out there, 
in my own mind, from the evidence in this case, and I know 
just as well as I know that I am living, as I said just now, that 
the Finger of the Almighty pointed to the witnesses who 
. have disclosoo that there were no signals given; 
page 201 ~ but I would rather ask you, than to have a wealthy 
railroad take this case of that poor widow, who 
has her children on her hands to support-and there is not 
t.he least te:::timony in this case as to whether she can support 
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them or not-to the Court of Appeals and take the chances, 
with all of their money and power, of having a reversal-! 
'vould rather say to you, gentlemen of the jury, that, in con-
sidering it, let's admit for the sake of argument, that the rail-
road company was negligent and that Major Johnson jointly 
was slightly negligent too, and take off just a little bit, so 
that they can not take the case to the Court of AppealB, be-
cause otherwise they will take it there; and I would suggest 
to you, gentlemen of the jury-! have never done it before in 
my life, but I am going to tell you just exactly what I want 
in this case: I want a verdict for $9,000.00, and I think that 
we deserve it. A life has been taken; a home has been wrecked 
and ruined. I want $9,000.00. Let's figure it mathemati-
cally, and let's allow them $1,000.00 in mitigation of any pos-
-sible negligence that Major Johnson was guilty of, and let's 
take off $1,000.00. You know and I know and everybody else 
knows, from the testimony in this case-yes, from the tes-
timony in this case-that the railroad bus caused this acci-
dent by having an indiscreet and incompetent m&-n in its em-
ploy, one who preferred to stay around the fire and keep warm 
rather than to go out and look after the lives of the white peo-
ple passing over that crossing; and you know as 
page 202 ~ well as I do that, if there had been any watchman 
there and that whistle had blown and that bell had 
rung until i:hat crossing would have been reached, that the lov-
ing arms of Mrs. Johnson tonight could be placed around th~ 
neck of her husband aud his lips sealed to hers, and to the 
lips of those dear little children, but for the reckless and ruth~ 
less decision of the officials of the railroad company to keep · 
an irresponsible man in that position. Why, gentlemen, as 
my friend, E. H. Williams, over here in Isle of Wight the 
other day said-it was the first time I ever heard it-"I feel 
almost like I ouzht to sit down, because I am going to get to 
the point presently", he said-and I feel that way in this 
case-'' :where I will be overcome with the idea that a ·rail-
road company under such circumstances would not be will-
ing voluntarily to help a poor widow woman and her children, 
under the circumstances of this case, which sho'v unmistak-
ably negligence on the part of the railroad company". 
Now, gentlemen, I just want to refer to one or two other 
i,nstructions, just because I want to explain them and nothing 
else: 
"The court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
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evidence that the sole"-that means the only-"proximate 
cause of the injury to the plaintiff's intestate, W. T. John-
son, was his own negligence and not that of the defendant, 
then they must find for the defendant''. 
Well, you know that without any instruction. You all 
know that if it is no body's act but his; if there 
page 203 ~ was not any negligence involved except his ow.n, 
that nobody is responsible. You all know tha.t, if 
a man walked up here to a hotel and rented a room and took 
a pistol in there and blew his brains out, then he and nobody 
else would be responsible. It is his own act, and nobody 
else's. But 11ow, here, if you believe that they were both neg-
ligent, you simply have to decide how much he (Major John-
son) is entitled to. The law did not use to be that way. It 
'vas passed by the Code of 1919. Now, ''The court instructs 
the jury that the tracks of a railroad. are of themselves a 
warning of danger, that railway trains have the right of way 
at a public crossing and that it is the p.uty of a traveler, in the 
full enjoyment of his faculties of hearing and seeing, upon a 
highway appro~ching a railroad crossing, before he attempts 
to pass or drive over, to exercise a proper degree of care 
and caution, and to make vigilant use of his eyes and ears 
for the purpose of ascertaining whether a train is approach-
ing; he must not only use his eyes and e~rs, looking and list-
ening in both directions, but he must make the act of looking 
and listening reasonably effective, and if he fails to do this he 
is guilty of negligence''·. 
Now, that is just exactly what the other instn1ction No. 2 
tells you: if you believe that he failed in that, you can take 
off $1,000.00, if you want to do so, so as to make it safe when it 
gets to the Court of Appeals; btit the court does 
page 204 ~ not tell you that we can not recover undel' the 
· other instruction; the court simply says if he is 
guilty of negligence, and if the railroad company is guilty of 
negligence ; if those facts existed. I think you understand 
that. 
The court instructs the jury that if they were guilty of neg-
ligence, and that such failure caused the accident or con-
tributed thereto-· -that is exactly what the instruction says 
-and if you believe that the plaintiff's testator 'vas negli-
gent, then you shall consider that in mitigation of damages. 
I just did not want you to misunderstand that. The court 
tells yon so in this case; because I agreed to that instruc-
-tion f all of us agreed to it; we· agreed that an instruction 
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should be given to that effe~t; and I want to tell you right 
now to take off something in· mitigation of damages. 
Now, gentlemen, the lost instruction and I am through : 
"In ascertaining the. probability of life"-tha.t has been fixed 
at 22 years; he would have lived 22 years; and $2,000.00 and 
$1,200.00, that would l1ave been $3,200.00 a year. He would 
not have had to have lived but three years of that 22 years 
to have earned the whole $10,000.00 in this ·case, and yet, gen-
tlemen of the jury, do you realize that human life is the dear-
est thing that man possesses? You are not called upon to 
compensate him because of the fact that he is dead. He is 
being compensated in the realms of eternity. But you are 
called upon, ge.ntlemen of the jury, to compensate 
page 205 ~ that widow and to insure to that daughter and.to 
insure to that son a fair and just sum by way of 
solace and comfort for the sorrow and suffering and the men-
tal anguish to which this instruction invites your attention, 
and to insure to them an existence. Gentlemen of the jury,. 
as in that divine praye1~, known as the Lord's Prayer, you 
ask "Give us this day oq.r daily bread"-as you have said 
it on your knees, as you were taught in your infancy and as 
you adhere to as men, asking that the bread be given unto you, 
I am standing before you today asking of you that the bread 
to which' this widow and those children are entitled be to 
them, for not 22 years, because under the law of this state 
and under the circumstances a life can not be sued for to ex-
ceed $10,000.00; if it could have been, we would have sued for 
more; but, under those circumstances, I am asking you to 
afford it to 'them, for a reasonable time, froJl!. the railroad, 
the Southern Railroad, which has taken from them their fa-
ther and their husband and carried him to his grave 22 years 
earlier than he ordinarily might have gone, and taken from 
that boy the consolation, the direction and care to which he 
is entitled from his age two years ,ago, during that 22 years 
and into his manhood; and taken from that girl the counsel 
which might be imparted to her through the consideration 
and thoughtful care of both the mother and father, through 
mutual conferences, instilli1;1g into her young womanhood 
probably some standard of life which she will never now 
Tealize. 
page 206 ~ Ah, gentlemen of the jury, no one knows what 
the lack of a father is better than I. Mine was 
taken from me when I 'vas a s~all child, just as these are, and 
into many pitfalls as a child did I fall that probably I other-
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wise would not have fallen into had I had a father to counsel 
me. I think of the little verse, referring to mother and fa-
ther: 
and then: 
"Who ran to help me \V'hen I fell, 
Or did some pretty story tell, 
Or kissed the place to make it well: 
My mother.'' 
''Who ran to help me when I fell, 
Or did some pretty story tell, 
Or from whom counsel had when a lad: 
My dad.'' 
That poor dad has passed into eternity by reason of the 
reckless, ruthless, inexcusable negligence of this railroad com-
pany; and I do not mean to say that they should be branded 
with any greater of censure or any larger verdict than other· 
people, but I say that if they are guilty, they are able to pay 
and they should be required to do it . 
. I submit this case, gentlemen, to you with the firm convic-
tion and with the confident expectation that you will bring 
down a verdict somewhere approximating $9,000.00, if, in 
your judgment, you think they are entitled to it, and if, in 
· your judgment, you think they are not,' then all 
page 207 ~ that I ask, in your jury room and when you go 
your homes is to ask the Lord, du~ to the fact 
that that husband is gone by his own reckless conduct and by 
reason of the fact that the rai!road company was not liable, 
but because of the fact that he alone was responsible, to take 
care of those people (indicating the widow and two children). 
They do no not·want one dollar in this case or in any oti1er one 
unless they are entitled to it. Major Johonson, or Colonel 
Johnson, the Judge, as Mr. God,vin told you, the best Police 
Judge he had ever seen, and the ,Judge of the Domestic :Rela-
tions Court in this county and city, a man of that standard, 
today, though he knew his wife and children were starving, 
\Yould say to you as I say to you, if this railroad company 
is not entitled to pay them something, then he would not want 
that money; but he would tell you, gentlemen, in my judg-
ment, if his lips could speak, just as Maggie Davis and l1er 
fathei· and Shepard Lassiter told you, that at that crossing 
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tbat watchman ijad not come out; that there was no red light; 
that his testimony was to save himself, and that there was no 
signal by the blowing of the whistle or the ringing of the bell. 
;But he is silent and the 'evidence is ended, and so ends this 
~as e. 
page 208 ~ And, thereupon, the defendant, by counsel, then 
and there excepted to the .action and ruling of the 
Court in refusing to grant its motion for a new trial, and ill 
refusing to set aside the said verdict, and in entering up 
judgment on said verdict, and the said defendant tenders this, 
its Bill of Exceptions No. 1, after reasonable notice in writ-
ing of the tim,g and place thereof to plaintiff's counsel as re-
quired by law, which it prays may be signed, sealed and made 
.a part of the record, which is accordingly done this 1st day of 
April, 1927, and within the time allowed by law. 
.April 1, 1927. 
C. VERNON SPRATLEY, Judge. (Seal) 
A True Copy. 
C. VERNON SPRATLEY, Judge . 
page 209 ~ DEFEND1\.NT 'S BILL OF EXCEPTION NO .2. 
Vi.rginia, 
In the Circuit Court of Nansemond County. 
India V. ,J ohnsou, Administratrix of the Estate of W. T. 
Johnson, deceased, 
v. 
Southern Railway Company. 
Be It _Remembered, That on the trial of this case, after the 
evidence had been introduced before the jury, as shown in 
Bill of Exceptions No. 1 in this case, the plaintiff requested 
the court to grant and give Instructions 1, 2 and 3, as fol· 
lows: 
1. 
page 210 ~ If the jury believe from the evidence that the 
plaintiff should recover damages, then in ascer-
taining the amount of the fjamages, which shall not excBed ten 
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thousand ($10,000.00) dollars,. they should find the sum with 
reference:. 
FIRST : To the pecuniary IQss sustained by the wife and 
and children of the said \Villiam Tilden Johnson by the 
death of the said William Tilden Johnson, fixing the sum at 
such sum as would be equal. to the probable earings of the 
said William 'rilden Johnson, taking into consideration the. 
age, earning capacity, and experience of the deceased during 
what would probably have been his lifetime. 
SECOND: In ascertaining the probability of life, the jury 
have a right to determine the same with reference to recog-
nized scientific tables relating to the expectation of human 
life. 
THIRD: By acldiJ).g thereto compensation for the loss· of 
his. care, attention and society to his said wife and children,. 
and 
FOURTH: And by taking into consideration such sum as. 
they ~&.v deem fair and just by 'vay of solace and comfort to 
the said wife and children for the sorrow, suffering and men-
tal anguish occasioned to them by his death. 
And the jury may direct in what portion any damages they 
assess shall be distributed to the wife and children of the de-
ceased. 
2. 
page 21i t The court instructs the jury that the statute 
law of this State required the defendant, South-
ern Railway Company, to sound sharply the steam 'vhistle of 
.its engine twice at a distance of not less than 300 yards, and 
not more than 600 ·yards, from said crossing, and to ring 
the bell of said engine or blow the said whistle continuously 
or alternately until its engine had reached said crossing; 
and if you believe from the evidence that the defendant, 
Southern Railway Company, failed to perform any of its 
above-mentioned duties, in any particular, that the 
plaintiff's testator was killed by th~ engine or train 
of the deefndant and that such failure either caused the 
accident or contributed thereto, then you shall find for the 
·plaintiff. And if you believe from the evidence that the plain, 
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tiff's testator was negligent in any respect in approaching or 
attempting to cross said crossing, you should, nevertheless, 
find for the plaintiff, but you must consider the plaintiff's 
testator's negligence in mitigation of damages. 
3. 
The court instructs the jury that the signals described -in 
another instruction in this case required to be given by the 
bell or whistle of the locomotive are by the statute manda-
tory and that no other signal, precaution or warning such as 
a flagman, head-light or the noise from an on-coming train 
will relieve the railroad from the failure to give these satu-
tory signals and that the failure to give such signals pursu-
ant to the statute constitutes negligence on the part of tlie 
railroad company. 
page 212 ~ to the granting and giving of instructions 2 and 
3 the defendant, at the time, duly objected, as-
siging as reaso~1s for the objections that as to instruction 2, 
while it states that the jury should find for the plaintiff if the 
statutory signals were not given, there is no evidence in the 
case tending to show that the failure to give the signals was 
either the proximate cause or a contributing cause of the ac-
cident; and, further, ignores the fact that there was undis-
puted evidence which tended to show that the plaintiff did 
actually kno'v of the presence of the train; and that it also 
leaves out any reference to the evidence which tended to 
show that the flagman had tried to wave down the plaintiff 
with a red lantern; and that as to instruction 3 it ignores 
the principle of law that the failure to give the signals must 
have been the contributing or proximate cause of the acci-
dent, and that it told the jury, in effect, that they should find 
for the plaintiff in this case, if the statutory signals were not 
given; but the court overruled each of these objections and 
granted the said instructions 1, 2 and 3 and gave them to the 
jury, to which action of the court in overruling the said ob-
jections and in granting and giving the said instructions 2 
and 3 the defendant, at the time, duly excepted. 
And the court having overruled the defendant's objec-
tions to the aforesaid instructions 2 and 3, and announced 
that instructions 1, 2 and 3 'vould be given to the jury, and the 
defendant having excepted to the granting and giving of in-
structions 2 and 3, the defendant offered instructions A, B, 
C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, L and ~I, as follows: .· 
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A. 
page 213 ~ The courts instructs the jury that the mere fact 
that the plaintiff's intestate, W. T. Johnson, was 
injured at the intersection of the l1ighway leading from Suf-
folk to Portsmouth, Virginia, with the Southern Railway, in 
a collision -between the defendant's train and an automobile 
:which the plaintiff's intestate was. driving, raises no pre-
sumption whatever that the defendant, Southern Railway 
Company, was guilty of negligence, and, on the contrary, the 
presumption is that the defendant and its agents in charge 
of the train were not guilty of negligence. And the court 
instructs the jury that unless the plaintiff does affirmatively 
prove by a preponderance of the evidence to the satisfaction 
of the jury that the defendant's agents in charge of the train 
were guilty of the negligence charged in the plaintiff's declar-
ation and that said negligence of th& defendant's agents in 
chare of the train was the proximate and immediate cause of 
the injury complained of, then the jury must find their verdict 
for the defendant. 
B. 
The court instructs the jury that, if you believe from the 
evidence that, ·as the defendant's train approached the cross-
ing, the whistle of the engine 'vas sounded at least twice, at 
a distance of not less than three hundred yards nor more than 
six hundred yards from the crossing, and t11at thereafter the 
bell was rung- rontinuously until the engine reached the cross-
ing, yon mm~t find for the defendant. 
c. 
page 214 ~ The court instructs the jury that the burden is 
upon the plaintiff to prove by a preponderance of 
1 evidence that the employees in charge of tl10 locomotive en-
gine failed to sharply sound the steam whistle at least twice 
at a distance of not less than three hundred yards, nor more 
than six hundred yards, from the place where the railroad 
crosses the grade crossing· of the public highway, and that 
the bell was not rung or whistle sounded continuously or al-
~ernate1y until the engine reached such highway crossing, 
and that, unless the plaintiff does this and further proves by 
a preponderance of evidence that sueh f~ilure was the proxi-
mate and immediate cause of the injury, then the jury must 
find for the defendant. 
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D. 
The court instructs the jury that, even though they may 
believe from the evidence that the agents of the defendant 
eompany did not blow the whistle or ring the engine bell, as 
provided by law, yet the plaintiff cannot recover in this ac-
tion unless they further believe from the evidence that the 
omission to blow the whistle or to ring the engine bell w:is 
the proximate and immediate cause of the injury suffered·~ 
E. 
page 215 } The court instructs the jury that, even though 
they may believe from the evidence that the 
:agents of the defendant company did not blo'v the whistle 
or ring the engine bell, as provided by law, yet if they further 
believe from the evidence that the driver of the automo-
bile so negligently ran· it as to render the accident unavoid-
~ble, and that this was the sole proximate and immediate 
cause of the accident, they must find for the defendant. 
F. 
The court instructs the jury that, even though they may 
helieve from the evidence that the agents of the defendant 
company did not blow the whistle or ring the engine bell, as 
provided by law, yet if they further believe from the evi-
dence that the plaintiff's intestate, ,Johnson, failed to look 
and listen for the approaching train, so as to make looking 
and listening· effective, and that his failure was the sole proxi-
Jnate and immediate cause of the accident, then they must 
find for the defendant. 
G. 
page 216 } The court instructs the jury that if they be-
lieve from the evidence that the sole proximate 
cause of the injury to the plaintiff's intestate, W. T. John-
son, was his own negligence and not that of the defe:pdant, 
·then they must find for the defendant. 
H. 
The court ~nstructs the jury that the tracks of a railroad are 
of themselves a warning of danger, that railway trains have 
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the right of way at a public crossing and that it i& the duty of 
a traveler, in the full enjoyment of his faculties of hearing 
and seeing, upon a high,vay approaching a railroad crossing,_ 
before he attempts to pass or drive over, to exercise a propei 
degree of care and caution, and to make vigilant use of his 
eyes and e·ars for the purpose of ascertaining whether a 
train is approaching; he must not only use his eyes and ears, 
looking and listening in both directions, but he must make the 
ac.ts of looking and listening reasonably effective, and if he 
fails to do this he is guilty of negligence. · 
. I. 
page 217 ~ The court instructs the jury that they c~nnot 
find against the defendant on guess work, or what 
might have been, but only upon evidence introduced before 
them; and the mere fact that the accident happened in nowise 
makes the defendant liable. 
J. 
The court instructs the jury that one is guilty of negli-
gence where his inj!Jry is due to want of ordinary care on his 
part, and that from the evidence in this case the plaintiff's 
intestate was at least guilty of negligence that contributed 
to his injury. 
L. 
p-age 218 ~ The· court instructs the jury that the positive 
testimony of a single witness, whose credibility is 
unimpeached, that he heard the engine whistle blow or the 
bell ring at a particular time and place should outweigh the 
testimony of a number of equally credible witnesses, who, 
with the same opportunities, testify that they did not hear it .. 
M .
. The court instructs tile jury that in arriving at a verdict 
it mp:st not be influenced by sympathy for tli.e plaintiff of her 
family, but must be governed entirely by the evidence and 
the law of this case as laid down by the court in the instruc-
tions. 
page 219 ~ and the court granted and gave instructions B, 
C, F, G, H, J and M: as offered, eliminated from 
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instruction A, as offered, the words "and, on the contrary, 
the presumption is that the defendant and,its ageuts in charge 
of the train were not guilty of negligence", and gave the 
same, reading as follows : 
"The court instructs the jury that the mere fact that the 
plaintiff's intestate, W. T. Johnson, was injured at the in-
tersection of the highway leading from Suffolk to Po1·ts-
mouth, Virginia, with the ·Southern Railway, in a collision be-
tween the defendant's train and an automobile which the 
plaintiff's intestate was driving, raises no presumption what-
ever that the defendant, Southern Railway Oompany, w.as 
guilty of negligence. And the court instructs the jury that 
unless the plaintiff does· affirmatively prove by a prepon-
derance of the evidence to the ·satisfaction of the jury that the 
defendant's agents in charge of the train were guilty of some 
negligence as charged in the plaintiff's declaration and that 
said negligence of the defendant's agents in charge qf the 
train was the proximate and immediate cause of the injury 
complained of, then the jury must find their verdict for the-
defendants.'' 
and refused t.o grant instructions D, E, I and L, and eaeh. of 
them; to which action of the court in not granting and giving 
instruction A, as offered, and in refusing to grant instruc-
tions D, E, I and L, and each of ·them, the defendant, at the 
time, duly objected on the ground that instruction A, as of.;. 
fered, correctly stated the law of the ease; as to instruction 
D, on the ground that the court, in refusing it, 
page 220 ~ ignored the principle that the failure to give the 
stautory signals must .have been the proximate or 
contributing cause of the accident, and as to instruction E, 
because the court ignored the principle of law that if the 
plaintiff's intestate so conducted himself as to render the ac-
cident unavoidable, then the plaintiff could not recover, and 
as to instructions 1 and L, on the ground that each correctly 
states the law applicable to the case; but the court overruled 
the said objections of the defendant, to whi~h action of the 
court the defendant duly excepted. 
Anrl the foregoing are all of the instructions that were 
offered, granted, modi:fi(\d and refused in this case. 
I 
Wherefore, the defendant tenders this, its ~ill of Excep-
tions No, 2, after reasonable notice in writing of the time and 
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pbice thereof to plaintiff's counsel, as required by law, which 
it prays may be signed, sealed and made a part of the record, 
which is accordingly done this 1st day of April, 1927, and 
within the time allowed by law. 
C. VERNON SPRATLEY, Judge. (Seal) 
A True Copy. 
C. VERNON SPRATLEY, Judge .. 
April 1, 1927. 
page 221 } Virginia, 
· In the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the 
County of N ansemond on the 6th day of April, 1927. 
I, G. E. Bunting, Clerk of the Circuit Court of the County 
of Na.nsemond, do certify that the foregoing is a true tarns-
cript of the record in the case of India V. Johnson, Adminis-
tratrix -c. t. a. of William Tilden ,Johnson, ·c;teceased, plaintiff, 
v. Southern Railway Company, defendant, lately pending iu 
said Court. 
I further certify that the same was not made up and com-
pleted and delivered until the plaintiff bad received due no-
tice thereof and of the intention of the defendant to apply to 
the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia for a writ of er-
ror and supersedeas to the judgment therein. 
G. E. BUNTING, Clerk .. 
Fee for this record $18.00. 
A Copy-Test: 
H. STEW ART JONES, C. C .. 
(See Plat aud.Photographs;) 
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